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ABSTRACT

SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURE ELUCIDATION AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF Li2-II-IV-S4 DIAMOND-LIKE SEMICONDUCTORS:
STUDY OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES, MAGNETISM, AND LITHIUM
ION CONDUCTIVITY

By
Jacilynn A. Brant
May 2015

Dissertation supervised by Dr. Jennifer A. Aitken
In this work, several new lithium sulfides were synthesized and investigated for
applications in nonlinear optics, solid-state batteries, and magnetoelectronics. Chapter 1
provides an overview of diamond-like semiconductors (DLSs). The multinary
semiconductors were synthesized via high temperature solid-state and polychalcogenide
flux methods. Single crystal X-ray diffraction was used to solve and refine the structures.
All products were characterized using synchrotron powder diffraction with Rietveld
refinements. Chapter 2 is focused on magnetic properties of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs. Divalent
ions are directed to specific locations within the wurtz-kesterite structure to generate
antiferromagnetic ordering. The indirect-gap (Eg = 1.4 eV) semiconductor Li2FeGeS4 has
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a magnetic structure that is commensurate with the nuclear structure according to neutron
powder diffraction, while Li2FeSnS4 has a direct bandgap (Eg = 1.9 eV) and an
incommensurate magnetic structure. Both compounds undergo a conventional
metamagnetic transition, with similar magnetic phase diagrams. Chapter 3 outlines the
impacts that the class of chalcogenide-based materials have made on Li+ ion
conductivity. Li2-II-GeS4 DLSs have wurtz-kesterite, wurtz-stannite, and lithium
cobalt(II) silicate structures that exhibit variations in cation ordering patterns, which yield
different Li+ diffusion pathways. Ion conductivities of ~10-7-10-5 S/cm at 100 °C have
been observed in Li2MnGeS4, Li2CoGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, and Li2CdGeS4. Chapters 5 and 6
demonstrate that quaternary DLSs are the logical successors of the ternary chalcopyrites
that transformed nonlinear optical (NLO) applications for the infrared. Second harmonic
generation (SHG) has been discovered in DLSs containing transition metals, namely
Li2MnGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4 and Li2CoSnS4. The wide-gap Li2MnGeS4 exhibits a
very high laser damage threshold (LDT) (> 16 GW/cm2) and a SHG susceptibility of 15
pm/V. Li2CdGeS4 exhibits the highest SHG susceptibility ((2) = 51.1 pm/V) and satisfies
several criteria for practical infrared NLO applications, including a wide region of optical
transparency (0.5-22 μm), high thermal stability (m.p. ~890 °C), and environmental
stability. Most notably, Li2CdGeS4 has a wide bandgap (Eg = 3.15 eV) that imparts a
large LDT > 4 GW/cm2. Although it is commonly accepted that high LDTs and strong
optical nonlinearity are mutually exclusive, Li2CdGeS4 simultaneously exhibits an
exceptional laser damage threshold and high SHG that exceeds some benchmark
materials.
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1.

Progress in the Class of I2-II-IV-VI4 Diamond-like Semiconductors: A Platform
for Systematic Studies and Physical Property Tuning toward Emerging
Applications

1.1

Introduction
Early work on diamond-structured materials ignited a thrust toward implementing

binary and ternary diamond-like semiconductors (DLSs) into innovative applications that
affect our daily lives. For example, III-V DLSs are found in many commercially
available semiconductor devices and light emitting diodes.1 A DLS from the I-III-VI2
family, namely CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (CIGS), is used in commercial thin film solar cells.2
Crystals of DLSs, ZnGeP2,3 AgGaS2, AgGaSe2,4 etc.,5 are used in commercial nonlinear
optical devices, such as infrared counter measure systems.6 These revolutionary binary7
and ternary3-4, 8 materials paved the way for quaternary DLSs that hold great promise in
emerging applications. For example, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) are
intensively pursued as low-cost and sustainable absorber materials for next-generation
thin film solar cells.9 Quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are currently being explored for a
broad assortment of potential applications, including photovoltaics, photocatalysis,
magnetoelectronics, thermoelectrics, and nonlinear optics, which are detailed in Section
1.5.
A wide array of elements can be employed as the tetrahedral nodes to assemble
diamond-like structures. Through careful deliberation of the elements used in the
synthesis of quaternary DLSs coupled with high-quality structural studies and thorough
characterization of physicochemical properties, a deeper knowledge of composition1

structure-property relationships can be harvested toward advancing knowledge-based
materials design. A widespread challenge in materials science is to ultimately control
atomic arrangements to gain access to tunable properties and possibly, one day, create
materials for specific functions.10 In 1965, N. A. Goryunova wrote “In the entire field of
semiconductor chemistry…the fundamental problem…is that of correlating the electric
[semiconducting] properties of substances with the chemical composition, the crystal
structure, and the nature of the bonding,”11 and overcoming this obstacle continues to
propel research forward. DLSs offer a platform to address these challenges.
1.1.1 Design Strategy for Diamond-like Semiconductors
DLSs11a,12 are a sizable class of materials that are structural analogues of either
cubic diamond or hexagonal diamond, also known as lonsdaleite.11b Diamond-like
materials can be binary, such as ZnS (sphalerite13 and wurtzite14), in which two different
elements comprise alternating tetrahedral nodes. Further variation in composition yields
ternary and quaternary diamond-like formulae (see Figure 1.1) in which a supercell of
ZnS contains an ordered cation arrangement on former Zn sites. Conceivably the most
valuable attribute of DLSs is that they can be reliably constructed when a guiding design
strategy is in play. According to fundamental crystal chemistry principles12c,

15

the

general formulae of all binary, ternary and quaternary materials that have diamond-like
structures can be calculated.
To assemble a diamond-like structure, the average valence electron concentration
(VEC) should be equal to four. Since cations ideally donate valence electrons to the
anions, the average valence electron concentration of the anion (VEC A) should be equal
2

to eight. While the rules of valence electron averaging are necessary, they are not
sufficient conditions for the existence of diamond-like structures. All selected elements
should have a tendency to exhibit tetrahedral bonding and also satisfy the sharing
coefficient of four for tetrahedral structures, which is the average number of tetrahedra
participating in the sharing of the tetrahedral corners.12c The sharing coefficient is
dictated by the electrostatic valence principle, which states that the electric charge of each
anion must be compensated by the cations in the first coordination sphere of the anion.15
This principle implies that for CmAn, the number of cations, m, must be equal to the
number of anions, n to construct a diamond-like structure. Based on these guidelines,
diamond-like structures are predicted for a variety of multinary formulae. Nine
quaternary formulae are expected to yield diamond-like structures, in addition to a
number of formulae that contain built-in defects. For example, meeting these criteria
yields the formula I2-II-IV-VI4 in which roman numerals represent the number of
electrons each element would have while in the elemental state.

3

Figure 1.1. Hierarchy of elemental, binary, ternary, and quaternary formulae for
diamond-like semiconductors.
1.1.2 Compositional Flexibility in Diamond-like Semiconductors
In 1958 Goodman described the process of ‘cross-substitution’ as a means to
obtain various series of semiconductors in which an element from one group of the
periodic table is replaced by pairs of elements from different groups while the valenceelectron to atom ratio is held constant.12a For example, the well-known III-V and II-VI
semiconductors are derived from the Group IV elements, i.e., substitutional derivation of
the elemental semiconductor Si16 can give rise to GaAs and ZnSe. Cross-substitution of
the divalent ions in the II-VI formula gives rise to I-III-VI2 DLSs, and cross-substitution
of the trivalent ion with II and IV gives rise to the most widely investigated formula of
the quaternary DLSs, I2-II-IV-VI4 (Figure 1.1). Cross-substitution is basically an
extension of the Grimm-Sommerfeld rule,17 reported in 1926, that predicts tetrahedral
structures for binary compounds that exhibit covalent character as well as a VEC of four
per atom.
Goodman further described ‘vertical’ substitution in which elements in a
semiconducting compound are substituted with elements of the same group as a means to
modify the properties. For example, the properties of the benchmark nonlinear optical
materials AgGaSe2 and AgGaS2 are distinct. AgGaSe2 has a bandgap (Eg) of 1.8 eV,
while employing sulfur instead of selenium as the chalcogen yields AgGaS 2 with a Eg of
2.6 eV, which has substantial effects on practical properties.4 This idea of vertical
substitution has been extended to include not only other elements of the same group but
4

also those across the periodic table that are isovalent. For example, Li+ can substitute Ag+
in I-III-IV2 semiconductors. The Eg of AgGaS2 can be further widened through such
substitution. The Eg of LiGaS2 is 3.76 eV,18 which imparts a much more attractive
threshold for laser-induced damage19 that typically limits the maximum efficiency of
optical processes in NLO materials and is often the ultimate restriction on system
performance.20
Based on these methods of compound construction, extensive lists of predicted
diamond-like compounds with ternary (e.g., III2-IV-VI, II2-V-VII) and quaternary (e.g.,
I-II2-III-VI4, II-III2-IV-V4) compositions have been formulated by Parthé12c and
Pamplin.12b In addition to the vacancy-free derivatives of diamond that are termed
‘adamantine’ materials, the formulae of ‘defect adamantine’ compounds that contain
built-in vacancies, such as III2--VI3 and I-III-IV--VI4, are also be predicted.21
1.2

Historical and Current Perspectives

1.2.1 Early Work on I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs
While reports of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs have appeared as early as the 1930’s (e.g.,
Cu2FeSnS4),22 the initiation of systematic studies among this class of compounds
commenced in the 1960’s.11,

12b, c, 23

These early investigations highlight the vast

compositional flexibility that is accessible in this class of materials.
In 1967, 13 Cu2-II-IV-S4 DLSs (II = Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn or Cd, and IV = Si, Ge, or
Sn) with stannite or wurtz-stannite structures were reported by Nitsche, Sargent and
Wild, along with unit cells that were elucidated using X-ray powder diffraction
photographs.23a Notably, this is the first report of the acclaimed CZTS. These crystals
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were obtained using a vapor transport technique, in which stoichiometric mixtures of
elemental powders are combined with iodine in a fused-silica tube and the reaction
mixture is placed at the hot zone of the furnace that is held at 1100 °C. Iodine vapor is
used as a transport medium (~5 mg I2/cm3)24 and crystals are formed at the cool end of
the fused-silica tube, which is ~300-350 °C cooler than the hot zone.23a Parthé followed
this lead, and soon after reported the crystal structure of Cu2CdGeS4, prepared via I2
transport, along with the apparent space groups and possible structures of five other
DLSs, namely Cu2CdGeSe4, Ag2ZnGeSe4, Ag2CdGeS4, Ag2CdSnS4 and Ag2CdSnSe4.24
In 1970, Allemand and Wintenberger systematically examined magnetic
properties in antiferromagnetic Cu2-II-GeS4 (II = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) and Cu2-II-SnS4 (II =
Mn, Fe) with stannite and wurtz-stannite structures.25 Next, Schäfer and Nitsche
published a structural survey focused on X-ray powder diffraction of 42 possible
Cu2-II-IV-VI4 (II = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Cd, Hg; IV = Si, Ge, Sn; VI = S, Se) DLSs, 20 of
which were newly reported. Here, they described stannite and wurtz-stannite structures,
as well as “slightly distorted, sphalerite-sized cells of tetragonal, orthorhombic, or
monoclinic symmetry.”26 Shortly thereafter, another methodical exploration of the
properties, including density, resistivity and magnetism, of 11 Cu2-II-IV-VI4 (II = Mn,
Fe, Co, Zn); IV = Si, Ge, Sn; VI = S, Se) DLSs emerged.27
By 1981, Pamplin compiled a list of 249 known diamond-like phases of various
formulae, 42 of which belong to the I2-II-IV-VI4 family. The majority of diamondstructured I2-II-IV-VI4 are chalcogenides (sulfides, selenides and tellurides), while
lithium oxides and sodium oxides are included as well. Much of the early work entailed
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implementing extensive alterations in composition using methods of I2 vapor transport or
direct combination of stoichiometric mixtures of elements and elucidating the resulting
diamond-like structures mostly using X-ray powder diffraction, as well as some basic
physicochemical property investigations. In conclusion, Pamplin called for “exploratory
crystal growth and characterization of [diamond-like phases to] continue in as many
laboratories as possible.”21
1.2.2 Latter Work on I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs
Large-scale investigations into the existence of numerous DLSs and their basic
structures experienced a decline after the 1980’s, in place of more detailed and systematic
studies of properties and structures of strategically targeted materials. Those surveys from
the last thirty years that largely focus on the existence of diamond-structured materials
with X-ray powder diffraction and/or basic property characterization are highlighted in
this section, while reports containing more in-depth structural studies and delineation of
key physicochemical properties for potential applications are more completely addressed
in subsequent sections.
Himmrich and Haeuseler reported the direct combination synthesis conditions,
lattice constants acquired using X-ray powder diffraction, and far infrared spectra of 22
I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs with I = Cu, Ag, II = Mn, Fe, Co, Zn, Cd, Hg, IV = Si, Ge, Sn, and VI
= S, Se I2-II-IV-VI4 in 1991.28 In 1999, Quintero, et al. used X-ray powder diffraction to
assess the structures of 19 I2-Fe-IV-VI4 DLSs, with I = Cu, Ag, IV = Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, and
VI = Se, Te, some of which were new. Fifteen of the compounds reportedly have wurtzstannite structures, including Cu2FePbSe4, Cu2FePbTe4, and Ag2FePbTe4, while
7

Cu2FeSiSe4, Cu2FeGeSe4, and Cu2FeSnSe4 exhibit stannite structures.29 A year later,
Matsushita et al. assessed the p-type semiconductors, Cu2ZnGeSe4, Cu2ZnSnSe4,
Cu2CdGeSe4 and Cu2CdSnSe4,30 with regards to structure (stannite and wurtz-stannite)
using X-ray powder diffraction, and reported melting points that ranged from 780 °C to
890 °C, resistivity on the order of 10-1-10-4 Ω cm, and bandgaps of 0.96-1.63 eV. These
optical and electrical properties were measured on ~5  5  2 mm3 single crystals that
were grown using the horizontal gradient freeze (HGF) method from melts. Upon
publication, this study constituted one of the most thorough systematic studies focused on
properties. Later, Matsushita, Ichikawa, and Katsui revealed that the melting points,
lattice constants, and bandgaps of 18 previously discovered Cu2-II-IV-VI4 (II = Zn, Cd;
IV = Si, Ge, Sn; VI = S, Se, Te) compounds vary linearly with increasing mean atomic
weight.31
In 2009, much work was conducted on improving the thermoelectric figure of
merit by through solid solutions of Cu2+xCd1-xSnSe4,32 and the work is further detailed in
Section 1.5.4.
Parasyuk et al. conducted structure assessments of known compounds using X-ray
powder diffraction, compiling the structures, space groups and unit cell parameters of
I2-II-IV-VI4 (I = Cu, Ag; II = Zn, Cd, Hg; IV = Si, Ge, Sn; VI = S, Se, Te) compounds,
all crystallizing in I-4, I-42m, or Pmn21 space groups.33 Parasyuk speculated that there
must be a limit of structural distortion in DLSs that arises due to disparity in ion sizes,
which limits the formation of diamond-like structures. Yet, all of the Cu-containing
compounds are stable. He noted that while silver selenides with larger tetravalent ions
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were accessible,34 Ag2-II-SiSe4 (II = Zn, Cd, Hg) had not been discovered and attributed
the absence to this supposed limit.33
In 2010, Tsuji et al. provided an account in which quaternary DLSs were assessed
for the practical application of photocatalysis for hydrogen evolution.35 The
photocatalytic activities were addressed for five DLSs, namely Cu2ZnGeS4, Cu2ZnSnS4
Ag2ZnGeS4 and Cu2ZnSnS4 as well as the new CuAgZnGeS4,35 and are further detailed
in Section 1.5.2.
In 2013, three new ferrous DLSs namely Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, and Ag2FeSiS4
with the wurtz-kesterite structure were reported and considered along with a list of 38
previously reported compounds (66% of these structures were determined using single
crystal X-ray diffraction) in the broader context of designing diamond-like materials. The
limit for structural distortion that was delineated by Parasyuk et al.33 was investigated via
adherence to Pauling’s radius ratio rule.15 Consequently, many of these chalcogenides
were found to violate Pauling’s radius ratio rule for tetrahedra, although they exhibit
tetrahedral structures. Analysis of the variance in ion sizes was explored in the context of
predicting the formation of sphalerite-like versus wurtzite-like structures, as further
discussed in Section 1.4.1. Recently, computational investigations into the class of
I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs have provided insight into structure-type formation and stability.36
These results are summarized in Section 1.4.
While studies on the structures and basic properties of large numbers of new
compounds has been on a descent, more sophisticated and intricate structural and
physicochemical analyses, as well as computational studies, have been recently put forth.
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Further, much attention has been focused on the fabrication of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs as
nanoforms9b,

37

and films,38 where particle- size and shape as well as film thickness

provide additional avenues to tune the properties of these semiconductors; however, this
is beyond the scope of this review.
1.3

Structures-types of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs
To date, six structure-types have been experimentally observed in the I2-II-IV-VI4

family of DLSs, three derivatives of cubic diamond and three that are related to
lonsdaleite. Cross-substitution of cubic diamond yields the binary II-VI sphalerite
structure type (F-43m). The sphalerite-like quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs (Figure 1.2),
namely stannite (I-42m)22a and kesterite (I-4),24 are related to sphalerite through either the
I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite structure (I-42d)39 or the I3-V-VI4 famatinite (I-42m)40 structure.
Another structure-type crystallizes in the P-4 space group and has only been observed for
the Cu2FeSnS4 compositon,22b-c which more commonly occurs with the stannite
structure.22a For Cu2FeSnS4, the crystal structure depends on the temperature range at
which the crystals are grown; the P-4 structure can be accessed through a careful growth
process that involves annealing and slow cooling.22c
Yet another structure, namely the primitive-mixed CuAu (PMCA) structure,41 has
been computationally predicted as a metastable quaternary DLS structure and is expected
to crystallize in the space group P-42m. Notably, the P-4 structure22c-b was not mentioned
in this report. The PMCA structure, shown in Figure 1.3, can be viewed as a
(I-VI)(III-VI) superlattice.41 Like stannite, PMCA can be derived from the metastable
I-III-VI2 CuAu (CA)-like structure42 that is frequently encountered in thin film samples43
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also satisfies the VEC principles that govern the formation of diamond-like structures.
However, the cation ordering pattern is slightly different than that of stannite.
A disordered kesterite structure that crystallizes in the I-42m space group has been
experimentally observed for the Cu2ZnSnS4 DLS.44 Whereas the kesterite structure
contains an alternating sequence of two cationic planes along the c-axis (I/IV at z = 0 and
z = ½, 2a and 2b Wyckoff positions, respectively; I/II at z = ¼ and z = ¾, 2c and 2d
Wyckoff positions, respectively), the disordered kesterite structure includes randomly
distributed I and II ions within the layer that gives rise to diagonal mirror planes and an
overall increase in structural symmetry (Figure 1.3).44

Figure 1.2. Structures of diamond-like semiconductors with cubic lineage.
Progression from cubic diamond (left) to binary, ternary and quaternary DLSs
(right).
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Although the degree of structural distortion can be heightened or lessened in these
structures by changing the elements that constitute them, the variances in space group
symmetry actually arise from the cation patterns in these ordered structures. Thus,
distinguishing these structures using X-ray diffraction can sometimes prove challenging,
if not impossible. For example, if the X-ray scattering factors of the elements that
comprise I and II ions are nearly identical in stannite, the resulting diffraction pattern
would be indistinguishable from that of kesterite.12c The same situation is observed if the
X-ray scattering factors of the I and IV ions are nearly equal. To further complicate the
situation, stannite and kesterite can both be related to the famatinite structure; thus if I
and II or I and IV ions are isoelectronic neither the diffraction pattern of stannite nor the
kesterite structure could be easily distinguished from that of the famatinite structure. The
structural derivation of kesterite can also progress from sphalerite through the
chalcopyrite structure. If the II and IV ions in the kesterite structure exhibit
indistinguishable X-ray scattering power, the diffraction from kesterite would be
indistinguishable from that of chalcopyrite.12c
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Figure 1.3. Quaternary structures derived from cubic diamond. Purple spheres
represent disordered monovalent and divalent ions in a 50:50 ratio.
In fact, the former case is exemplified in the popular Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and
Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe), in which the I = Cu+ and II = Zn2+ are isoelectronic and nearly
impossible to differentiate using X-ray diffraction. Much work has been dedicated to
elucidating these structures, including neutron diffraction experiments,45 multinuclear
(67Zn,

119

Sn, and

65

Cu) NMR,46 in addition to using X-ray resonant single crystal

diffraction.44 A synchrotron source was used for the X-ray resonant single-crystal
diffraction technique, in which separate data sets were collected using X-rays near the
Cu-K edge and near the Zn-K edge to enhance the contrast between the elements in order
to elucidate the disordered kesterite structure.44 Further, CZTS and CZTSe represent a
special case in which CuZn and ZnCu antisite defects are prevalent especially in fastcooled reaction products,45b, 47 in contrast to the cation ordering arrangements that are
generally observed in this class of compounds prepared by slow-cooling. Further details
of disorder in kesterite structures are given in Section 1.5.1.
Three structure types, namely wurtz-stannite (Pmn21),24 wurtz-kesterite (Pn)48 and
the less commonly encountered lithium cobalt(II) silicate (Pna21)49 result from the crosssubstitution of lonsdaleite (Figure 1.4), whose binary II-VI relative is the wurtzite
structure (P63mc).50 Just as stannite and kesterite can be related to the ternary famatinite
structure, wurtz-stannite and wurtz-kesterite are related to the I3-V-VI4 enargite structure
(Pmn21).12c In fact, the wurtz-stannite structure is sometimes referred to as the enargite
structure since they have the same space group.51 Similarly, if the II and IV ions in the
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wurtz-kesterite structure have identical X-ray scattering factors, the wurtz-kesterite
structure would exhibit the same diffraction pattern as the ternary BeSiN2 structure
(Pbn21) that is isotypic with -NaFeO2 (Pna21).12c

Figure 1.4. Progression from lonsdaleite (left) to binary, ternary and quaternary
DLSs (right).
The monoclinic wurtz-kesterite structure shown in Figure 1.5 can be considered
as “pseudo-orthorhombic” since the unit cell parameter  is often close, and sometimes
equal, to 90°. Parthé describes this as one of the rare incidents in which the diffraction
symmetry does not coincide with the usual metrics of the crystal system.24 In other
words, in comparison to the orthorhombic wurtz-stannite (Pmn21, No. 31) and -NaFeO2
(Pna21, No. 33) structures the “lower” symmetry in the wurtz-kesterite (Pn, No. 7)
structure arises from the structural symmetry governed by cation ordering, not lattice
distortions. Yet the Pmn21 and Pn structures are not homometric (i.e. those comprised of
identical elements will not exhibit the same interatomic distances), and should generally
be distinguishable based on systematic absences by considering individual F(hkl)
values.12c
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The lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure that crystallizes in the Pna21 space group also
has similar metrics to the wurtz-stannite and wurtz-kesterite structures; however, careful
examination of F(hkl) allows it to be differentiated. While the wurtz-kesterite structure
can be viewed as a 2  2  1 supercell of wurtzite, the lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure
can be described as a 4  2  1 supercell.52 As shown in Figure 1.5, the doubled b-axis in
the wurtz-kesterite structure corresponds to the a-axis in the lithium cobalt(II) silicate
structure. The doubling essentially arises as a consequence of the I- and II- cation
ordering.

Figure 1.5. Quaternary diamond-like structure types derived from lonsdaleite.
Similar to the case of Cu+ and Zn2+ in CZTS(Se), Ag+ and Cd2+ are difficult to
discern using conventional X-ray diffraction in the Ag2CdGeS4 DLS. Chen et al.36b
proposed the ground state structure to be wurtz-kesterite; however the larger-unit-cell
lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure was not considered. Parthé et al.24 and Parasyuk et
al.53 reported Ag2CdGeS4 with the wurtz-stannite structure, while Brunetta et al.52
observed the lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure with systematic absences for the n-glide
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perpendicular to the a-axis (0kl for k + l = 2n + 1), the a-glide perpendicular to the b-axis
(h0l for h = 2n + 1) and the 21 screw axis long the c-axis (00k for k = 2n + 1). According
to first principles calculations, the structure can have effects on the physicochemical
properties.54 For example, the cation ordering can have an effect on the strength of
covalency within the Ag-S bonds, albeit small (Pna21, model S: 0.29-0.39; Pna21, model
P: 0.30-0.38; Pmn21: 0.30-0.39). The optimized wurtz-stannite and lithium cobalt(II)
silicate structures for Ag2CdGeS4 give rise to comparable densities of states, with the
valence band maximum (VBmax) dominated by contributions from antibonding p-d
hybridization between the sulfur anion and the silver cation and the conduction band
minimum (CBmin) mainly comprised of antibonding s-s and s-p hybridization between the
germanium cation and the sulfur anion. However, the electronic band structures are
different.54 The bandgaps of Ag2CdGeS4 in the wurtz-stannite structure and the lithium
cobalt(II) silicate structure are calculated to be 1.06 eV and 1.30 eV, respectively.54
Further, Wei et al. suggest that the different structure types may be discernible using mid
or far IR (λ = 20–100 m; ~100-500 cm-1) spectroscopy.54
To date, predicting if a given composition of the I2-II-IV-VI4 formula will yield a
sphalerite-like or wurtzite-like structure is not straightforward.55 Even as early as 1974,
Schäfer and Nitsche commented on the fact that whether a quaternary compound assumes
the cubic- or hexagonal-derived structure cannot be unequivocally predicted.26 According
to Brunetta et al.,55 the nature of the structural derivation, either from cubic diamond or
lonsdaleite, is not sufficiently predictable using the disparity in volumes of cation
tetrahedra,55 as proposed by Pfitzner.56 Based on the family of ternary DLSs, Pfitzner et
al. proposed that smaller differences in the volumes of the tetrahedra should yield
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sphalerite-like compounds.56 In fact, there are many compounds that follow this trend.
However, Li2FeSnS4,55 Cu2MnGeS4,57 and Cu2CdSiS426, 58 exhibit minimal disparities in
tetrahedral volumes, yet have wurtzite-like structures. On the other hand, Cu2CdGeTe459
and Cu2CdGeSe460 are comprised of tetrahedra with large size variances, and exhibit the
stannite structure.55 While factors such as ion size and electronegativity are not foolproof
predictors of specific structure types, there is no question that employing elements of the
appropriate valency most often gives rise to I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds possessing diamondlike structures.
1.4

Computational Studies of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs

1.4.1 Structure Type Prediction
To gain deeper insight into the formation of specific diamond-like structure types,
the relative stabilities between kesterite, stannite, wurtz-kesterite, and wurtz-stannite have
been assessed by calculating total energies within the density-functional formalism, by
Chen et al.36b In this report, the computationally predicted PMCA structure, the
experimentally observed disordered kesterite structure, and the lithium cobalt(II) silicate
structures were not considered. Twenty-four I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs with I = Cu, Ag, II = Zn,
Cd, IV = Si, Ge, Sn, and VI = S, Se were analyzed.
The electronic band structures of the cubic-diamond-derived compounds are
similar to those derived from hexagonal diamond since the anions are tetrahedrally
coordinated to cations and, thus, exhibit similar bonding character. Chen et al. made the
following generalizations based on this family of compounds: (1) I2-II-IV-VI4
semiconductors generally have direct bandgaps at the  point, (2) the top of the valence
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band is dominated by the antibonding component of p-d hybridization between the
chalcogenide anion and the monovalent cation, (3) the major contribution to the bottom
of the conduction band arises from s-s and s-p hybridization between the tetravalent
cation and the chalcogenide anion. An exception to the third generalization is found in
I2-II-Si-VI4 DLSs, in which the I and II cations also contribute significantly to the bottom
of the conduction band in addition to the Si and chalcogenide. Generally, as the size of
the IV cations increase, from Si to Sn, the bandgap narrows due to a weakening of the s-s
and s-p IV-VI repulsions that shift the bottom of the conduction band toward the Fermi
level.36b Those DLSs in which Li is employed as the I ion were not considered in this
report, and the electronic band structures of these compounds are discussed later.
Further, Chen et al. considered different structure types for a given composition
and reported that the bandgap is dependent on structure type. The bandgaps of quaternary
DLSs derived from cubic diamond are more narrow than lonsdaleite-derived DLSs within
a single composition,36b which is also observed in binary DLSs.61 For Cu2Zn-IV-S4, the
gap narrows in the order of wurtz-kesterite, kesterite, wurtz-stannite, and stannite.36b
Also in the investigation by Chen et al., the total energies of the 24 DLSs were
calculated, the ground-state structures at absolute zero were determined, and the
difference between the lowest-energy wurtzite- and sphalerite-derived structures (ΔEWZZB)

was given for each.36b The total energy depends on the sum of the Madelung energy

and the strain energy. The Madelung energy for the different structure types was
calculated assuming that atoms occupy the ideal lattice sites and exhibit the expected
oxidation states. The Madelung model indicates increasing energy in the order of wurtz18

kesterite, kesterite, wurtz-stannite, and stannite, while the calculated total energies of
only one of the 24 compounds, Ag2CdSnS4, follow the same trend. For Cu2Zn-IV-S4,
Ag2Zn-IV-S4, and Ag2Cd-IV-S4, the kesterite structure shows a lower strain energy than
stannite, and wurtz-kesterite has a lower strain energy than wurtz-stannite. In view of
these results, the ground state structures for Cu2Zn-IV-S4, Ag2Zn-IV-S4, and
Ag2Cd-IV-S4 are calculated to be either kesterite or wurtz-kesterite. For Cu2Cd-IV-S4
compositions, the stannite and wurtz-stannite structures have much lower energies than
the kesterite analogues; thus, the ground-state structures are expected to be either stannite
or wurtz-stannite.
In general, it has been shown for these compositions that wurtz-kesterite and
wurtz-stannite structures are favored when the ionicity is strong, as in Cd-S and Ag-S
bonds. The preference for wurtzite-like structures diminishes as the size of the IV cations
and VI anions increase, and vice versa. So, DLSs constructed from small elements that
participate in strongly ionic bonds are predicted to prefer wurtz-kesterite or wurtzstannite structures.36b In accordance with these conclusions, Li2-II-IV-S4 DLSs with small
VI anions and highly ionic cations crystallize with wurtzite-like structures.55,

62

Cu2-II-IV-Te4 DLSs, such as Cu2CdGeTe459 and Cu2ZnGeTe463 with large VI anions
exhibit the stannite structure. However, while there are many instances in which these
trends are realized, there are examples on the contrary. Cu2CoSiS4 contains small IV and
VI ions and is thus expected to have a wurtzite-like structure, but crystallizes in the
stannite structure.64 On the other hand, Cu2ZnSiS4, also has the small IV and VI ions and
has been observed in the wurtz-stannite and wurtz-kesterite structures,65 but the ground
state is expected to be kesterite. The generalizations formulated based on these
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computations are significant; however, they cannot solely serve to predict with certainty
the resulting diamond-like structure type for a given composition. There is still much
work ahead for diamond-like-structure prediction, and the abundance of reliable
structural data that has been put forth for each of the diamond structure-type families will
surely propel these efforts.
1.4.2 Thermodynamic Stability
With respect to discerning the ‘limit’ to the formation of diamond-like structures
with the I2-II-IV-VI4 formula, first-principles calculations were employed by Wang et al.
to assess the thermodynamic stabilities of the quaternary compounds with respect to
binary and ternary competitors.36a In this work, kesterite-structured I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are
considered in comparison to the stabilities of competing binary and ternary compounds,
including non-tetrahedral structures. The competition between the formation of the
quaternary DLSs and phase-separated binary and ternary products is quantified according
to the chemical potentials of the component elements (μI, μII, μIV, μVI), using the pure
elements as references for the chemical potentials. For a given I2-II-IV-VI4 compound to
be stable under equilibrium conditions, the chemical potentials should satisfy the
following conditions with respect to the calculated formation energy (ΔHf).
2μI + μII + μIV + μVI = ΔHf(I2-II-IV-VI4)

(1)

μI + μVI < ΔHf (I-VI)

(2)

2μI + μVI < ΔHf (I2-VI)

(3)

μII + μVI < ΔHf (II-VI)

(4)
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μIV + μVI < ΔHf (IV-VI)

(5)

μIV + 2μVI < ΔHf (IV-VI2)

(6)

2μI + μIV + 3μVI < ΔHf (I2-IV-VI3)

(7)

Wang et al. hypothesize that the pure diamond-like I2-II-IV-VI4 phases can be
synthesized and thermodynamically stable only when all of the constraints in Equations
1-7 are met. These constraints limit the values of the chemical potentials, which are
variable and can be plotted as chemical potential regions in which single-phase
I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds are stabilized.
Exploring this chemical potential space shows that compounds like Cu2CdSnS4,23a
Cu2ZnSnS4,23a and Cu2HgSnS466 have regions of thermodynamic stability, which is in
agreement with the experimentally observed diamond-like compounds. However, the
regions of thermodynamic stability are narrow, which implies that composition control
during synthesis is very important for accessing phase-pure materials.
In summary, compounds with I = Cu, Ag, II = Zn, Cd, Hg, IV = Si, Ge, Sn, and
VI = S, Se, Te were deemed stable and accessible as single-phase products. However,
those with II = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, IV = Ti, Zr, Hf, and VI = O did not exhibit regions of
stability in chemical potential space and are thus are expected to be unstable with respect
to phase-separation. However, Cu2MgSiSe4, albeit with Se and Cu3Se impurities, as well
as phase-pure (accordingly to laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction) Cu2MgSiS4 and
Cu2MgGeS4 with optical bandgaps of 3.20 and 2.36 eV, respectively have been reported
to exist in the wurtz-stannite structure.67
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The anticipated absence of phase stability in chemical potential space can be
mainly attributed to the exothermic phase-separation into binary and ternary compounds,
I2-II-IV-VI4  II-VI + I2-IV-VI3, that is expected to proceed spontaneously. In general,
the findings show that I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs that are in competition with non-tetrahedral IIVI or I2-IV-VI3 phases tend to be unstable and undergo phase-separation. If diamond-like
structures may be accessible for these compositions, they are expected to comprise only a
minor component of the product mixture.36a While this trend is supported by the group of
compounds given as examples in the report by Wang et al., Li2SnS3 crystallizes with a
non-tetrahedral NaCl-like structure68 yet diamond-like structures and (near) phase-purity
have been observed for Li2FeSnS4,55 Li2ZnSnS4,62a and Li2CdSnS4.62b It is notable that
chemical potential space was explored for only one of the possible quaternary diamondlike structures, namely kesterite. In fact, kesterite Li2-II-SnS4 phases have not been
observed, but wurtz-kesterite55, 62a and wurtz-stannite62b structures crystallize instead.
This methodical study provides valuable insight into the limits of diamond-likestructure formation. However, these assessments are for athermal conditions in a vacuum
(only formation energy differences are considered), in the absence of entropy effects.
While entropy (configurational and vibrational) influences are expected to be small,
temperature effects warrant further investigations. Extending these studies to include the
other diamond-like structure types as well as more compositions will certainly contribute
to directing materials discovery.
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1.5

Potential Applications of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs
This versatile class of compounds provides valuable opportunities to

systematically assess properties that are key to a multitude of emerging applications as
well as to discover multifunctional materials. By better understanding the fundamental
interplay of composition, structure, and properties, materials design is expected to
advance.
1.5.1 Photovoltaics
The doped ternary DLS CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (CIGS) is currently used in commercial
solar cell devices,2 which have efficiencies as high as 21%.69 Although the thin film solar
cells in which CIGS serves as a light absorber are among the top performers,70 there is a
thrust toward achieving comparable or better efficiencies with materials containing earthabundant elements, i.e. the elemental constituents should be available to support
worldwide electricity consumption of 17,000 terawatt-hours per year.71 Aside from the
relatively high cost of gallium and indium, the high speed semiconductor logics and the
optoelectronics industries are in competition for gallium, while the display industry is in
competition with photovoltaics for indium.

47

Further, there is great concern that the

supply of indium72 may not support the production of solar cells, especially considering
the potential rate of the growth for this technology.73 Naturally, focus has turned to
quaternary DLSs that can provide similar optical and electrical properties, with a higher
degrees of tunability and versatility. Ideally, I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs can be prepared using
similar methods and incorporated into the devices that have been developed for use with
CIGS.
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Indeed, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) have become prominent
DLSs due to the optimal properties for use as absorbers. They have bandgaps that are
suitable for optimum conversion efficiency for solar cells.30 Further, solid solutions of
these materials provide a means for bandgap engineering. For example, replacing some of
the Sn in CZTS with Si serves to widen the bandgap in order to optimize the performance
as the absorber layer in thin film solar cells. Indeed a value of x in the solid solution
Cu2ZnSn1-xSixS4 yielded obtain the optimum bandgap of 1.7 eV.51
CZTS and CZTSe are readily grown as nanophases and films 9b, 37b, 38a, b that are
amenable in solar cell fabrication, and much of the allure resides in the high abundance
and relatively low price; Cu and Zn are ~100 cheaper than In and Ga. In 2012,
Siebentritt and Schorr highlighted the prices and abundances of the constituent
elements.47 For example, Zn was priced at $2/kg with a crust abundance of 79,000 ppb by
weight while In had a cost of $670/kg and an abundance of 160 ppb by weight.47
Unsurprisingly, the popularity of CZTS and CZTSe has been growing exponentially
(Figure 1.6).
Thus far, solar cells based on CZTS and CZTSe have achieved efficiencies
greater than 10%;74 CZTS-based devices exhibit efficiencies up to 8.4%71 and the
efficiency of devices based on selenium-substituted CZTS have reached 12%.75 However,
at least 15% will be necessary for commercial viability.47 A better understanding of the
basic materials properties will certainly yield insight into system optimization and many
research groups are currently working toward this goal.
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There has been much debate about the actual structures of CZTS-based materials,
i.e. stannite versus kesterite, which is complicated by the formation of antisite defects and
structural disorder that is reliant on synthetic techniques and cooling rates. Structural
disorder may be accentuated by film growth and processing. Differentiating the stannite,
kesterite, and disordered kesterite structures using conventional X-ray powder diffraction
is unfeasible due to the nearly identical X-ray scattering factors of Cu+ and Zn2+.76

Figure 1.6. Histogram of 818 publications (1988-2014) with Cu2ZnSnS4, CZTS,
Cu2ZnSnSe4, or CZTSe in the title, abstract or keywords of journal articles or
reviews, as compiled using Scopus.
Using first principles, it has been shown that the structure as well as the presence
of CuZn + ZnCu defects77 influence the bandgaps.78 The calculated bandgap of CZTSe
may vary as much as 0.16 eV,78c from 1.05 eV for the kesterite structure to 0.89 eV for
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the stannite structure. Similarly, the Eg of CZTS may differ up to 0.30 eV according to
computations,79 ranging from 1.64 eV (kesterite) to 1.33 eV (stannite). Accordingly, great
care must be given in the growth of CZTS and CZTSe films to ensure the optimal
structure type (the stannite structure has a lower bandgap), in addition to the absence of
secondary phases that are particularly difficult to detect since many of them are also
diamond-like, minimal variances in stoichiometry,80 and minimal defect concentration. In
fact, the presence of CuZn and ZnCu defects can give rise to composition fluctuations on
the nanoscale level that can in turn increase the level of trapping defects that can weaken
semiconductivity.81
According to experiment, as determined using optical transmission measurements
or by quantum efficiency measurements in solar cells, most report the Eg of CZTS as 1.5
0.01 eV.38c, d, 82 While there has been debate on the actual bandgap of bulk CZTSe
(ranges of 0.8 eV82a to 1.65 eV have been reported83) due to the presence of a ZnSe
impurity,84 measurements on solar cells reveal of Eg of 1.0  0.01 eV. These narrow
deviations in measured bandgaps are promising indications of quality film growth of the
kesterite phase, which is ideal for photovoltaic devices.
Still, a better understanding of physicochemical properties may aid the
achievement of commercially viable solar cell devices based on CZTS and/or CZTSe.
Although the nature of defects and doping effects in CIGS are not yet entirely
understood,85 much optimization of CIGS-based solar cells has been empirical.47 CZTSand CZTSe-based cells are expected to similarly benefit from optimal doping; however, a
deeper insight would more rapidly guide device development. Further, by advancing the
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understanding of the interface properties through experimentation and computation,86 the
best contact materials could be established.
1.5.2 Photocatalysis
Given the great prospect of Cu2ZnSnS4 for solar cell applications due to the
optimal bandgap and high optical absorption, the photocatalytic activity driven by solar
energy was assessed. Toward achieving improved photocatalysis in compounds
comprised of earth-abundant elements, Tsuji et al. assessed the visible-light-induced
hydrogen evolution in bulk Cu2ZnGeS4 and Cu2ZnSnS4 as well as other members of the
I2-Zn-IV-S4 family with I = Cu and/or Ag and IV = Ge or Sn.35 With the use of a Ru
cocatalyst, Cu2ZnGeS4, Ag2ZnGeS4 and Ag2ZnSnS4 exhibit high photocatalytic activity
(Table 1.1) for hydrogen evolution from a Na2S + K2SO3 aqueous solution upon
irradiation with visible light, while the catalytic efficiency of Cu2ZnSnS4 is low. The
addition of Ag, resulting in CuAgZnGeS4 yielded photocatalytic activity and a bandgap
of 1.4 eV that harnesses a wide range of visible light. Ag2ZnSnS4 shows the highest
catalytic activity of those assessed, while Cu2ZnGeS4 also has attractive activity as well
as better stability.35 These results are promising and notably result from a single study. A
myriad of compositions may be explored in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs to tune catalytic efficiency
as well as stability and cost.
Table 1.1 Photocatalytic activities for H2 evolution under visible-light irradiation
from an aqueous solution of K2SO3 and Na2S. The summarized data is from Ref. 35.
DLS
Cu2ZnGeS4

Eg (eV)

Surface area (m2/g)†

2.2

1.4

Rate of H2 evolution (μmol/h)‡
323
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Cu2ZnSnS4

1.4

5.9

2

Ag2ZnGeS4

2.5

0.6

370

Ag2ZnSnS4

2.0

0.8

482

CuAgZnSnS4

1.4

0.5

304

†Determined

via BET; ‡Ru cocatalyst: 0.5 wt% loaded, Catalyst: 0.3 g, Solutions (150

mL): 0.5 M K2SO3 + 0.1 M Na2S, Light source: 300 W Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm).

1.5.3 Magnetoelectronics
Magnetoelectronic and spintronic technologies would benefit from the realization
of room-temperature ferromagnetism in semiconductors.87 Toward this end, dilute
magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) based on ternary chalcopyrite DLSs have attracted
much interest. It has been hypothesized that holes can be generated in I-III-VI2 materials
by substituting a portion of the III ions with II ions.88 These holes are expected to couple
with magnetic ions to facilitate accessible ferromagnetism. This approach can be
employed for other formulae; for example, IV ions can be replaced by II ions in II-IV-V2
DLSs. Binary diamond-like pnictides, such as GaAs:Mn,89 have yielded much more
attractive magnetism than the substituted II-VI90 and I-III-VI288, 91 DLSs. A hindrance in
this approach lies in the solubility limits of the magnetic ions in the I-IIIx-II1-x-VI2 solid
solution that give rise to phase separation.87b Further, success of chalcopyrite-type DMSs
has been impeded by the lack of control for directing divalent magnetic ions to the IIIsite.87b For example, the II cation can reside in interstitial sites and/or comprise clusters
resulting in less attractive dominating magnetic interactions.91b, c
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The I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs hold potential for magnetoelectronics since a divalent ion
is intrinsically built into the formula. Instead of inducing clusters, interstitials, and phase
separation, the addition of divalent magnetic ions can reliably be incorporated at 12.5
at.% into the semiconductor. The ordered cation arrangements in the various quaternary
diamond-like structure types provide separation of the II ions that are predictable,
generally ~5.5 Å. These distances, which are much larger than the separation in sphalerite
and wurtzite DLSs of ~3.8 Å,92 inhibit direct interactions and can give rise to carriermediated magnetic interactions. In other words, as long as cation ordering arrangements
are preserved, no exchange (II∙∙∙II) or superexchange (II∙∙∙VI∙∙∙II) pathways are
anticipated (here II signifies a magnetic ion). Instead, II sites only appear in the fourth
coordination sphere of a given II site. The expected pathways are II∙∙∙VI∙∙∙IV∙∙∙VI∙∙∙II or
II∙∙∙VI∙∙∙I∙∙∙VI∙∙∙II. Accordingly, the bound magnetic polarons (BMPs) that have been
observed in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs (e.g. Cu2FeGeSe4) and are credited with inducing
magnetic ordering.93
Antiferromagnetic interactions are generally observed in magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs. Stannite and wurtz-stannite Cu2-II-IV-S4 (II = Mn, Fe; IV = Ge, Sn), Cu2-II-GeS4
(II = Co, Ni) and Cu2FeSnSe4 are dominated by antiferromagnetism, while some
antiferromagnetic DLSs undergo more than one magnetic transition. 25, 92-94 Alterations in
composition allow the magnetic properties to be tuned. For instance, stannite Cu2FeSnS4
becomes antiferromagnetic at TN = 6.1 K,92 and employing Ge as the IV ion in
Cu2FeGeS4 allows the transition temperature to be increased to ~ 12 K.25 Employing
selenium as the anion in this system provides a means to modify the transition to a
slightly higher temperature of ~ 19 K in Cu2FeSnSe4.94b Cu2FeGeSe4 also becomes
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antiferromagnetic at ~ 20 K, and then transitions to a weak ferromagnetic state at ~8 K. 93c
In comparison to Cu2FeGeSe4, the Néel temperature is dramatically increased to 240 K in
the wurtz-stannite Ag2FeGeSe4.93d In addition to antiferromagnetism, Ag2FeGeSe4 shows
a very weak superimposed ferromagnetic component due to spin canting that undergoes a
transition at T = 60 K to a state with a larger ferromagnetic component.95 Ferrimagnetic
interactions can be achieved through other compositional changes, as observed in
Cu2FeGeTe4,93a,93c Ag2MnSiTe4 and Ag2MnGeSe4.96 The Cu2MnSnSe4 composition
shows that the range of magnetic properties can be further expanded to include spin-glass
behavior.94b
Further versatility in this class of magnetic semiconductors is possible through the
formation of solid solutions. While divalent ions can be reliably incorporated at 12.5 at.%
in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, these magnetic semiconductors are not limited to this ratio. Instead,
magnetic ions can be substituted on the sites of nonmagnetic ions in varying amounts.
For example, solid solutions of Cu2Zn1-xMnxSnS4,93b Cu2Cd1-xFexGeSe493a,97 and
Cu2Cd1-xMnxGeSe497 have been synthesized, and are dominated by antiferromagnetism.
Further, the exchange interaction parameter values that are attributed to contributions
from nearest magnetic neighbors increase more rapidly than those due to more distant
magnetic neighbors as x is increased.97 The bound magnetic polarons observed in these
systems93a, b along with the compositional flexibility hold potential for achieving more
attractive magnetic interactions.
In addition to altering magnetic interactions through composition, the bandgap
energies can be tuned via magnetic ordering. The bandgaps of Cu2MnGeS4 and
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Cu2MnSiSe4 are widened as the materials transition from paramagnetic to
antiferromagnetic states. On the other hand, the bandgaps of Ag2MnGeSe4 and
Ag2MnSiTe4 are narrowed as ferrimagnetic ordering is achieved.96
In addition to analyzing magnetic properties of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, neutron
diffraction has been used to determine the magnetic structures of Cu2MnSnS4 and
Cu2FeGeS4.25,

94d, 98

The antiferromagnetic Cu2MnSnS4 DLS has a collinear magnetic

structure that is described by a propagation vector km = [½, 0, ½], according to single
crystal neutron diffraction.94d In relation to the stannite structure of Cu2MnSnS4, the unit
cell of the magnetic structure doubles along the a and c axes and the magnetic moments
orient 16° from the c axis. Likewise, Cu2FeGeS4 exhibits a magnetic structure that is
described by the propagation vector km = [½, 0, ½].98
The incorporation of transition metals into DLSs allows the effects of
composition and bonding on magnetism to be systematically investigated. These systems
have the potential to unveil the intricacies involved in carrier-mediated magnetic
interactions in semiconductors.
1.5.4 Thermoelectrics
In recent years, intense research has focused on thermoelectric materials for
various applications, including power generation from automotive waste heat,99 solidstate refrigerators,99c wearable electronics,100 etc. Thermoelectric materials demonstrate
two phenomena: (1) the Seebeck effect, in which electricity is produced in response to
the application of a temperature differential across the thermoelectric junction, and (2)
the Peltier effect that allows a temperature differential to be produced when a potential
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difference is applied to the thermoelectric device. In order for the full prospect of
thermoelectrics to be realized, the efficiency, which is characterized using the
thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT, must be optimized. The ZT is governed by
contributions from the electrical conductivity (σ), Seebeck coefficient or thermopower
(S), total thermal conductivity (κ), and absolute temperature (T) according to
ZT=(σS2/κ)T. Optimizing ZT has not proven trivial due to the correlations in the electrical
and thermal transport properties.101
Ternary DLSs, CuGaTe2102 and CuInTe2103 have impressive ZT values of 1.4 at
950 K and 1.18 at 850 K, respectively, that contend with clathrates104 and filled
skutterudites.105 As early as 1970, quaternary I-II2-III-VI4 DLSs were investigated for
thermoelectric performance. Based on measurements of thermopower, electrical
conductivity and Hall coefficient, the DLSs AgCd2InTe4, CuCd2InTe4, and CuZn2InTe4
(as prepared in this study) were regarded as unsuitable thermoelectric materials mainly
due to low  values of 0.218-0.276 S/cm, 15.71-18.37 S/cm, and 2.604-2.850 S/cm at
300 K, respectively.106 Notably, the  of CuCd2InTe4 at 300 K is higher than that of the
undoped Cu2ZnSnS432 at 700 K (Table 1.2) which was recently substantially enhanced by
doping with excess copper.107 Likewise, solid solutions of these earlier assessed
compounds hold promise, in particular CuCd2InTe4.
The compositional flexibility in the family of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, in which the
thermoelectric effect has been observed, can promote a better understanding of the
factors that influence ZT. DLSs tend to show high S and low κ; thus, increasing ,
without much loss in S or κ, can enhance ZT values. This platform is also attractive for
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exploring new technologies that employ the thermoelectric phenomena. Considering the
vast interest in Cu2ZnSnS4 for visible-light-absorbing applications, pursuing the prospect
of new energy harvesting applications such as photo-thermoelectrics is appealing.108
Moderate substitution of Mn in place of Cd in Cu2CdSnSe4 DLS results in an
improvement in ZT.109 As the x in Cu2Cd1-xMnxSnSe4 increases, the  significantly
increases by ~4 and S only slightly decreases, resulting in a major increase in the power
factor (S2). Although the κ increases, a net increase is observed for the ZT. In this study,
a ZT of 0.06 at 723 K was observed for Cu2CdSnSe4 and the ZT of Cu2Cd0.90Mn0.10SnSe4
exhibits a marked increase to a value of 0.16.109 According to first principles studies, this
enhancement in thermoelectric performance is accredited to the intrinsic doping effect
caused by substituting a portion of Cd with Mn that enhances . This substitution shifts
the Fermi level of Cu2CdSnSe4 toward the valence band, while the bandgap remains
nearly constant. This change serves to improve the hole concentration and increase .109
Incorporating excess copper into Cu2-II-Sn-VI4 DLSs has provided even more
promising results. The thermoelectric DLSs, such as Cu2CdSnSe4, are essentially
constructed from electrically conducting units (ECUs) that are comprised of [I2-VI4] (e.g.,
[Cu2Se4]) and electrically insulating units (EIUs) comprised of [IV-II-VI4] (e.g.,
[SnCdSe4]).32 Interestingly, increasing the extent of the conducting units by creating Curich solid solutions, e.g., Cu2+xCd1-xSnSe4, yields an increase in the number of charge
carriers (holes) in order to provide higher  and introducing more electrically conducting
pathways without significantly increasing the electric thermal conductivity (κE). This idea
is akin to the phonon-glass-electron-crystal concept proposed by Slack,110 and relies
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heavily upon decoupling the electrical and thermal transport properties to enhance the ZT
of the material. Indeed, this approach has been successful in increasing the ZT values of
Cu2CdSnSe4, Cd2ZnSnS4, and Cu2ZnSnSe432 as shown in Table 1.2. Similar
improvements have been observed by substituting trivalent indium on tetravalent tin sites.
The enhancement of the ZT, up to a value of 0.95, (T = 850 K) for Cu2ZnSn0.90In0.10Se4 is
attributed to the increase in  that results from the increase in carriers (holes).111
Substituting zinc with iron in the Cu2ZnGeSe4 DLS to yield Cu2Zn1-xFexGeSe4
provides a potential means to enhance ZT without introducing charge carriers.112 In this
example, local anisotropic structural disorder, accompanied by elongation of the c/a
lattice parameter ratio along with a minimal change in unit cell volume, results in atypical
phonon scattering. Consequently, the lattice thermal conductivity is reduced by as much
as 15% at 70% Fe.112
Recently, Ni-doped Cu2ZnSnS4 nanocrystals have been reported with a ZT of
0.42 at 700 K, an improvement of 7.4 in comparison to the undoped compound.113 This
achievement is accredited to the decoupling of thermoelectric parameters by doping with
magnetic ions that create spin entropy and a narrow Eg, and strengthen anharmonic
phonons. In another example of nanosized DLSs, phase segregation of the
Cu2+xZn1-xGeSe4 product yielded nanophases of Cu2-δSe that serve to enhance phonon
scattering resulting in a lower lattice thermal conductivity. This system has reached a ZT
of 0.45 at 670 K.114
As quaternary DLSs exhibit ZT values approaching unity, they compete with
clathrates104 and filled skutterudites105 at high temperature. These results represent quite
an accomplishment, especially considering the relatively wide bandgaps of the DLSs and
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that much of this work is in the early stages. In light of the great progress that has been
made in this class of thermoelectric I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, further studies into exploiting the
compositional control to enhance ZT coupled with high-quality structural studies and
theoretical calculations will surely prove valuable.
Table 1.2. A summary of the highest thermoelectric performance observed in
I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs.
( S/cm)

S (μV/K) Κ(W/m K)

ZT

Year

Ref.

Cu2ZnSn0.90In0.10Se4 850

99

300*

0.82

0.95

2009

111

Cu2.10Zn0.90SnSe4

860

332*

202

1.28

0.91

2009

32,107

Cu2.10Cd0.90SnSe4

700

189.5

156

0.49

0.65

2009

32

Cu2.10Zn0.90SnSe4

700

810

112

1.55

0.45

2009

32,107

Cu2ZnSn0.90In0.10Se4 700

146

214*

1.29*

0.37*

2009

111

Cu2.10Zn0.90SnS4

700

131

211

1.12

0.36

2009

32,107

Cu2CdSnSe4

700

31.31

298

1.01

0.19

2009

32

Cu2ZnSnSe4

700

225

156

2.11

0.18

2009

32

Cu2Cd0.9Mn0.1SnSe4 723

~36

289

~1.4

0.16

2014

109

Cu2ZnSnS4

5.29

355

1.21

0.036

2009

32

DLS

T(K)

700

*provided by Ref. [115] as obtained via digitization of the data provided in the figures of
each reference

1.5.5 Nonlinear Optics
All of the benchmark nonlinear optical (NLO) materials for the generation of laser
radiation in the infrared are ternary DLSs, such as AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and ZnGeP2,8b
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which currently dominate the market. These materials exhibit the NLO phenomenon of
second harmonic generation (SHG), in which the frequency of the incident laser radiation
is doubled. Such materials are valuable for a broad array of applications, including
noninvasive medical diagnostics,116 pollutant detection,117 laser communications,118 etc.
These commercial materials have drawbacks, and improvements are needed.
Many molecules and ions that exhibit “molecular fingerprints” in the IR region,
which extends from wavelengths of ~0.7 m to 1 mm (~14,285 - 10 cm-1). The currently
available materials for generation of IR radiation are not tunable across the entire IR;
thus, the discovery of NLO materials that provide access to tunable IR radiation will
advance molecular spectroscopy. Specifically, materials capable of handling high powers
and allowing wavelengths to be chosen with great precision are necessary for elevating
sensitivity and selectivity119 for the remote detection of chemical and biological
weapons,120 stand-off detection of drugs and explosives (e.g., 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)
and cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX)),121 etc. Molecular spectroscopy at wavelengths
of 2–20 μm may be conducted via breath analysis to advance noninvasive diagnostics and
early identification of diseases and disorders by detection of certain biomarkers, such as
hydrogen cyanide produced by a bacterium in those with cystic fibrosis,116 alkanes
associated with lung cancer and formaldehyde in the case of breast cancer.116,

122

Moreover, the glucose resonances near 9 μm, associated with the blood sugar level in
diabetics, can be assessed by measuring the attenuation of IR light that passes through a
person’s ear lobe.123
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To advance practical applications, there is a list of properties, in addition to
second order nonlinear optical susceptibility ((2)), that require optimization.8b For
example, environmental stability eases handling and device fabrication, a wide region of
optical transparency in the intended range of use is vital to avoid optical losses, and high
laser damage threshold is required for high-powered (Pavg >1 kW) applications.8b, 119
The ZnGeP2 DLS exhibits an exceptionally high (2) of 150 pm/V and high
thermal conductivity;8b however, it undergoes absorption losses due to defects within the
crystals124 and multiphoton absorption (MPA) limits its use past 8.5 μm.125 The laser
damage threshold (LDT) of ZnGeP2 also precludes use in very high-powered
applications.124 While the Ag-based I-III-VI2 DLSs display large (2) and wide regions of
phase-matchability, the growth of optical quality single crystals is challenging due to
highly anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients and they have relatively low thermal
conductivities and LDTs that hinder high-powered applications.126 Generally, low LDTs
are observed in materials with relatively narrow bandgaps, but narrow-gap
semiconductors are usually known for having high (2).127 On the other hand, higher
LDTs are generally observed in semiconductors that have wider bandgaps, but the (2) of
these materials is often compromised.128 For example, the wide-gap LiInS2129 and
LiInSe2130 are more resistant to laser-induced damage than AgGaS2, AgGaSe2, and
ZnGeP2, but the (2) values are markedly lower.131 To advance high-powered
applications, there is a drive to discover materials with NLO efficiency and LDTs that are
simultaneously optimized.
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Of course, the I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are the logical successors of the I-III-VI2 DLSs
that have revolutionized the field of nonlinear optics. An intricate balance must be
achieved between (1) the framework covalency and heavy atoms that lead to high
efficiency in NLO processes132 and (2) the widened bandgaps that circumvent MPA to
improve laser damage thresholds.133 Through careful compositional tuning in the
I2-II-IV-VI4 family, combining the high (2) of compounds like AgGaSe2 and ZnGeP2
with the attractive laser damage thresholds of materials such as LiInS2 should be
achievable. Further, DLSs are especially attractive for nonlinear optics since a prerequisite for SHG is a noncentrosymmetric crystal structure. Intrinsically, all diamondlike structures lack a center of inversion since the tetrahedra align along a single
crystallographic direction as shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7. DLSs have noncentrosymmetric structures since all of the tetrahedra
align along one crystallographic direction, allowing the nonlinear optical process of
second harmonic generation to be achieved.
SHG in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs was first reported in Li2CdGeS4 and Li2CdSnS4 by
Lekse et al. in 2009,62b as assessed using the Kurtz powder method134 that can be used to
assess the (2) and type-I phase matchability of powdered samples. These DLSs, which
were synthesized using a Li2Sx flux, have the wurtz-stannite structure and relatively wide
bandgaps >3 eV, respectively. Li2CdGeS4 exhibited a phase-matchable SHG response
that is ~70 higher than -quartz upon irradiation with a wavelength of 1.064 μm
generated by a Nd:YAG laser. Li2CdSnS4 also showed promising behavior, non-phasematchable SHG that is ~100 that of -quartz.
In another study,135 Cu2CdSnS4 and /-Cu2ZnSiS4 polycrystalline powders were
assessed as potential NLO materials using the Kurtz powder method134 over a broadband
range of wavelengths in the infrared, 1.1 μm to 3.3 μm. Cu2CdSnS4,23a with the stannite
structure, and /-Cu2ZnSiS4,65b a polymorphic mixture of wurtz-stannite and wurtzkesterite structures, exhibit significant SHG, in addition to wide regions of optical
transparency, wide ranges of phase-matchability, and high thermal stability. Using the
SHG responses over a broad range of wavelengths, the (2) values for both Cu2CdSnS4
and /-Cu2ZnSiS4 systems were determined at the static limit, where both the sample
and the reference are phase matchable and undergo little absorption of the fundamental
beam due to MPA, in comparison to the benchmark AgGaSe2 material. Although the /Cu2ZnSiS4 yields a (2) of 152 pm/V,135 lower than that of AgGaSe2 ((2) = 66 pm/V), it
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is comparable to some mature NLO materials that are available for purchase, such as
LiInS2 ((2) ~7-15 pm/V131a-d) and LiInSe2 ((2) ~17-22 pm/V,131d,e). Further, this result is
not surprising, given the relatively wide bandgap (~3.0 eV).135 As expected, the
narrower-gap (Eg ~ 0.92 eV) Cu2CdSnS4 yields a higher (2) of 62  3 pm/V135 that is
superior to the commercially available AgGaS2 ((2) = 36 pm/V) and on par with
AgGaSe2. In order to better understand the affects of element choice on bandgap and
other properties, electronic structure calculations are important.
The electronic structures of the Ag-based I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite compounds are
qualitatively similar. The Ag-d orbitals that hybridize with the chalcogenide-p orbitals are
the dominant contributors to the states in the VBmax and the states in the CBmin mainly
possess Ga-s and chalcogenide-p character.136 Similarly, the states at the VBmax of
Cu2CdSnS4135 and Cu2ZnSiS465b, 135 mainly arise from Cu-d and S-p orbitals. In contrast,
the states at the conduction band minimum (CBmin) of Cu2CdSnS4 are dominated by Sn-p
and S-p states and the Si-s states in Cu2ZnSiS4 lie higher in the conduction band, the
minimum of which is largely comprised of S-p, Si-s, Si-p and Zn-s contributions. This
difference in conduction band states may be accredited with the stark contrast in (2)
values of Cu2CdSnS4 and Cu2ZnSiS4.126, 135
According to Levine’s simple bond-charge model, the second order NLO
susceptibility is governed by bond ionicity, disparity in atomic radii, and d-electron
contributions.137 As a result, increased covalency can yield higher (2).132a Based on
Mulliken bond population analysis, in which purely covalent bonds are defined by unity
and purely ionic bonds are assigned a value of zero, the Si-S (~0.7) bonds are more
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covalent than the Sn-S bonds (0.49), while the other crystallographically unique I-S and
II-S bonds in the structures are comparable. Since higher degrees of covalency generally
align with greater (2) values, according to Levine’s bond-charge model, NLO properties
may be improved by tuning the composition of DLSs to increase the level of covalency.
It is noteworthy that both /-Cu2ZnSiS4 and Cu2CdSnS4 DLSs exhibit a higher
order nonlinear optical process,135 third harmonic generation (THG), for which a
noncentrosymmtric structure is not a prerequisite. THG, a process in which the frequency
of the incident laser is tripled, is gaining interest for applications in all-optical switching
and optical image processing in the visible and infrared regions.138 The /-Cu2ZnSiS4
system has a (3) = (2.10.6) 104 pm2/V2, which is slightly lower than the AgGaSe2
reference ((3) = 1.6 105 pm2/V2). The (3) of Cu2CdSnS4 is reported as (8.02.0) 104
pm2/V2, yet this value is expected to be underestimated due to bandgap absorption. 135
Additionally, a strong THG response has been observed in Li2CdGeS4 with a (3) ~ 105
pm2/V2 (at λ = 2.7 μm) and a long coherence length of ~ 50 μm,139 which is largest
particle size at which the THG is in phase with the incident beam.
The laser damage thresholds of the Cu2-II-IV-S4 DLSs were measured on the
polycrystalline samples135 using the Nd:YAG wavelength of 1.064 μm and a pulse-width
of 30 ps. While Cu2CdSnS4 exhibits the higher (2) and higher THG susceptibility ((3)), it
experiences laser-induced damage due to linear (one-photon) absorption of the
fundamental 1.064 μm laser. Thus, the laser damage threshold was re-assessed at 1.3 μm
and yielded a value of 0.2 GW/cm2, which is comparable to that of AgGaSe2 at 1.064 μm.
Like AgGaSe2, the laser damage in Cu2CdSnS4 is attributed to the process of two-photon
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absorption. In contrast, /-Cu2ZnSiS4 yields the lower (2) and (3), but a higher laser
damage threshold of 2.0 GW/cm2 that is ascribed to three-photon absorption. The laser
damage threshold of /-Cu2ZnSiS4 is an order of magnitude higher than that of
AgGaSe2. First principles calculations provided further insight into these experimental
observations, and it has been proposed that obtaining DLSs with an increased level of
covalency without greatly changing the states near the Fermi level will lead to materials
with optimized optical nonlinearity and laser-induced damage thresholds.135
1.6

Outlook
An overview of the versatile family of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs highlights the

importance of systematically analyzing composition-property relationships as well as
considering the affects of structure on function. Properties that are important for
advancing devices in photovoltaics, photocatalysis, magnetoelectronics, thermoelectrics,
and nonlinear optics have been observed in members of the I2-II-IV-VI4 DLS family,
while those of other families (e.g., I-II2-III-VI4) should be further investigated in the
future.
Employing simple guidelines allows diamond-like structures to be readily
accessed. Currently, it is still impractical to predict with certainty the diamond-like
structure type, stannite, kesterite, wurtz-stannite, wurtz-kesterite, lithium cobalt(II)
silicate, etc., for a specific composition. The empirical structures of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs
instigate first principles calculations that probe structure stability and prediction. As the
family of well-characterized I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs is further populated and the number of
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first principles studies increases, computational methods for structure prediction and
stability determination will advance.
Implementation of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs in a variety of applications is foreseeable.
Thus far, Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnSnSe4 have reached the highest levels of maturity among
quaternary DLSs toward commercialization, specifically as absorber materials in thin
film solar cells. CZTS/Se materials are serious contenders for next-generation solar cells.
Exploring the multifunctionality of these materials is of interest for applications such as
photo-thermoelectrics

and

photocatalysis.

To

date,

Ag2ZnSnS4,

Ag2SnGeS4,

CuAgZnSnS4, and Cu2ZnGeS4 DLSs are attractive photocatalysts. However, the catalytic
efficiencies should be further improved.
It has been shown that the thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT, can be enhanced
near unity in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs by increasing the electrical conductivity of parent
materials by substitutional doping. Cu2ZnSn0.9In0.1Se4 and Cu2.1Sn0.9SnSe4 exhibit the
highest thermoelectric figures of merit for quaternary DLSs. Additionally, increasing the
number of electrically conducting units by substituting excess Cu into Cu2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs has proven effective. However, a higher ZT must be achieved. Toward this goal,
compositional variations in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs should be further explored in order to
optimize electrical conductivity, while minimizing the effects on the suitable Seebeck
coefficients and inherently low thermal conductivities.
Nonlinear optics is a promising future direction of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, perhaps the
most practical next to photovoltaics. Ternary DLSs currently dominate the market for
NLO materials that are capable of SHG in the IR, but still have application-limiting
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constraints. The quaternary analogues, with a higher degree of tunability, are an ideal
platform for finding the intricate balance between nonlinear optical susceptibility and
laser damage threshold, while maintaining favorable phase-matchability and optical
transparency, among other key properties. The discovery of cheap, high power-bearing,
and highly efficient NLO materials would allow advanced widespread applications, such
as infrared counter measure (IRCM) defense systems to be implemented in commercial
airliners.119
So far, SHG has been evaluated for only four materials in this family, namely
Cu2CdSnS4, /-Cu2ZnSiS4, Li2CdGeS4, and Li2CdSnS4. All of these DLSs exhibit SHG
responses on par or higher than mature, commercially available NLO materials.
Additionally, the laser damage threshold of /-Cu2ZnSiS4 exceeds that of the
benchmark AgGaSe2. Achieving the required properties for practical applications in laser
systems necessitates the implementation of thorough property analyses that encompass
studying composition-induced effects. Calculating important factors such NLO
susceptibility using density functional theory140 will certainly aid in directing synthetic
efforts by honing in on the ideal compositions within vast combinations of elements that
are available in the family of quaternary DLSs.
Computational results can serve to inspire experimentalists during synthetic
efforts and structure elucidation. Computational investigations have provided insight into
optimizing DLS systems for photovoltaics, thermoelectrics and nonlinear optics.
However, there is there is much room for growth in the areas of predicting stabilities and
properties (e.g., optical and electrical). Likewise, further pairing calculations with elegant
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experimental studies of new magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs will cultivate a deeper
understanding of carrier mediated magnetic interactions in semiconductors. So far,
calculations have focused on stability, electronic band structure and density of states, and
calculations of advanced properties that have been conducted for other classes of
materials141 will certainly guide experimentalists to focus on promising phases amidst the
extensive list of possible quaternary DLSs.
In addition to advancing all of the aforementioned applications through systematic
studies on the family of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, basic research may lead to applications that
have not yet been proposed. For example, it is feasible that Li-containing I2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs may hold potential as solid state electrolytes, which are currently prevailed by
crystalline lithium sulfides,142 for next-generation lithium batteries. One of the most
important contributions that I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs provide for advancing the future of
knowledge-based materials design is the ability to systematically assess, by experiment as
well as computation, the relationships between composition, structure, and properties.
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2.

Field-induced

spin-flop

in

antiferromagnetic

semiconductors

with

commensurate and incommensurate magnetic structures: Li 2FeGeS4 (LIGS)
and Li2FeSnS4 (LITS)
2.1

Introduction
Transition metal chalcogenides are of interest due to the variety of intriguing

crystal structures, as well as the valuable properties that can materialize as a result of
combining semiconductivity and magnetism. The achievement of room-temperature
ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) is a current challenge in
materials chemistry that, if met, would allow integration of magnetic and electronic
effects for a variety of spintronic applications.1 Simple diamond structures containing
transition metals and chalcogenides provide an avenue to develop an intimate
understanding of the effects of composition and bonding on magnetism, as well as other
properties. The widely accepted theory is that holes can couple with magnetic ions in
these materials to facilitate ferromagnetic interactions. For example, holes can be
generated in I-III-VI2 chalcopyrite-type2a diamond-like semiconductors (DLSs) when
divalent magnetic ions occupy a portion of the III-site.2b However, ternary I-III-VI22,3 as
well as binary II-VI4 chalcogenides doped with magnetic ions have not reached the high
level of success achieved by the binary diamond-like pnictides, such as GaAs:Mn.5
Obstacles to achieving valuable magnetic properties in chalcogenide DMSs include the
lack of control in directing magnetic ions to specific lattice sites and solubility limits of
the magnetic ion dopants that lead to phase segregation.1b In some cases, magnetic ions
reside in interstitial sites, clusters, etc. leading to less attractive types of magnetic
interactions.
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A higher degree of tunability and control can be gained in DLSs as the hierarchy
of compositions is extended from binary and ternary to quaternary. In our work, a
chalcogenide is employed as the anion in the I2-II-IV-VI4 formula. A myriad of cations
(e.g. Li, Cu, Ag, Si, Ge, Sn) can be incorporated to adjust the electronic structure, tuning
bandgaps from the UV to the NIR.6 In these quaternary DLSs, a divalent ion is built into
the formula. Therefore, the divalent magnetic ions are easily directed to specific sites
within the structure, in contrast to the DLSs obtained through substitutional doping in
lower tiers of the hierarchy (e.g., binary, ternary), see Figure 2.1. Magnetic ions are much
less likely to occupy interstitial sites and form clusters in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs than in doped
binary and ternary systems. Further, magnetic ions can be incorporated at 12.5 at. %
without solubility limit concerns. Due to these types of simplifications, DLSs with the
general formula I2-II-IV-VI4 are an attractive platform for tuning electronic structures and
magnetic properties, toward the goal of advancing magnetoelectronics.
In fact, formulae of all diamond-like structures can be calculated and elements
that are capable of exhibiting tetrahedral coordination in conjunction with the appropriate
valence can be employed to target DLSs.7 Since charge must be satisfied locally
(Pauling’s 2nd rule)8 as well as globally in normal diamond structures, the first
coordination sphere of the anion in I2-II-IV-VI4 materials consists of two monovalent
ions, one divalent ion, and one tetravalent ion. The regular cation ordering, for which
there are several options (e.g. stannite, wurtz-stannite), gives rise to predictable distances
between magnetic ions. In contrast to the ~3.8 Å separation between paramagnetic ions in
binary sphalerite/wurtzite DLSs,9 paramagnetic ions in quaternary DLSs are generally
separated by ~5.5 Å, which can give rise to carrier-mediated magnetic interactions.
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Figure 2.1. (Left) Divalent ions can reside on I- and/or III-sites in the chalcopyrite
structure (e.g., CuInS2), whereas (Right) divalent ions are directed to specific sites in
the wurtz-kesterite structure (e.g., Li2FeSnS4).
Magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are usually dominated by antiferromagnetic (AFM)
interactions, which have been observed in Cu2-II-IV-S4 (II = Mn, Fe; IV = Ge, Sn),
Cu2-II-GeS4 (II = Co, Ni) and Cu2FeSnSe4 that crystallize in the stannite and wurtzstannite structures.9,10 Cu2FeGeSe4, with a stannite structure, becomes AFM at 20 K and
then undergoes a second transition at ~8 K to a weak ferromagnetic state.11 Varying the
monovalent ion from Cu to Ag yields Ag2FeGeSe4 with the wurtz-stannite structure.
Ag2FeGeSe4 is AFM up to 240 K with a very weak superimposed ferromagnetic
component, due to spin canting, and shows a larger ferromagnetic contribution below 60
K.12 Further compositional variations yield ferrimagnetic ordering, which has been
reported for Cu2FeGeTe4,10e,10h Ag2MnSiTe4 and Ag2MnGeSe4.13 Cu2MnSnSe4 exhibits
spin-glass behavior.10b Clearly, compositional changes in diamond-like materials affect
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the resulting magnetic properties. Interestingly, these magnetic properties can, in turn,
alter bandgap energies. For example, AFM ordering widens the bandgaps of Cu2MnGeS4
and Cu2MnSiSe4, while ferrimagnetic interactions induce narrower bandgaps in
Ag2MnGeSe4 and Ag2MnSiTe4.13 Although there are few examples, Cu2Zn1-xMnxSnS4,
Cu2Cd1-xFexGeSe4 and Cu2Cd1-xMnxGeSe4, which are dominated by AFM interactions,
demonstrate that the substitutional doping approach toward DMSs can also be applied to
this family.10h,14 While vast compositions are predicted to possess diamond-like
structures, relatively few magnetic DLSs have been explored and reports of magnetic
structures are rare.
Herein, the magnetic and semiconducting properties of Li2FeGeS4 (LIGS) and
Li2FeSnS4 (LITS) are explored. Local and global cation ordering in powder samples of
LIGS and LITS are confirmed using synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD),
neutron powder diffraction (NPD), and Mӧssbauer spectroscopy. The bandgaps of LIGS
and LITS are assessed using diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. The magnetic
properties are evaluated using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID).
The magnetic structures of LIGS and LITS, as well as magnetic phase diagrams, are
elucidated using NPD measured under an applied field.

2.2

Experimental Section

2.2.1 Synthesis
All chemicals were used as obtained unless noted: (1) lithium sulfide powder,
~200 mesh, 99.9%, Cerac; (2) iron powder, 22 mesh, 99.999%, Strem; (3) germanium
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pieces were ground into a coarse powder using an impact mortar and pestle, and then
further ground to a fine powder in a ceramic mortar and pestle, 99.999%, Strem; (4) tin
powder, ~200 mesh, 99.99%, Cerac; (5) sulfur powder, sublimed, 99.5%, Fisher
Scientific.
LITS was prepared by grinding stoichiometric amounts of Li2S (1 mmol, 0.0460
g), Fe (1 mmol, 0.0559 g), Sn (1 mmol, 0.1187 g), and S (3 mmol, 0.0962 g) using an
agate mortar and pestle in an argon-filled glove box. The reactants were placed into a
graphite crucible inside a 12 mm o.d. fused-silica tube. The tube was sealed under a
pressure of approximately 10-3 mbar. The sample was heated at 50 °C/h to 600 °C, held at
600 °C for 96 h, slowly cooled to 350 °C in 50 h and then allowed to cool to room
temperature radiatively. The tube was opened under ambient conditions. LIGS was
prepared in a similar manner, but with 20% excess Li2S to serve as a polychalcogenide
flux. The excess Li2Sx flux was later rinsed with N,N-dimethylformamide and hexane.
Both LIGS and LITS products are dark-red polycrystalline phases, as observed under an
optical microscope. In preparation for all physicochemical property measurements, the
samples were ground in an agate mortar and pestle for 30 min.
2.2.2 Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD) and Rietveld refinement
High resolution synchrotron powder diffraction data were collected using
beamline 11-BM15 at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory using a
wavelength of 0.413046 Å. Discrete detectors covering an angular range from -6 to 16 °
2 are scanned over a 34° 2 range, with data points collected every 0.001° 2 and scan
speed of 0.01°/s. Rietveld refinements were performed using the general structure
analysis system (GSAS) with the EXPGUI interface.16a-b
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The 11-BM instrument uses X-ray optics with two platinum-striped mirrors and a
double-crystal Si(111) monochromator, where the second crystal has an adjustable
sagittal bend.17 Ion chambers monitor incident flux. A vertical Huber 480 goniometer,
equipped with a Heidenhain encoder, positions an analyzer system comprised of twelve
perfect Si(111) analyzers and twelve Oxford-Danfysik LaCl3 scintillators, with a spacing
of 2° 2.18 Analyzer orientation can be adjusted individually on two axes. A three-axis
translation stage holds the sample mounting and allows it to be spun, typically at ~5400
RPM (90 Hz). A Mitsubishi robotic arm is used to mount and dismount samples on the
diffractometer. An Oxford Cryosystems Cryostream Plus device allows sample
temperatures to be controlled over the range 80-500 K when the robot is used.
The diffractometer is controlled via EPICS.19 Data are collected while continually
scanning the diffractometer 2 arm. A mixture of NIST standard reference materials, Si
(SRM 640c) and Al2O3 (SRM 676) is used to calibrate the instrument, where the Si lattice
constant determines the wavelength for each detector. Corrections are applied for detector
sensitivity, 2 offset, small differences in wavelength between detectors, and the source
intensity, as noted by the ion chamber before merging the data into a single set of
intensities evenly spaced in 2.
Diffraction data were collected at 100, 180, and 300 K for LITS, and at 100, 170,
and 300 K for LIGS. No evidence of phase transitions was detected in any of the data.
Rietveld refinements were performed using GSAS with the EXPGUI interface.20 The
starting models for LIGS and LITS were both obtained using single crystal X-ray
diffraction.21 The backgrounds were fitted using a shifted Chebyschev polynomial with 8
terms. Peak shapes were modeled using Lorentzian terms within the type-3 profile
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function, the Lorentzian isotropic crystallite size broadening (LX) and Lorentizian
isotropic strain broadening (LY). Lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, and isotropic
displacement parameters were refined.
2.2.3 Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) and Rietveld refinement
Time-of-flight neutron powder diffraction (TOF-NPD) data were collected at the
Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory on the POWGEN powder
diffractometer. Approximately 4 g of LIGS and ~2 g of LITS were contained in 8 mm
diameter vanadium sample cans. Data for LIGS and LITS were collected using a center
wavelength of 1.599 Å, which covers d-spacing from 0.5519 Å to 4.1207 Å. The Fast
Exchange Refrigerator for Neutron Scattering was used to collect data for LIGS at 20 K
and 300 K, and to collect data for LITS at 15, 50 and 300 K. The data collected at
POWGEN, which offers good resolution at high Q (d/d = 0.0015 at d = 1 Å)23 that can
allow refinement of Uiso values and nuclear structure verification, complements NPD data
collected at the High Flux Isotope Reactor on the HB-2A Diffractometer at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
The refinements using time-of-flight (TOF) NPD data were conducted separately
from synchrotron diffraction data due to the significant differences in reflection
intensities. The starting models for LIGS and LITS were both obtained using single
crystal X-ray diffraction.21 The background for LIGS data was fitted using a cosine
Fourier series (type 2) and the background for LITS data was fitted using a linear
interpolation function (type 7). Both patterns have undulation due to relatively low
intensity that is compounded by the absorption of neutrons by natural lithium. The type 3
profile function was used in all of the refinements, and the lattice parameters, peak shape
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(sig-2, gam-1) parameters, atomic coordinates, and isotropic displacement parameters
were refined. The Pn structure, solved from single crystal X-ray diffraction, proved to be
the best fit to the NPD data. Attempts to use closely related Pna21 and Pmn21 models,
which differ in global cation arrangements, resulted in extreme divergence. Model
permutations, such as antisite defects and lithium-ion vacancies were also tested and did
not fit the data. The data collected at 300 K were used to refine the displacement
parameters of lithium sites for both LIGS and LITS models, complementing the models
obtained using single crystal X-ray diffraction. The LIGS data collected at 20 K and the
LITS data collected at 50 K were used to verify the low-temperature nuclear structures,
and nuclear structural parameters of the resulting models were later used in the starting
models for the refinement of the magnetic structures. These data provided no evidence of
structural phase changes. Atomic parameters and bond distances from Rietveld
refinements are shown in Tables 2.1-2.8. All of the bond distances and angles are similar
to those found in other diamond-like compounds.
Constant wavelength neutron powder diffraction (CW-NPD) data were collected
at HB-2A with a wavelength of 2.4063 Å. The minimum peak full width at half
maximum is 0.2°. HB-2A has capabilities for data collection at low temperatures (i.e. 2
K) under applied magnetic fields while providing the high intensity at low Q that is vital
in assessing the magnetic structures and phases of the LIGS and LITS systems. The full
powder patterns were collected at 20 K and 1.5 K in the absence of an applied field and
with applied magnetic fields up to 5 T. Also, the intensities of magnetic peaks were
followed as a function of both temperature and applied magnetic field to assess the
boundaries for magnetic phase transitions.
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Constant wavelength neutron powder diffraction (CW-NPD) data were collected
on the HB-2A Diffractometer that has a Debye-Scherrer geometry. The detector bank has
44 3He tubes, each with 6' Soller collimators. A germanium wafer-stack monochromator
is vertically focused and the (113) reflection was in the diffracting condition to provide
the wavelength of 2.4063 Å. The takeoff angle from the monochromator is fixed at 90°.
Rietveld refinements using CW-NPD data were conducted using Fullprof.24 Peaks arising
from magnetic interactions were indexed using the k-search function in FullProf.
Backgrounds were fitted graphically by manually selecting data points. In the LIGS data
(Figure 2.13), the peak at ~1.1 Å-1 can be indexed to the impurity phase that was
identified in the LIGS sample via synchrotron powder diffraction and fitted using the
LeBail method.16c The peak at ~0.65 Å-1 has not been indexed, and it has not been ruled
out as originating from the same impurity phase. The intensities of these peaks do not
change as a function of temperature, thus they are not attributed to a phase with magnetic
ordering. In the CW-NPD data for LIGS, two peaks that are attributed to magnetic
ordering can easily be observed while one peak that corresponds to a magnetic reflection
is easily observed in the data for LITS. For the LITS refinement (Figure 2.15), the
intensity of the peak at ~1.1 Å-1 changes upon cooling and is thus assigned as a magnetic
reflection for the LITS phase. It is likely that the same impurity that was present in the
LIGS sample is also present here, although it was not observed in the synchrotron powder
diffraction data. This scenario would explain the disparity in intensity between the model
and data for the peak at ~1.1 Å-1 in the NPD pattern for LITS.
The neutron coherent scattering factor for Ge is almost twice that of Sn making
the LIGS sample a much better neutron scatterer than LITS. Thus, a greater measurement
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time was required for LITS to obtain counting statistics equivalent to the LIGS
measurement. As the 1.5 K data was taken below the lambda point of He4 (lambda T =
2.2 K), the coolant of the sample, the He4 is in the 2 phase liquid state (superfluid and
normal fluid) state which is known to exhibit high energy excitations such as rotons and
phonons. The incoherent scattering from such excitations is typically small but as one
counts longer, an increased signal exhibited as an undulating background will be
observed such as that shown by the LITS diffraction pattern (Figure 2.15a).
2.2.4

57Fe
57

and 119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopies

Fe and 119Sn Mössbauer spectra were collected on ground powder samples using

constant acceleration spectrometers equipped with 57Co(Rh) and Ca119mSnO3 sources kept
at room temperature (RT=300 K). Two liquid N2 variable temperature cryostats (Oxford
Instruments Variox 316 and Thor Cryogenics) were used for the measurements at 77 K
(57Fe resonance) and 80 K (119Sn resonance). The spectrometers were calibrated with
metallic α-Fe at RT. The analyses of the spectra were performed with sets of
paramagnetic doublets, assuming Lorentzian line-shapes, using a recently developed
Mössbauer fitting program.25 The isomer shift () values of the components used to fit the
spectra are given relative to α-Fe at 300 K for the 57Fe spectra and relative to SnO2 at 300
K for the

119

Sn spectrum. Parameters obtained from data fitting are displayed in Tables

2.9 and 2.10.
In addition to the major doublet that corresponds to tetrahedral Sn4+ in Li2FeSnS4,
two low intensity doublets are incorporated in the fitting and correspond to Sn 2+and Sn4+
ions in SnS and SnO2 impurities, respectively. The presence of SnO2 has not been
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detected using neither synchrotron diffraction nor neutron diffraction. Thus, it is expected
that the SnO2 that contributes to ~3% of the spectrum area results from partial surface
oxidation. The low-intensity doublet that is attributed to SnS constitutes ~11% of the
spectrum area, while ~0.05 wt % SnS was detected using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction. This discrepancy may arise from the presence of non-crystalline SnS in the
Li2FeSnS4 sample.
2.2.5 Optical diffuse reflectance UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopy
Using a Cary 5000 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer, optical diffuse reflectance spectra
were collected. BaSO4 (Fisher, 99.92%) was used as a 100% reflectance standard. The
LIGS and LITS samples were ground, placed into a sample cup in a Harrick Praying
Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory, and scans were performed from 200 nm to 2500 nm
at a rate of 600 nm/min. The percent reflectance data were converted to absorption using
the Kubelka-Munk equation26 and wavelength was converted to energy. The data were
fitted using equation (1) to estimate the Urbach energy, in which A is a constant, Eg is the
bandgap, and Eu is the Urbach energy.27
f(E) = Aexp[(E-Eg)/Eu]

(2.1)

2.2.6 Magnetic Measurements
Magnetization in a zero-field-cooled mode for the polycrystalline powder samples
was measured on a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer in the temperature range of
2-300 K. Measurements were carried out in applied fields of 0.5 T, 2 T, and 5 T in the
temperature range of 2-20 K. Isothermal field dependences of magnetization were
measured with the magnetic field varying between 0 and 5 T. Corrections for intrinsic
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diamagnetism were applied to all data.28 Data were fitted to a modified Curie-Weiss law
as follows.
For the fit using the Curie-Weiss law (=C/(T-)), paramagnetic data were used
in the plot of 1/ (Oe mol/emu) vs. T after correction for intrinsic diamagnetism (Figures
2.2 and 2.3). Given the equation of 1/=A+B*T, the Weiss temperature () and the
effective moment of Fe (μFe) can be derived in the following steps:  = -A/B, C = 1/B, μFe
= 2.828*√C. For Li2FeGeS4, the high-temperature data, T>125 K, were fitted. The results
are =-14.43 K, C=2.85 emu K/mol Oe and μFe=4.77 μB.
For Li2FeSnS4, the high-temperature data, T>160 K, were fitted with the CurieWeiss law. The results are  = -335 K, C=19.4 emu K/mol Oe and μFe =12.46 μB. A
modified Curie-Weiss law29 yields more reasonable results. In the modified Curie-Weiss
law,  = 0+C/(T-), the 0 term is added and can be understood as a contribution of
crystal field effects.30 For Li2FeSnS4, the data at T>10 K is fitted. The results are
0=0.02164 emu/mol Oe,  = -5 K, C=2.86 emu K/mol Oe and μFe =4.79 μB. The
relatively large 0 value implies the presence of a paramagnetic background.30
Accordingly, the contribution of 0 has been subtracted and is shown in the right of
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.2. Temperature dependence of the inverse of molar magnetic susceptibility
for Li2FeGeS4 is shown with open circles (), the fit at T>125 K using the CurieWeiss law is a shown with a blue line.
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Figure 2.3. Temperature dependence of the inverse of molar magnetic susceptibility
for Li2FeSnS4 is shown with open circles (), the fit at T>160 K using the CurieWeiss law is a shown with a blue line, and the fit at T>10 K using the modified
Curie-Weiss law is shown with a red line.
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Figure 2.4. Top: Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for Li2FeGeS4
at 5000 Oe under ZFC (red squares) and FC (blue circles) conditions. Bottom:
Temperature dependence of MT for Li2FeGeS4.
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Figure 2.5. Top: Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for Li2FeSnS4
at 5000 Oe under ZFC (red squares) and FC (blue circles) conditions. Bottom:
Temperature dependence of MT for Li2FeSnS4 (blue). The contribution of 0 is
subtracted from MT (black).
According to the data for Li2FeGeS4 in Figure 2.5, the MT ~ 2.7 =1/2·S(S+1) and
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thus S = 1.88, which corresponds to the effective magnetic moment μFe = 2√S(S+1) = 4.7
μB/Fe and the saturated magnetic moment μsat = 2S = 3.76 μB. For the Li2FeSnS4, the
corrected MT ~ 2.9 =1/2·S(S+1) and thus S = 1.96, which corresponds to the effective
magnetic moment μFe = 2√S(S+1) = 4.8 μB/Fe and the saturated magnetic moment μsat =
2S = 3.92 μB which is relatively close to the refined magnetic moment of 3.6(2) μB/Fe
using neutron powder diffraction data.
2.3

Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Structure
LIGS and LITS can be considered as the lithium analogues of the minerals
briartite (Cu2FeGeS4)21,31 and stannite (Cu2FeSnS4).32 However, briartite and stannite
crystallize in I-42m and are structurally derived from cubic diamond, whereas the title
compounds are structural derivatives of lonsdaleite, the rare hexagonal diamond.33 As
previously reported, both LIGS and LITS22 crystallize in the Pn space group with
structures related to wurtz-kesterite.34
The structures of LIGS and LITS are comprised of a hexagonal closest packed
array of S2- anions, wherein Li+, Fe2+ and Sn4+ or Ge4+ occupy half of the tetrahedral
holes.34a The structure consists of two crystallographically independent Li sites, one Fe
site, one Sn or Ge site, and four S sites, all residing on general positions. As expected, the
electrostatic valence principle is satisfied, as each sulfide anion is coordinated by one
Fe2+, one Sn4+ or Ge4+, and two Li+ ions. The crystal structures of LIGS and LITS have
been solved and refined with R1(all data) = 0.0346 and R1(all data) = 0.0310,
respectively.22 In the otherwise satisfactory crystal structures, atomic displacement
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parameters (ADPs) of the lithium ions were physically unreasonable. Lithium sites were
refined isotropically with Uiso values of 0.004(3) Å2 and 0.103(1) Å2 for LITS and
0.007(3) Å2 and 0.024(5) Å2 for LIGS. These types of irregular displacement parameters
are commonly observed for light elements, such as lithium, due to small X-ray scattering
factors; thus, neutron diffraction (Figure 2.6) was employed to verify the positions,
ADPs, and site occupation factors (SOFs) of the lithium sites.

Figure 2.6. Results of Rietveld refinement for Li2FeSnS4. The collected time-of-flight
neutron powder diffraction data are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the
calculated pattern using the model (line). Expected Bragg reflections for Li2FeSnS4,
vanadium (from the sample can), and SnS are displayed from top to bottom with
tick marks (|). The difference between the collected data and the calculated pattern
is shown at the bottom of the plot.
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Table 2.1. Atomic coordinates and Uiso values from Rietveld refinement of
Li2FeGeS4 using TOF-NPD data collected at 300 K.
x

Y

Z

Uiso (Å2)

Li(1)

0.98(1)

0.338(9)

0.379(7)

0.018(4)

Li(2)

0.490(6)

0.160(3)

0.606(4)

0.025(6)

Fe(1)

0.484(2)

0.6726(7)

0.362(1)

0.015(6)

Ge(1)

0.4850(2)

0.1823(8)

0.115(1)

0.0162(7)

S(1)

0.873(3)

0.138(2)

0.625(2)

0.015(1)

S(2)

0.373(3)

0.337(2)

0.350(2)

0.015(1)

S(3)

0.843(2)

0.185(2)

0.111(2)

0.014(1)

S(4)

0.859(3)

0.670(2)

0.376(2)

0.014(1)

Table 2.2. Bond distances in Å from Rietveld refinement of Li2FeGeS4 using TOFNPD data collected at 300 K.
Li(1)-S(1)

2.43(7)

Fe(1)-S(1)

2.33(1)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.46(8)

Fe (1)-S(2)

2.33(1)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.47(7)

Fe (1)-S(3)

2.34(1)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.38(7)

Fe (1)-S(4)

2.34(1)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.40(4)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.23(1)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.43(4)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.22(1)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.45(3)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.23(1)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.50(4)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.22(1)
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Table 2.3. Atomic coordinates and Uiso values from Rietveld refinement of
Li2FeGeS4 using TOF-NPD data collected at 20 K.
x

Y

z

Uiso (Å2)

Li(1)

0.988(3)

0.327(2)

0.372(2)

0.009(2)

Li(2)

0.467(4)

0.148(4)

0.606(3)

0.004(3)

Fe(1)

0.4812(6)

0.6762(4)

0.3629(6)

0.0030(3)

Ge(1)

0.4813(7)

0.1827(5)

0.1190(6)

0.0047(5)

S(1)

0.70(1)

0.140(1)

0.627(1)

0.0040(9)

S(2)

0.368(1)

0.336(1)

0.3519(9)

0.0036(9)

S(3)

0.837(1)

0.193(1)

0.115(1)

0.0040(9)

S(4)

0.849(1)

0.674(1)

0.374(1)

0.0021(8)

Table 2.4. Bond distances in Å from Rietveld refinement of Li2FeGeS4 using TOFNPD data collected at 20 K.
Li(1)-S(1)

2.46(2)

Fe(1)-S(1)

2.318(7)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.37(2)

Fe (1)-S(2)

2.332(8)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.38(2)

Fe (1)-S(3)

2.335(7)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.45(2)

Fe (1)-S(4)

2.293(6)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.33(3)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.239(8)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.47(3)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.198(7)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.46(2)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.220(7)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.63(3)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.218(7)
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Table 2.5. Atomic coordinates and Uiso values from Rietveld refinement of Li2FeSnS4
using TOF-NPD data collected at 300 K.
x

Y

z

Uiso (Å2)

Li(1)

0.607(5)

0.660(5)

0.912(3)

0.010 (2)

Li(2)

0.109(5)

0.826(5)

0.190(4)

0.014(2)

Fe(1)

0.1300(9)

0.830(1)

0.6832(8)

0.0202(7)

Sn(1)

0.627(1)

0.673(2)

0.4343(7)

0.0078(8)

S(1)

0.254(2)

0.672(4)

0.441(2)

0.009(2)

S(2)

0.248(3)

0.166(4)

0.683(3)

0.010(2)

S(3)

0.255(3)

0.661(4)

0.931(2)

0.009(2)

S(4)

0.766(3)

0.821(3)

0.680(3)

0.012(2)

Table 2.6. Bond distances in Å from Rietveld refinement of Li 2FeSnS4 using TOFNPD data collected at 300 K.
Li(1)-S(1)

2.45(5)

Fe(1)-S(1)

2.33(2)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.60(4)

Fe (1)-S(2)

2.40(3)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.25(3)

Fe (1)-S(3)

2.40(2)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.37(4)

Fe (1)-S(4)

2.32(2)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.42(5)

Sn(1)-S(1)

2.38(2)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.30(3)

Sn(1)-S(2)

2.40(2)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.52(4)

Sn(1)-S(3)

2.40(3)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.59(4)

Sn(1)-S(4)

2.36(2)
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Table 2.7. Atomic coordinates and Uiso values from Rietveld refinement of Li2FeSnS4
using TOF-NPD data collected at 50 K.
x

Y

z

Uiso (Å2)

Li(1)

0.6223(1)

0.6697(2)

0.9332(3)

0.006(4)

Li(2)

0.1256(5)

0.8477(6)

0.1688(7)

0.007(8)

Fe(1)

0.1266(9)

0.8274(9)

0.6837(9)

0.02(9)

Sn(1)

0.6280(9)

0.6739(9)

0.4251(9)

0.006(1)

S(1)

0.253(1)

0.681(1)

0.431(2)

0.006(1)

S(2)

0.248(2)

0.155(2)

0.684(2)

0.007(2)

S(3)

0.250(2)

0.663(9)

0.924(9)

0.006(9)

S(4)

0.756(9)

0.836(9)

0.680(9)

0.01(2)

Table 2.8. Bond distances in Å from Rietveld refinement of Li 2FeSnS4 using TOFNPD data collected at 50 K.
Li(1)-S(1)

2.37(5)

Fe(1)-S(1)

2.34(4)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.45(4)

Fe (1)-S(2)

2.35(4)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.46251(4) Fe (1)-S(3)

2.36(5)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.52(5)

Fe (1)-S(4)

2.38(4)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.30(4)

Sn(1)-S(1)

2.37(4)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.41(5)

Sn(1)-S(2)

2.39(5)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.45(4)

Sn(1)-S(3)

2.42(4)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.50(4)

Sn(1)-S(4)

2.43(4)
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Rietveld refinements of the LIGS and LITS structures were carried out using
TOF-NPD data that were collected at 300 K. While the resulting structure models were in
good agreement with those obtained using X-ray diffraction data, the ADPs refined to
reasonable values. In the LIGS structure, the Uiso values of Li(1) and Li(2) refined to
0.018(4) Å2 and 0.025(6) Å2, respectively. Finally, free refinement of the SOFs of the Li
sites using the TOF-NPD data indicates that the Li sites are fully occupied (Li(1) SOF =
0.99(3) and Li(2) SOF = 0.99(5)). In the LITS structure, the Uiso values of Li(1) and Li(2)
refined to 0.010(2) Å2 and 0.014(2) Å2, respectively. Freely refining SOFs yields values
of 0.99(3) for Li(1) and 1.01(3) for Li(2). These results confirm that the lithium sites are
fully occupied, as would be expected in a wurtz-kesterite structure that exhibits cation
ordering.
Ordered cations are generally observed in this family of quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs, with some exceptions.35 For example, the CuZn and ZnCu antisite defects that are
prevalent in Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe),36 especially samples that
undergo rapid quenching, likely arise because Cu+ and Zn2+ are isoelectronic and have
identical crystal radii.37 While the tetrahedral cations in LITS and LIGS are not
isoelectronic and have disparate ion sizes (Li+: 0.73 Å; Fe2+: 0.77 Å; Ge4+: 0.53 Å ; Sn4+:
0.69 Å),37 it is worthwhile to verify the coordination sphere and resulting cation ordering
since it dictates the nature of magnetic interactions. Furthermore, noncompliance of
Pauling’s 2nd rule could introduce superexchange (Fe-S-Fe) interactions.
2.3.2 Mössbauer spectroscopy
57

Fe Mӧssbauer spectroscopy was used to further confirm the structures of LIGS

and LITS, as well as the presence or absence of any Fe-containing impurities that could
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impart significant effects on magnetic measurements. The 57Fe Mӧssbauer spectra of the
LIGS sample exhibit a pronounced dominant doublet, with isomer shift () values of 0.66
and 0.77 mm/s at 300 and 77 K, respectively (Figure 2.7, Table 2.9).

Figure 2.7.

57Fe

Mӧssbauer spectra of Li2FeGeS4 (left) and Li2FeSnS4 (right)

collected at 300 K and 77 K.
In the closely related Cu2FeSnS4, Fe2+ ions that comprise the FeS4 tetrahedra give
rise to  values of 0.57–0.62 mm/s.37 Similarly, tetrahedral Fe2+ in Cu10Fe2Sb4S13,
FeCr2S4 and zincblende-type (Fe,Zn)S yields  values of 0.61 mm/s, 0.60 mm/s, and 0.66
mm/s, respectively.39 In contrast, Fe3+ ions that occupy FeS4 tetrahedra in CuFeS2 were
assigned to lower  values of 0.20 to 0.40 mm/s.38d,40 The  values for tetrahedral Fe3+ in
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other sulfides, such as CuIn1-xFexS2, Cu5FeS4, Cu3(Ge,Fe)S4, TlFeS2, and Cu12Fe0.5Sn4S13
range from 0.18 to 0.51 mm/s.38d,39,41 Further, increasing coordination number yields
higher  values. In phosphate minerals, distorted bipyramidal Fe2+ gives rise to  values
of 1.10-1.16 mm/s42 and octahedral Fe2+ ions have been assigned to  values of 1.15-1.27
mm/s.43 Thus, the  values detected for the dominant doublet of the LIGS sample spectra
are characteristic of Fe2+ states in a S-coordinated tetrahedral environment. The minor
doublet, which is characteristic of Fe3+, comprises ~7-9% of the absorption area of the
57

Fe Mӧssbauer spectra of the LIGS sample and can be attributed to some unavoidable

partial oxidation of the surface of the sample. Indeed, samples of LIGS left out on the
bench for a few months have been noted to noticeably change color due to oxidation,
whereas the LITS sample seems to be less susceptible to oxidation.
As evidenced from Figure 2.7, clearly only one doublet needed to be included in
the model for the Mӧssbauer spectra of the LITS sample. The resulting  values of 0.67
and 0.78 mm/s at 300 K and 77 K respectively (Table 2.9), denote Fe2+ states in a Scoordinated tetrahedral environment for the iron ions in the LITS sample as well, with an
absence of Fe3+ impurities.
An even more telltale sign of ferrous tetrahedra lies in the quadrupole splitting
(ΔEQ) values. The Fe2+ states in the spectra of LIGS and LITS exhibit ΔEQ values of 3.07
and 3.15 mm/s, at 300 K respectively, which are slightly higher at 77 K (see Table 2.9).
Fe2+-containing tetrahedra in Cu2FeSnS4 yield ΔEQ values of 2.89-2.92 mm/s.38 Similarly,
tetrahedral Fe2+ ions in Cu10Fe2Sb4S13 are correlated with a ΔEQ of 2.90 mm/s.39 More
distortion within the FeS4 tetrahedron gives rise to larger ΔEQ.38a Accordingly, the
relatively large ΔEQ values of the title compounds are attributed to the distortion that is
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introduced into the FeS4 tetrahedra by incorporating lithium into the coordination sphere
of sulfur.
In our measurements, the narrow peak half-widths (Γ/2 of 0.14-0.16 mm/s, see
Table 2.9) indicate that the Fe2+ resides in one crystallographically unique position, which
is in agreement with our structure determined from X-ray diffraction. Results of

57

Fe

Mӧssbauer spectroscopy for diamond-like Cu2FeSnS4 and CuFeS2 were also in
agreement with X-ray diffraction results, indicating ordered structures.
Table 2.9.

57Fe

Mössbauer parameters resulting from the best fits of the spectra of

Figure 2.7. Typical errors include ±0.02 mm/s for isomer shift (), peak half-widths
(Γ/2) and quadrupole splitting (ΔEQ), and 3% for area.
Sample T (K)  (mm/s) Γ/2 (mm/s) ΔEQ (mm/s) Area (%)
0.66

0.14

3.07

91

0.31

0.13

0.60

9

0.77

0.15

3.12

93

0.39

0.14

0.61

7

300

0.67

0.14

3.15

100

77

0.78

0.16

3.21

100

300
LIGS
77

LITS
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Sn Mӧssbauer data are in agreement with the ordered arrangement of Sn4+

119

cations in LITS. The 119Sn Mӧssbauer spectrum contains a pronounced main doublet with
 = 1.28 mm/s and ΔEQ = 0.28 mm/s (Figure 2.8, Table 2.10) that corresponds to one
crystallographically unique Sn4+. This result is in close proximity to the single broad
absorption peak (a macroscopically unresolved doublet) in the range of 1.45-1.48 mm/s
observed for tetravalent tin in SnS4 tetrahedra within stannite.38a,38e,44 Sn4+ ions in SnS4
tetrahedra in the ternary tin sulfides Na4SnS4, Ba2SnS4, Na6Sn2S7, Ba3Sn2S7, and Tl2SnS3
give rise to  values ranging from 1.17 to 1.23 mm/s.45 In contrast to our results,
octahedral Sn4+ in Sn2S3 and SnS2 yield  values of 1.10-1.15 mm/s46 and 1.3 mm/s,47
respectively. Further, the tetrahedral coordination of Sn in our LITS is clearly discerned
using X-ray diffraction.

Figure 2.8. 119Sn Mӧssbauer spectrum of Li2FeSnS4 collected at 80 K.
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Divalent tin is assigned much higher  values. Sn2+ with octahedral, bicapped
trigonal prismatic, and square-based pyramidal geometries in SnBi2Te4, GeSnS3, and
In2Sn3S7 exhibit  values of 3.3, 3.50, and 3.82 mm/s, respectively.46b,48 The  values are
reported to appear at 3.4-3.5 mm/s for Sn2+, with three nearest neighbors, in SnS and
Sn2S3.49,50 In our spectrum, two low intensity doublets with  values of 3.29 mm/s and
0.00 mm/s and ΔEQ values of 0.90 and 0.38 mm/s are observed, and are attributed to Sn2+
and Sn4+ ions in SnS and SnO2 impurities, respectively.50,51 This result is in agreement
with the minor SnS impurity that is modeled in our Rietveld refinements using SXRPD
and NPD data, while the SnO2 impurity detected by

Sn Mӧssbauer spectroscopy has

119

not been detected by diffraction methods.
Table 2.10. 119Sn Mössbauer parameters resulting from the best fits of the spectrum
of Figure 2.8. Typical errors include ±0.02 mm/s for , Γ/2 and ΔEQ, and 3% for
Area.
Sample T (K)  (mm/s) Γ/2 (mm/s) ΔEQ (mm/s) Area (%)

LITS

80

1.28

0.44

0.28

87

3.29

0.39

0.90

11

0.00

0.26

0.38

3

2.3.3 Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD)
Different patterns of cation arrangements are possible in multi-cation diamondlike structures such as stannite (I-42m) and kesterite (I-4) that are structural derivatives of
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cubic diamond, as well as lithium cobalt (II) silicate (Pna21), wurtz-stannite (Pmn21), and
wurtz-kesterite (Pn) that are structural derivatives of hexagonal diamond. These
variations in global cation ordering in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs can result from compositional
changes, but have also been observed within a single composition (e.g. α- and βCu2ZnSiS4 with wurtz-stannite and wurtz-kesterite structures).6c While the differences in
the powder diffraction patterns resulting from these polymorphs may be difficult to
discern using laboratory X-ray powder diffraction, they can be revealed using highresolution SXRPD. As these types of structural variations can affect magnetic
interactions, it is important to critically assess the structure of the bulk microcrystalline
powder on which the magnetic studies are conducted.
According to SXRPD, the LIGS and LITS powder samples have the wurtzkesterite structure. Rietveld refinement of LITS (Figure 2.10), with χ2 = 1.970, Rp =
0.0825, and wRp = 0.1001, supports the presence of a minor SnS (4.86 wt%) impurity
phase,44 which corresponds to the Sn2+ observed in the Mössbauer spectrum. According
to Rietveld refinement of LIGS (Figure 2.9), this sample also has high phase-purity.
However, a small number of extra peaks with low intensity were indexed to a hexagonal
phase in the space group P63mc and modeled using the LeBail method within
GSAS/EXPGUI. Agreement factors of χ2 = 4.059, Rp = 0.1184, and wRp = 0.1563 were
achieved. In both LIGS and LITS, the impurities are very minute and neither impurity
phases were detectable with laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction. These minor
secondary phases are more easily revealed using SXRPD due to the brighter source. The
models of both LIGS and LITS are in good agreement with those refined using TOFNPD data and further support the high degrees of order and phase-purity.
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Figure 2.9. Results of Rietveld refinement for Li2FeGeS4. The collected SXRPD data
are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the calculated pattern using the model
(line). Expected Bragg reflections for Li2FeGeS4 and the hexagonal phase in the
space group P63mc (modeled using the LeBail method) are displayed from top to
bottom with tick marks (|). The difference between the collected data and the
calculated pattern is shown at the bottom of the plot.
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Figure 2.10. Results of Rietveld refinement for Li2FeSnS4. The collected synchrotron
X-ray powder diffraction data are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the
calculated pattern using the model (line). Data up to 30° 2θ are shown, while higher
angle data up to 50° 2θ were included for the refinement. Expected Bragg
reflections for the Li2FeSnS4 and SnS are displayed from top to bottom with tick
marks (|). The difference between the collected data and the calculated pattern is
shown at the bottom of the plot.
2.3.4 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy
Optical bandgaps of LIGS and LITS were estimated using diffuse reflectance UVVis-NIR spectroscopy (Figure 2.11). Urbach tailing is observed near the absorption edge
and corresponds to a broadened distribution of electronic states around the bandgap.27b
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The Urbach tail region, which extends up to 2.05 eV for LIGS and 1.98 eV for LITS
according to the fit of equation (1), is negated for determination of the bandgap. When
the data are rescaled to emphasize direct and indirect optical transitions,27b,52 direct
transitions are signified by a wider region of linearity in the (αE)2 vs. E plot, while
indirect transitions correspond to wider linearity in the (αE)1/2 vs. E plot. These regions of
linearity are assessed at energies above the Urbach tail region. Accordingly, LIGS is an
indirect gap semiconductor and data are fit using equation (2.2), yielding a bandgap of
1.423(3) eV. This bandgap, which corresponds to a wavelength of 874 nm at the border
of the visible and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, is in agreement
with the dark-red color of polycrystalline LIGS.
α(E) = A (E-Eg)2/E

(2.2)

LITS is a direct gap semiconductor. Fitting the data using equation (2.3) yields a bandgap
of 1.860(2) eV (667 nm), which is in agreement with the red color of LITS.
α(E) = A (E-Eg)1/2/E

(2.3)

Simply altering the IV-ions used for the synthesis of Li2Fe-IV-S4 DLSs changes
the nature of the bandgap. Just as in the wurtz-stannite Li2CdGeS4 and Li2CdSnS4
DLSs,6d,6e the germanium-containing compound exhibits a narrower bandgap than the tin
analogue although the opposite trend is often observed.53a Bandgaps in these materials
can be potentially tuned for optimal photovoltaic performance.53
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Figure 2.11. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR spectra for Li2FeGeS4 (a-c) and
Li2FeSnS4 (d-f), rescaled to emphasize direct (a,d) and indirect (b,e) optical
transitions. Data for Li2FeGeS4 are fit using Tauc’s function44 for indirect gap
semiconductors while the Urbach tail region is excluded from the absorption edge
(c). Data for Li2FeSnS4 are fit using Tauc’s function for direct gap semiconductors
(f).
2.3.5 Magnetic properties
According to magnetization measurements, LIGS and LITS are AFM below the
Néel temperatures (TN) of ~6 K and ~4 K respectively. Magnetization was measured as a
function of temperature, and the Néel temperatures were taken as the inflection points of
the curves shown on the left in Figure 2.12. Magnetization data that were measured under
an applied field of 0.5 T were equivalent to those measured under zero-field-cooled
conditions. Magnetization was also measured under constant applied fields of 2 T and 5
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T. In both LIGS and LITS, the TN decreases with increasing applied field and could not
be determined at an applied field of 5 T at temperatures down to 2 K.
Magnetization was also measured as a function of applied field, at constant
temperatures, as shown on the right in Figure 2.12. Both compounds undergo a
conventional metamagnetic transition that is accompanied by a hysteresis, which is
typical for a reversible spin-flop transition.54 The critical field (Hc) for the spin-flop
transition, which is taken as the onset of the hysteresis, is approximately 3 T for LIGS
and 2 T for LITS at 2 K.
Antiferromagnetism similar to that observed in LIGS and LITS has been observed among
magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs. For example, AFM Cu2FeSnS4 has a TN of 6.1 K,9 and the
transition temperature can be modified to TN ~ 12 K by employing Ge as the IV-ion in
Cu2FeGeS410g or to TN ~ 19 K by using Se as the VI-ion in Cu2FeSnSe4.10b Similarly,
Cu2FeGeSe4 is also AFM with TN = 20 K.10e Although a handful of magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4
phases have been studied, these works have rarely reported the magnetic
structures.10d,10g,31
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Figure 2.12. (a and c) Temperature dependence of magnetization collected at
constant applied fields. Néel temperatures were assigned as the inflection points (*).
(b and d) Field dependence of magnetization collected at constant temperatures.
2.3.6 Magnetic structures
Since magnetic structures of I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are scarce, we decided to elucidate
the magnetic structures of AFM LIGS and LITS using CW-NPD. Structure models that
resulted from Rietveld refinements using CW-NPD data that were collected at
temperatures above the TN were in good agreement with the nuclear structures modeled
using TOF-NPD data that were collected at the same temperatures (Table 2.11 and Table
2.12). Atomic coordinates, atomic displacement parameters and bond distances are
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available in Tables 2.1-2.8. Upon cooling below the TN, extra peaks that can be attributed
to magnetic ordering were observed in the NPD patterns of both LIGS and LITS, while
the intensities of peaks that correspond to the nuclear structure did not change at lower
temperature.
Table 2.11. Results from the Rietveld refinements of neutron powder diffraction
data for Li2FeGeS4. TOF = time of flight and CW = constant wavelength.
TOF

TOF 20 CW

300 K

K

K

20 CW
0 T, 1.5 K

CW
3.8 T, 1.5 K

a (Å)

6.2294(1) 6.2238(1) 6.2235(6) 6.2227(3)

6.2224(3)

b (Å)

6.6107(1) 6.6036(1) 6.6017(6) 6.6025(3)

6.6018(3)

c (Å)

7.8081(2) 7.7859(2) 7.7821(7) 7.7825(3)

7.7820(3)

β (°)

90.311(2) 90.328(2) 90.333(6) 90.334(4)

90.330(3)

V (Å3)

321.55(1) 319.993(8) 319.72(5) 319.74(2)

319.67(2)

χ2

5.086

5.643

3.53

3.37

3.30

Rp

0.0547

0.0591

0.0794

0.0809

0.0758

wRp

0.0238

0.0270

0.102

0.103

0.101
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Figure 2.13. (a) Rietveld refinement of Li2FeGeS4 using constant wavelength
neutron powder diffraction data collected at 1.5 K. Indices for main peaks from the
magnetic structure are labeled. Bragg reflections for the nuclear and magnetic
structures are displayed from top to bottom (|). The difference between the collected
data (+) and the calculated pattern (line) is shown at the bottom of the plot. Inset: a
peak attributed to magnetic ordering, and the fit of the magnetic structure is shown
with a line. (b) Magnetic unit cell of Li2FeGeS4. (c) Temperature dependence of the
intensities of the magnetic peak at 0.82 Å-1. Lines provide a guide for the eye.
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For LIGS, the additional peaks were indexed to a magnetic structure with a
propagation vector of km = [½, ½, ½], which indicates that the magnetic structure is
commensurate with the nuclear structure (see Figure 2.13). The magnetic moments were
constrained to be collinear. Combining the nuclear and magnetic structure models in the
Rietveld refinement resulted in a χ2 of 3.37 and the fit for magnetic peaks lies within
experimental error as shown with a solid line in the inset of Figure 2.13a. Magnetic
moments refined to 2.82(7) μB/Fe along the b axis, which is lower than the expected
saturated magnetic moment, sat, for the high-spin tetrahedral Fe2+ free ion (S = 2; s = 4
μB) and is lower than the value of 3.76 μB/Fe that was obtained by fitting the Curie-Weiss
law to the data at T > 125 K. It is also lower than the observed magnetic moments that
have been reported for Cu2FeGeS4 and Cu2FeSnS4 (4.7-5.01 μB).10g,55
Similar to LIGS, Cu2MnSnS4 exhibits collinear magnetic ordering, as determined
using single crystal neutron diffraction.10d The magnetic structure of stannite-type
Cu2MnSnS4 is described with a propagation vector km = [½, 0, ½]. Similar to the
commensurate magnetic structure of LIGS, the magnetic unit cell of Cu2MnSnS4 doubles
along the a and c axes, while the magnetic unit cell of LIGS also doubles along the b
axis. In contrast, the magnetic moments of Cu2MnSnS4 orient 16° from the c axis. The
NPD peaks arising from magnetic ordering of LIGS are indexed to h0l. Thus, the
magnetic moments are aligned along the b axis since intensity contributions are only
provided to the scattering plane that is perpendicular to the moment.
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Figure 2.14. The magnetic phase diagram of Li2FeGeS4 is mapped using constant
wavelength neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data and magnetization data
obtained using a SQUID magnetometer. Lines provide a guide for the eye to
approximate magnetic phase boundaries.
The highest intensity peak associated with magnetic ordering in LIGS is observed
at 0.82 Å-1, and the intensity was followed as both a function of temperature and as a
function of applied magnetic field to establish phase boundaries of the paramagnetic,
AFM, and field-induced phases (Figure 2.14). As the peak intensity is followed with
varying temperature under zero field, the onset of magnetic ordering (TN) is ~6.4 K as
shown in Figure 2.13c. The intensity of the peak at 0.82 Å-1 decreases under an applied
field of 3.8 T (H>Hc). The magnetic structure of the spin-flop phase is difficult to confirm
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due to the small number of relatively low intensity magnetic peaks. If the simple AFM
model with km = [½, ½, ½] is considered, the magnetic moments refine to 1.86(9) μB/Fe.
Further, evidence of remanent magnetization was not observed. The
metamagnetic phase was approached from (1) high temperature, 20 K, at a constant
applied field of 3.8 T, (2) zero field at a constant temperature, 1.5 K, and (3) high field, 5
T, at a constant temperature, 1.5 K. Minimal variations in the intensities of the peaks
associated with magnetic ordering were observed. However, the Néel temperatures
obtained by following the 0.82 Å-1 peak intensity with increasing applied field (0 to 5 T)
at a constant temperature of 1.5 K was different than when the same measurement was
conducted with a decreasing applied field (5 to 0 T). The critical fields (Hc) of ~3.4 T and
~2.6 T, respectively, are shown with arrows in the magnetic phase diagram.
Similar to the case of LIGS, the nuclear structures of LITS at 300 K, 50 K, and 1.5 K
were in good agreement (Table 2.12). Magnetic ordering was evident in CW-NPD
patterns collected at 1.5 K, with the largest magnetic peak appearing at 0.43 Å-1 (Figure
2.15).
Magnetic ordering in LITS can be indexed with a propagation vector of km = [0,
0, 0.546(1)], indicating an incommensurate AFM structure. As the magnetic moments
were constrained to be collinear, the moments refine to 3.6(2) μB/Fe, which is close to the
value of 3.92 μB/Fe that was obtained by fitting magnetization data at T > 10 K with a
modified Curie-Weiss law. While these moments are larger than those in LIGS, they are
still lower than expected. As the d electrons in iron participate in covalent bonding with
sulfur, it is reasonable that the observed magnetic moment is lower than the magnetic
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moment of the free ion. Similar moments of 3.5 μB/Fe were obtained for Cu2FeGeS4,
with a propagation vector of km = [½, 0, ½], using neutron diffraction.38
Table 2.12. Results from Rietveld refinements of neutron powder diffraction data
for Li2FeSnS4. TOF = time of flight and CW = constant wavelength.
TOF

TOF

CW

CW

CW

300 K

50 K

50 K

0 T, 1.5 K 2.5 T, 1.5 K

a (Å)

6.37419(7) 6.373(2)

6.3654(9) 6.3732(3) 6.3732(3)

b (Å)

6.78396(7) 6.7814(2) 6.776(1)

6.7779(3) 6.7780(3)

c (Å)

7.93071(9) 7.9183(3) 7.918(1)

7.9168(4) 7.9165(4)

β (°)

90.2639(9) 90.279(3) 90.27(2)

90.282(5) 90.279(5)

V (Å3) 342.938(5) 342.21(2) 341.51(9) 341.98(3) 341.97(3)
χ2

1.303

1.807

1.35

1.52

1.84

Rp

0.0102

0.0667

0.0787

0.0540

0.0589

wRp

0.0171

0.1070

0.101

0.0678

0.0769

Just as in LIGS, the magnetic moments in LITS align along the b axis and the
moments associated with this AFM ordering get smaller as applied field strength
increases. Using the collinear model, the metamagnetic phase has a refined magnetic
moment of 1.9(4) μB/Fe, but is statistically difficult to confirm. This model, while
physically reasonable, does not necessarily represent a distinct solution since the
diffracted intensities from the magnetic phase are low and do not provide sufficient
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information. The magnetic peak at 0.43 Å-1 was followed with varying temperature and
applied field to establish boundaries in the magnetic phase diagram (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.15. (a) Rietveld refinement of Li2FeSnS4 using constant wavelength neutron
powder diffraction data collected at 1.5 K. Indices for main peaks from the magnetic
structure are labeled. Bragg reflections for the nuclear and magnetic structures are
displayed from top to bottom with tick marks (|). The difference between the
collected data (+) and the calculated pattern (line) is shown at the bottom of the plot.
Inset: peak attributed to magnetic ordering; fit of the magnetic structure is shown
with a line (b) Magnetic ordering in Li2FeSnS4. (c) Temperature dependence of the
intensities of the magnetic peak at 0.43 Å-1. Lines provide a guide for the eye.
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According to the CW-NPD data, the onset of magnetic ordering occurs at ~5.0 K
under zero field as well as an applied field of 1.5 T. As the magnetic peak intensity was
followed with applied field (0 to 3.5 T) at a constant temperature of 1.5 K, the onset of
spin-flop occurs at ~1.7 T and the spin-flop phase becomes unobservable using NPD at
~3.4 T, upon approaching the saturation field. It should be noted that the magnetic
ordering is likely approaching a ferromagnetic state upon saturation.

Figure 2.16. The magnetic phase diagram of Li2FeSnS4 is mapped using constant
wavelength neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data and magnetization data
obtained using a SQUID magnetometer. Lines provide a guide for the eye to
distinguish magnetic phases.
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In both LIGS and LITS, there are no direct Fe-Fe or Fe-S-Fe pathways. In fact, iron
sites are only encountered in the fourth coordination sphere of a given iron site; pathways
are Fe-S-Ge(Sn)-S-Fe or Fe-S-Li-S-Fe. In both structures, iron sites constitute undulating
layers that are stacked between S, Li, and Ge or Sn sites. The shortest Fe…Fe distances
are 5.508 Å and 5.576 Å in LIGS and LITS, respectively; thus, magnetic ordering does
not arise from direct iron-iron interactions. Although bound magnetic polarons are
responsible

for

magnetic

ordering

in

similar

quaternary

DLSs

(e.g.

Cu2FeGeSe4),10e,10h,11,14b they have not been observed in the data presented herein.
2.4

Conclusion
Interestingly, simply altering the tetravalent ion in Li2Fe-IV-S4 DLSs from Ge to Sn

changes the magnetic structure from commensurate to incommensurate. Further, the
electronic band structure is significantly varied. An indirect optical bandgap of 1.42 eV is
observed for LIGS, while a direct gap of 1.86 eV is observed for LITS. Meanwhile, the
wurtz-kesterite structure is preserved, as well as the overall AFM behavior, spin-flop, and
general layout of the magnetic phase diagrams.
As I2-II-IV-VI4 materials are designed to reliably direct divalent ions to specific
locations within diamond-like structures, Fe2+ ions are ordered and separated within
LIGS and LITS DLSs to generate magnetic ordering. This work demonstrates that the
bandgaps and magnetic interactions in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs can change with compositional
tuning. Over 100 magnetic I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs can be postulated with I = Li, Cu, or Ag, II
= Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni, IV = Si, Ge, or Sn and VI = S, Se, or Te. Furthermore, nearly
countless phases can be accessed through the preparation of solid solutions. Therefore,
these materials provide a wide playing field for the future discovery of new magnetic
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semiconductors. In-depth structural and physicochemical characterizations of quaternary
DLSs are warranted in the pursuit of more desirable magnetic properties.
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3.

A New Class of Lithium Ion Conductors with Tunable Structures and
Compositions: Quaternary Diamond-like Thiogermanates

3.1

Introduction
Simple diamond-structured materials such as elemental silicon and gallium

arsenide have found applications in surging technologies, e.g. integrated circuits and
field-effect transistors, in the electronics industry.1 Ternary I-III-VI2 diamond-like
materials, such as silver gallium sulfide,2 are widely used in infrared nonlinear optical
devices. Quaternary diamond-like materials exhibit a higher degree of compositional
flexibility and thus comprise an attractive platform for physical property tuning for an
array of potential applications. A multitude of quaternary diamond-structured compounds
can be accessed with relatively simple structure types, from which composition-structureproperty relationships can be elucidated to make progress toward designing
multifunctional materials and those tailor-made for specific applications. Quaternary
diamond-like materials with the general formula of I2-II-IV-VI4 are gaining increased
attention for applications in photovoltaics,3 thermoelectrics,4 and nonlinear optics.5 Yet,
the full potential for applications of I2-II-IV-VI4 chalcogenides remains to be realized and
much of the compositional space has not yet been explored.
Here we demonstrate that lithium ions can be implemented into the family of
I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-like materials to target new solid-state electrolytes. Solid-state
lithium ion conductors are an important component in all-solid-state batteries, and hold
promise for solving safety issues associated with current rechargeable batteries
constructed from liquid electrolytes if critical parameters could be optimized.6 While
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oxides are readily investigated toward the discovery of solid-state electrolytes due to airstability, ease of preparation and long shelf lives, they are afflicted by shortcomings. For
example, lithium lanthanum titanate is one of the fastest solid-state lithium ion
conductors (1  10-3 S/cm at RT for Li3xLa(2/3)-x(1/3)-2xTiO3 when x = 0.11)7, but a lack of
control over the lithium content is a major drawback. Chalcogenides are capable of
reaching higher ion conductivities8 since the higher polarizability of larger chalcogenides,
in comparison with O2-, leads to weakened interactions between the anion and the lithium
cation that can better promote ion diffusion.8b Thus, lithium sulfides hold even greater
prospect.9 Accordingly, much progress has been achieved in the investigation of lithium
chalcogenides for solid-state electrolyte applications, such as lithium thiosilicates,
lithium thiogermanates,

9b 11

9d, 10

and lithium thiostannates12 with room temperature ion

conductivities up to 6.4  10-4 S/cm for Li3.4Si0.4P0.6S4,10 2  10-7 S/cm for Li4GeS4,11 and
7  10-5 S/cm for Li4SnS412a in ceramic pellets. Interestingly, according to 7Li pulsed field
gradient (PFG) NMR, Li11SiP2S129d exhibits higher lithium ion diffusivity in comparison
to Li10GeP2S12,9b for which the highest Li+ ion conductivity of 1.2  10-2 S/cm at room
temperature has been observed. However, Li11SiP2S129d is plagued by synthesis
scalability and phase-purity issues, while both Li11SiP2S12 and Li10GeP2S12 exhibit
limited stability.9b,
discovery

of

9d

Despite some drawbacks, these results suggest that materials

crystalline

lithium

sulfides,

especially

environmentally

stable

thiogermanates, is attractive for advancing Li+ conductors for the next generation of allsolid-state batteries. Therefore, we propose that systematic changes in the composition of
diamond-structured Li2-II-GeS4 can provide access to new Li-based solid-state
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electrolytes, physicochemical property alterations, and structural variations within the
family of diamond-derived structures.
Herein, we present the first systematic study of lithium ion conductivity in
quaternary, diamond-structured thiogermanates, which constitute a new class of lithium
ion conductors. Three structural modifications (Figure 3.1) can be controlled through d
block element selection in the Li2-II-GeS4 family. These investigations led to the
discovery of a new member of the wurtz-kesterite family, Li2CoGeS4. The synthesis,
single crystal X-ray structure, and synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction coupled with
Rietveld refinement of a bulk sample of Li2CoGeS4 are reported. Four diamond-like
materials in three different structure types are considered as [II-GeS4]2- anionic networks
with varying net topologies that encompass Li+ ions. As the cation arrangements are
modified, lithium environments and diffusion capabilities in Li2-II-GeS4 are altered.
Lithium ion conductivity is reported for Li2-II-GeS4 (II = Mn, Co, Fe, Cd) diamond-like
materials, as assessed using impedance spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.1. Hexagonally derived structures for I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-like materials
(top) viewed as the corresponding anionic nets that house lithium ions (bottom).
Lithium ions are green, different shades indicate crystallographically unique sites.
Divalent cations (Mn, Cd, Co) are blue, germanium ions are red and sulfide ions are
yellow (sulfide ions are removed for clarity in the bottom).
3.2

Experimental

3.2.1 Synthesis
Li2CoGeS4 was prepared by grinding Li2S (1.2 mmol), Co (1 mmol), Ge (1
mmol), and S (3 mmol) using an agate mortar and pestle in an argon-filled glovebox, and
then placing the mixture into a graphite crucible inside a 12 mm o.d. fused-silica tube.
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The tube was sealed under a pressure of approximately 10-3 mbar. The sample was heated
at 650 °C for 144 h, slowly cooled to 550 °C in 100 h and then allowed to cool to room
temperature naturally. The tube was opened under ambient conditions. Excess Li2Sx was
removed by washing the product with N,N-dimethylformamide, methanol, and hexane. A
bright-green polycrystalline phase was observed under an optical microscope.
Polycrystalline samples of dark red Li2FeGeS4,13 pale yellow Li2CdGeS4,5b and pale
orange Li2MnGeS414 were prepared in a similar manner, as previously reported by Brant
et al.
3.2.2 Sample preparation
Samples were ground for 30 min for synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction
(SXRPD). In preparation for impedance spectroscopy, the ground samples were
pelletized using a Carver press. Pellets with 13 mm diameter and approximately 0.5-2
mm thickness were pressed under 15,000 psi. The pellets were covered with a circular
mask, 9.9 mm in diameter, for Au sputtering using a Denton Vacuum Desk II Sputter
Coater.
3.2.3 Single crystal X-ray diffraction
Single crystal X-ray diffraction data for Li2CoGeS4 were collected at ambient
temperature using a Bruker SMART Apex 2 CCD single crystal X-ray diffractometer
utilizing graphite monochromatized molybdenum Kα radiation with a tube power of 50
kV and 30 mA for 30 sec per frame. The data were integrated using SAINT15 and the
absorption correction was applied using SADABS.16 XPREP was used for space group
determination and to create files for SHELXTL.17 Based on systematic absences, two
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space groups were initially considered for Li2CoGeS4, Pn and P2/n. The space group Pn
(No. 7) was selected because all diamond-like structures are noncentrosymmetric, since
all tetrahedra align along one crystallographic direction.
The crystal structure of Li2CoGeS4 was solved and refined using the SHELXTLPC17 software package. The Li2CoGeS4 structure consists of eight crystallographically
unique atoms located on general positions: two Li sites, one Co site, one Ge site, and four
S sites. The structure of Li2CoGeS4 was refined with R1(all data) of 1.16%. Lithium sites
were refined isotropically, resulting in a non-positive definite atomic displacement
parameter for the Li(2) site, while all other atoms are refined anisotropically. Since β =
90.000°, the structure solution and refinement was attempted in the orthorhombic space
group Pmn21. However, this resulted in a chemically unreasonable model with a
minimum achievable R1(all data) value above 30%. Atomic coordinates, equivalent
atomic displacement parameters, as well as the selected bond distances and angles are
shown in Tables 3.1-3.3. Further crystallographic details for the new Li2CoGeS4 are
displayed in Table 3.4. All crystal structure figures were generated using
CrystalMaker®.18 ToposPro19 was used to analyze the topologies of the anionic nets
within the structures of Li2CoGeS4, as well as Li2MnGeS4, and Li2CdGeS4.
3.2.4 Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD)
Room temperature SXRPD data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory at the 11-BM line using a wavelength of 0.413733 Å.
Details are provided in Section 2.2.2 as well as in references 20-22.
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Rietveld refinements were performed using GSAS with the EXPGUI interface.23
The structure of Li2CoGeS4 obtained by single crystal X-ray diffraction was used as the
starting model. The background was fitted using a shifted Chebyschev polynomial. Peak
shapes were modeled using Lorentzian terms, the Lorentzian isotropic crystallite size
broadening (LX) and Lorentizian isotropic strain broadening (LY), within the type-3
profile function. Lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, and isotropic displacement
parameters were refined. Resulting unit cell parameters, atomic coordinates, bond lengths
and bond angles are provided in Tables 3.5-3.8.
3.2.5 Scanning

electron

microscopy

and

energy

dispersive

spectroscopy

(SEM/EDS)
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed on a Hitachi S-3400N
scanning electron microscope equipped with a Bruker Quantax model 400 energy
dispersive spectrometer using an XFlash® 5010 EDS detector with a 129 eV resolution.
The Li2CoGeS4 crystals were mounted on double-sided carbon tape that was adhered to
an aluminum specimen holder. EDS data were collected at a working distance of 10 mm
and an accelerating voltage of 15 kV for 5 min live time.
EDS confirmed the presence of Co, Ge, and S in the crystals; Li cannot be detected using
this method. EDS results indicated a stoichiometry of Co1.0Ge1.0S3.9
3.2.6 Impedance spectroscopy
Data were collected on pressed pellets of Li2MnGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2CoGeS4, and
Li2CdGeS4 using a Novocontrol Technologies Concept 80 impedance spectrometer. To
avoid surface oxidation, the pellets were placed into a specialized air-tight sample holder
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that is comprised of two electrodes with spring-loaded platinum mesh contacts. The gold
that was sputtered onto the pressed sample pellets served as an ion-blocking electrode.
Temperature-dependence data were collected in increments of 12.5 °C at temperatures
ranging from -12.5 to 100 °C, since 100 °C is near the upper limit for which sample
oxidation is precluded by the sample holder. The data were collected at frequencies
ranging from 100 Hz to 3 MHz with an applied root-mean-square AC voltage of 1 V. The
temperature was allowed to stabilize within 0.5 °C of each set temperature for three
minutes prior to data collection. Complex impedance arcs were analyzed using
Novocontrol WinFIT 3.2 software (Novocontrol Technologies GmbH & Co. KG). Data
sets were collected from low temperature to high temperature, and subsequent data recollection at room temperature and then high temperature indicated reproducibility.
3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Structure descriptions
I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-like materials are structurally derived from cubic diamond
or the more rare hexagonal diamond, lonsdaleite. Varying the elements used in the
construction of diamond-structured I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds yields dissimilar cation
ordering arrangements that, in turn, dictate different lithium ion diffusion pathways.
Three types of cation ordering arrangements have been observed in quaternary diamondlike structures derived from lonsdaleite, giving rise to crystal structures in Pna21, Pmn21,
and Pn space groups, as shown in Figure 3.1. Here, these structure types have been
controlled as a function of d block element selection.
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3.3.1.1 Li2CoGeS4 and Li2FeGeS4 in the Pn space group
In the new Li-based thiogermanate, Co is employed as the divalent cation to
access the wurtz-kesterite24 Li2CoGeS4 that crystallizes in the monoclinic space group Pn.
Diamond-like Li2FeGeS42532 also crystallizes in this structure, as well as Li2FeSnS4, 2532
Li2CoSnS4,14 and Li2ZnSnS4.26
The structure of Li2CoGeS4 is comprised of sulfide anions in a hexagonal closest
packed array, with lithium, cobalt, and germanium ions occupying half of the tetrahedral
holes. The local electrostatic valence is satisfied in this structure, as well as the others
reported here, as each sulfide anion is coordinated by one divalent cobalt, one tetravalent
germanium and two monovalent lithium ions. Each cation coordinates to four sulfide
anions. Li2CoGeS4 contains two crystallographically unique Li sites, with Li(1)-S and
Li(2)-S bond lengths ranging from 2.3(3) to 2.5(3) Å and 2.37(9) to 2.5(2) Å,
respectively. These bond lengths are comparable to those in found in other lithiumcontaining diamond-like materials, such as Li2FeGeS4 (Li(1)-S 2.38(7)-2.50(4) Å),
Li2ZnSnS4 (2.36(7)-2.52(2) Å),26 Li2FeSnS4 (2.37(4)-2.52(3) Å),

13, 25

13, 25

and Li2CdGeS4

(2.402(9)-2.446(6) Å).5a Along the a-axis in the Li2CoGeS4, rows of alternating Li and S
can be observed. As viewed down the c-axis, Li+ ions alternate with either Co2+ or Ge4+
cations. Ion conduction pathways can be envisioned along the b-axis as depicted in
Figure 3.2.
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Table 3.1. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Fractional atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2  103) for
Li2CoGeS4.
Atom

x

y

z

U(eq)

Li(1)

0.71(5)

0.83(1)

0.54(4)

60(90)

Li(2)

0.70(4)

0.34(1)

0.81(3)

50(90)

Co(1)

0.200(1)

0.6787(9)

0.7925(9)

24(6)

Ge(1)

0.701(2)

0.8238(6)

1.046(1)

10(4)

S(1)

0.575(2)

0.680(2)

0.812(2)

15(8)

S(2)

1.060(2)

0.812(1)

1.039(2)

21(9)

S(3)

0.587(3)

1.146(1)

1.054(2)

18(7)

S(4)

0.588(2)

0.659(2)

1.279(1)

16(7)
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Table 3.2. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond distances (Å) in the
Li2CoGeS4 structure.
Bond

Length (Å)

Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.5(2)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.37(9)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.5(1)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.5(2)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.3(3)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.4(2)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.5(3)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.4(2)

Co(1)-S(1)

2.33(2)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.20(2)

Co(1)-S(2)

2.29(2)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.22(2)

Co(1)-S(3)

2.31(1)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.22(1)

Co(1)-S(4)

2.30(1)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.23(1)
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Table 3.3. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond angles (°) in the
structure of Li2CoGeS4.
Bond

Length (Å)

Bond

Length (Å)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(4)

111(4)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

109(3)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(2)

109(3)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

105(4)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(2)

107(5)

S(4)-Li(2)-S(2)

105(4)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(1)

110(5)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(3)

113(4)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(1)

115(3)

S(4)-Li(2)-S(3)

112(4)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(1)

105(4)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(3)

112(3)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(3)

112.5(3)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(3)

108.2(4)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(4)

106.6(2)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(2)

108.6(4)

S(3)-Co(1)-S(4)

110.3(3)

S(3)-Ge(1)-S(2)

110.6(3)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(1)

108.7(3)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(4)

111.3(3)

S(3)-Co(1)-S(1)

110.7(3)

S(3)-Ge(1)-S(4)

109.4(3)

S(4)-Co(1)-S(1)

107.8(3)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(4)

108.6(4)

While this structure type is similar to wurtz-stannite and lithium cobalt(II) silicate,
reported for Li2CdGeS45a,

b

and Li2MnGeS414 respectively, the structural variations

essentially arise as a function of monovalent and divalent cation placement (Figure 3.1).
All three structure types contain a hexagonally packed array of sulfide anions with
tetravalent germanium ions that reside in analogous tetrahedral holes, while monovalent
lithium ions and divalent cations fill the remaining half of the tetrahedral holes. It is
noteworthy that the  angle in the monoclinic structure of Li2CoGeS4 is ~90°. Although
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the unit cell parameters are comparable to those found in orthorhombic structures (e.g.,
wurtz-stannite-type Li2CdGeS4 and Li2CdSnS4),5a this structure cannot be described by
mmm symmetry as evidenced by the unreasonable models with inappropriately high R
values that were obtained when we attempted to use Pna21 and Pmn21 space groups for
the structure solution. The difference in symmetry of the monoclinic structure versus the
orthorhombic structure is not a result of lattice distortions that might be expected to lower
the symmetry, but rather a product of the cation ordering arrangement that is evident in
the symmetry equivalent reflections. The monoclinic Pn structure, in which |F(hkl)| =
̅ can be distinguished (except in a special case in which the x
|F(h𝑘̅l)| ≠ |F(ℎ̅𝑘l)| ≠ |F(hk𝑙 )|,
parameters of all atoms are 0, ¼, ½, or ¾) from the orthorhombic Pmn21 case of |F(hkl)| =
|F(h𝑘̅ l)| = |F(ℎ̅𝑘l)| = |F(hk𝑙 ̅)|.24a Systematic absences are key in distinguishing these
closely related structure-types. The wurtz-kesterite structure lacks additional systematic
absences that would indicate the presence of an axial glide and/or a 21 screw axis. In
addition to the systematic absences in single crystal X-ray diffraction data, the wurtzkesterite structure of Li2CoGeS4 is supported by Rietveld refinement using synchrotron
X-ray powder diffraction data.
The diamond-structured Li2CoGeS4 and Li2FeGeS4 can be viewed as anionic
frameworks in which lithium ions reside. The anionic [CoGeS4]2- and [FeGeS4]2- nets are
comprised of a single vertex, with a coordination sequence of 4, 12, 24, 42, 64, 92, 124,
162, 252 and a vertex symbol of 6(2).6(2).6(2).6(2).6(2).6(2). Therefore, the wurtzkesterite structure can be viewed as a three-dimensional anionic framework, with the
commonly encountered topology of cubic diamond,27 that encompasses lithium ions.
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Table 3.4. Crystallographic data and experimental details for Li2CoGeS4.
Formula

Li2CoGeS4

Size (mm)

0.060.060.05

Temperature (K)

298

Space group

Pn

a (Å)

6.1933(2)

b (Å)

6.5211(2)

c (Å)

7.8360(2)

β (°)

90.000(0)

Volume (Å3), Z

316.47(2), 2

Density (g cm-3)

2.872

Reflections collected/unique

658/172

Data/Restraints /Parameters

172/2/65

Completeness to theta = 27.11°

100%

Goodness of fit

1.125

Final R indices [I>2(I)]

R1 = 0.0113, wR2 = 0.0277

R indices (all data)

R1 = 0.0116, wR2 = 0.0279

Highest peak, deepest hole (e/Å3)

0.286 , -0.099

Refinement of F2 was made against all reflections.
R1 = (Fo-Fc)/(Fo), wR2 =([w(Fo2-Fc2)2]/[w(Fo2)2]),
w = 1/(2(Fo2) + (aFo)2 + bP), P = [2Fc2 + Max(Fo2,0)]/3
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3.3.1.2 Li2MnGeS4 in the Pna21 space group
As previously reported, Li2MnGeS414 adopts the lithium cobalt(II) silicate28
structure type that is derived from hexagonal diamond (see Figure 3.1). This structure
type is relatively rare for quaternary diamond-like materials, and Li2MnGeS4 is one of
only two chalcogenides with this structure,29 and the first in the lithium-based family.14
Although the Li-S distances are within range for iono-covalent bonding,29 the structure
can be viewed as a three-dimensional [MnGeS4]2-framework if Li-S bonds are neglected.
The [MnGeS4]2- net is constructed with a 4-coordinate node that has a coordination
sequence 4, 10, 21, 36, 54, 78, 106, 136, 173, 214 and is described by a vertex symbol
4.6.4.6.6.8(2) that corresponds to the topology of the zeolite ABW (i.e. sra, SrAl2).30
Much research has focused on obtaining chalcogenide analogues of zeolites31 by
replacing the Si4+, Al3+, and O2- in zeolites with Ge4+ or Sn4+, Ga3+ or In3+, and S2- or Se2-,
as pioneered by Bedard, Flanigen and co-workers.32 Such approaches have provided a
means to tune properties, including bandgap, luminescence, pore size, surface area and
stability. Notably, the primarily electrostatic host-guest interactions in these openframework chalcogenides are much weaker than those in the oxide-based zeolites and
give rise to unique host-guest-related applications.33 In the unique example of the zeolitelike [MnGeS4]2-, Mn2+, Ge4+, and S2- ions replace Si4+, Al3+, and O2- in the traditional
zeolite, while Li+ guests serve to balance the charge of the anionic framework.
Lithium ions can potentially diffuse along intersecting unidimensional channels
within the zeolite-like anionic network. Lithium ions align along the a-, b-, and c-axes in
the structure. Along the b-axis, Li(1) ions are staggered between germanium ions and
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Li(2) ions are staggered between manganese ions. Along the c-axis, all lithium ions are
staggered between sulfide anions. However, along the a-axis, Li(1) ions align in an
unobstructed pathway and lithium diffusion can be envisioned in that direction. Another
pathway for lithium ion diffusion can be envisioned orthogonal to the (085) plane as
shown in Figure 3.2a.

Figure 3.2. (a) The [MnGeS4]2- anionic framework found in Li2MnGeS4 (Pna21)
viewed perpendicular to the (085) plane. (b) The [CdGeS 4]2- anionic framework of
Li2CdGeS4 (Pmn21) viewed down the a-axis. (c) The [CoGeS4]2- anionic framework
of Li2CoGeS4 (Pn) viewed down the b-axis. In the Pna21 and Pn structures, different
shades of green indicate crystallographically unique lithium sites.
3.3.1.3 Li2CdGeS4 in the Pmn21 space group
As previously reported by Lekse et al.5a using single crystal X-ray diffraction and
confirmed by Brant et al.5b via Rietveld refinement of synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction, the structure of Li2CdGeS4 is also derived from hexagonal diamond, but it
crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pmn21 with the wurtz-stannite structure.24a,34
The pattern of cation arrangement in the wurtz-stannite structure yields lithium ions that
are housed by two-dimensional anionic [CdGeS4]2- layers. The [CdGeS4]2- layer is
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comprised of a 4-connected vertex with a coordination sequence of 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24,
28, 32, 36, 4019 that corresponds to the well-known square lattice (sql) network.30b Here,
the two-dimensional sql net is constructed with alternating Cd2+ and Ge4+ nodes and the
layers stack along the b-axis. Thus, lithium ions have the potential to diffuse through the
ac-plane, as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.2 Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD)
Laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction employing an average wavelength of
1.5418 Å indicated that the Li2CoGeS4 sample was synthesized with high phase-purity.
However, adequate modeling of the data using the Rietveld method was hindered since
cobalt, with an absorption edge of 1.6083 Å,35 imparts significant X-ray absorption
effects when using Cu K radiation. Thus, high-resolution SXRPD data with λ =
0.413733 Å provided a valuable means for characterization (Figure 3.3).
Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data supports that Li2CoGeS4 crystallizes with
the wurtz-kesterite structure, and evidence of neither the lithium cobalt(II) silicate
structure nor the wurtz-stannite structure was observed in the polycrystalline powder
sample. This Rietveld refinement indicates that the Li2CoGeS4 sample has been
synthesized with phase-purity that is greater than ~93%. Several low-intensity reflections,
which were not attributed to the diamond-like phase, were indexed to the mineral
linnaeite, Co3S4.36 This minor phase was quantified as 5.2(2) wt%. A few extra lowintensity peaks that could not be indexed were also observed. Of these peaks, the highest
relative intensity is on the order of ~1.4%, whereas the highest intensity peak attributed to
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the linnaeite phase is ~8% of the major peak indexed to the wurtz-kesterite structure.
Agreement factors of 2 = 7.924, Rp = 0.0979, and wRp = 0.1334 were achieved

Figure 3.3. Rietveld refinement of Li2CoGeS4 using high-resolution synchrotron Xray powder diffraction data (λ = 0.413733), plotted with plus signs (+) representing
collected data overlapped by the pattern calculated from the model (line). Expected
Bragg reflections for Li2CoGeS4 and Co3S4 are displayed from top to bottom
respectively, with tick marks (|). The difference between the observed data and the
calculated pattern is shown at the bottom of the plot.
Table 3.5. Results from Rietveld refinement using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction data. Unit cell parameters for Li2CoGeS4.
a(Å) 6.193961(5) b (Å) 6.521791(4) c (Å) 7.838024(7) β (°) 89.9469(1)
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Table 3.6. Results from Rietveld refinement using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction

data.

Fractional

atomic

coordinates

and

equivalent

displacement parameters (Å2  103) for Li2CoGeS4.
Atom

x

y

z

U(eq)

Li(1)

0.693(2)

0.834(2)

0.530(2)

60(90)*

Li(2)

0.713(2)

0.357(2)

0.817(2)

15(4)

Co(1)

0.2038(6)

0.6779(2)

0.7956(5)

8.5(2)

Ge(1)

0.7004(6)

0.8229(2)

1.0483(5)

9.8(2)

S(1)

0.5682(6)

0.6897(3)

0.8046(5)

9.1(3)

S(2)

1.0651(5)

0.8205(3)

1.0305(5)

14.3(4)

S(3)

0.5860(5)

1.1533(3)

1.0599(5)

14.5(4)

S(4)

0.5914(5)

0.6525(3)

1.2860(4)

7.3(3)

*Fixed
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isotropic

Table 3.7. Results from Rietveld refinement using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction data. Bond distances (Å) in the Li2CoGeS4 structure.
Bond

Length (Å) Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.47(2)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.36(2)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.39(1)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.68(2)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.46(2)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.44(2)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.33(2)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.36(2)

Co(1)-S(1) 2.261(2)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.251(2)

Co(1)-S(2) 2.237(2)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.261(2)

Co(1)-S(3) 2.272(2)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.270(2)

Co(1)-S(4) 2.267(2)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.271(2)
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Table 3.8. Results from Rietveld refinement using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction data. Bond angles (°) in the structure of Li2CoGeS4.
Bonds

Angle (°)

Bonds

Angle (°)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(2)

104.9(6)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

103.5(6)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(3)

103.6(5)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(3)

114.3(6)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(4)

116.2(6)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

113.0(7)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(3)

107.0(5)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(3)

108.3(6)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(4)

113.2(6)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(4)

104.0(6)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(4)

111.1(6)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(4)

112.7(6)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(2)

110.12(8)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(2)

108.02(8)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(3)

109.30(8)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(3)

106.70(7)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(4)

109.92(9)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(4)

113.48(7)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(3)

110.19(8)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(3)

108.69(8)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(4)

107.76(8)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(4)

110.02(7)

S(3)-Co(1)-S(4)

109.54(8)

S(3)-Ge(1)-S(4)

109.78(8)

Rietveld refinements using SXRPD data for Li2MnGeS4,14 Li2FeGeS4,13 and
Li2CdGeS45b were previously reported for samples that appeared phase-pure according to
laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction. The Li2MnGeS4 sample has >97 wt% phase
purity according to SXRPD.14 Minor impurities of 1.74(3) wt % S837 and 1.09(3) wt%
Mn2GeS438 were observed. According to SXRPD, the Li2FeGeS4 product also contained a
minor impurity phase that was not identified but indexed to a hexagonal space group. 13
Li2CdGeS4 exhibited phase-purity according to SXRPD data.5b Notably, all four of these
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chalcogenides are environmentally stable, which is evidenced by the diffraction patterns
collected under ambient conditions that are reproducible over a period of a few weeks.
3.3.3 Lithium ion conductivity
The lithium ion conduction in Li2CoGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2MnGeS4, and
Li2CdGeS4 was evaluated using frequency-dependent complex impedance, Ẑ(ν) = Z’(ν) +
iZ”(ν). The complex impedance plots, or Nyquist plots, exhibit characteristics of an ion
conductor with contributions from the bulk material that is expected to constitute a
semicircle in the high frequency regime, as well as intergranular contributions between
the grains in the pellet that are observed as a semicircle in the low frequency data. Each
semicircle is interpreted as the parallel combination of a resistor and constant phase
element (CPE). Complex impedance plots that show two arcs were fitted using two
circuits in series, as depicted in the inset of Figure 3.4. In some cases, evidence of two
arcs is apparent at some temperatures while only the high frequency arc, or a portion
thereof, is observed at others (e.g., Li2FeGeS4 in Figure 3.4). The data for Li2FeGeS4 at
temperatures below 25 °C exhibit two arcs, while the data collected within the range of
37.5 °C to 100 °C reveal one arc. Similarly, the Li2CdGeS4 data contain two arcs, except
for temperatures ranging from -12.5 to 12.5 °C where only the high-frequency arc was
observed. On the other hand, two arcs were evident in all data for Li2CoGeS4 (Figure
3.4). A single semicircle was apparent in all data for Li2MnGeS4.
The resistance (R) was assigned as the real component of impedance, Z’(ν), when
the imaginary component of impedance, iZ”(ν), approaches zero at high frequency. The
Li+ ion conductivity values () were calculated using the resistance, pellet thickness and
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electrode area. The bulk conductivity values, corresponding to the higher-frequency arcs,
are summarized in Table 3.9.

Figure 3.4. Complex impedance plots of (top) Li2CoGeS4 and (bottom) Li2FeGeS4.
While all four compounds exhibit room temperature Li+ ion conductivity on the
order of 10-9 S/cm, the values are significantly higher than ceramic pellets of the closely
related ternary thiogermanate, Li2GeS3 as well as Li2ZnGeS4.11 Comparable conductivity
is only achieved at a temperature as high as 125 °C in pellets of Li2GeS3 ( = 9.7  10-9
S/cm), which crystallizes with an orthorhombic structure (a = 5.90 Å, b = 17.95 Å, c =
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6.81 Å) and at 50 °C in Li2ZnGeS4 ( = 9.7  10-9 S/cm), which has an orthorhombic Li3PO4 structure (a = 7.83 Å, b = 6.53 Å, c = 6.21 Å).11
As shown in Table 3.9, the conductivity values reported correspond to pellets with
compactness (i.e., percentage of theoretical density) less than 60%. It should be noted
that ion conduction is expected to significantly increase as the pellet density approaches
the theoretical density. In the case of Li2PO2N, increasing the compactness from 55% to
78% in a pelletized sample resulted in a substantial rise in conductivity that was over two
orders of magnitude.39 Additionally, it is also important to point out that materials
preparation greatly influences conductivity values. For example, an ion conductivity of
2.0  10-7 S/cm was recorded for a ceramic pellet of Li4GeS4 at 25 °C;11 however, a film
of the compound was able to reach a value of 7.4  10-4 S/cm at 25 °C.40 Even more
impressive, a thin film of Li2GeS3 achieved an ion conductivity six orders of magnitude
higher at 100 °C (2.9  10-3 S/cm)40 than a ceramic pellet.11 Thus, other forms of the
diamond-like materials presented here hold promise.
Remarkably, the pellet of Li2FeGeS4 has the lowest percent compaction but exhibits the
highest Li+ ion conductivity, 100 °C = 1.8(3)10-4 S/cm. Improved densification could
yield conductivity values on par with leading solid-state electrolytes, such as LIPON
films (25 °C = 2  10-6 S/cm).41
Overall, the cubic diamond-like [CoGeS4]2- and [FeGeS4]2-, derived from the
wurtz-kesterite structure, exhibit the highest Li+ ion conductivity, followed by the ABW
zeolite-like [MnGeS4]2- and square lattice-like [CdGeS4]2-. Li2FeGeS4 holds the most
potential as a solid-state electrolyte, especially due to the cost-effective and earth138

abundant iron and sulfur constituents. These results warrant optimization of the pellet
densification processing for all of the quaternary thiogermanates, and especially for
Li2FeGeS4.
Table 3.9. Results from impedance spectroscopy.
Compound Structure

Anionic
Net

P.D. σ100 °C

σ25 °C (S/cm)

EA (eV)

(S/cm)

Li2FeGeS4

WK

Diamond 31.5 1.8(3)10-4

3.8(4)10-9

0.83(2)

Li2CoGeS4

WK

Diamond 36.6 2.47(3)10-6

2.5(5)10-9

0.87(1)

Li2MnGeS4

LCS

Zeolite

58.8 2.14(3)10-6

4.71(9)10-9

0.83(2)

44.5 3.31(4)10-7

1.92(2) 10-9

0.74(2)

ABW
Li2CdGeS4

WS

Square
lattice

WK = wurtz-kesterite; LCS = lithium cobalt(II) silicate; WS = wurtz-stannite;
P.D. = (actual pellet density/theoretical density)  100

The phenomenon of ion conduction in solids can be described by various models.
For instance, the Anderson-Stuart (A.S.)42 model describes two major contributions to the
activation energy (ΔEA): (1) electrostatic interactions that account for the cation-anion
binding energy and (2) the strain energy that arises from the elastic bending that occurs as
the ion diffuses through the lattice.8a Most generally, ionic conductivity is described by 
= nZeμ in which  is conductivity, Z is the charge of the mobile ion (+1 for Li+), e is the
electric charge, n is the number of mobile ions per unit volume, and μ is the mobility of
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the ions. The values of n and μ are temperature dependant and can be described by the
Arrhenius relationship. It is difficult to separate the contributions of mobility and the
number of carriers, but it is generally accepted that the total activation energy is a sum of
these contributions, ΔEA = ΔEn + ΔEμ.43 These activation energies can be assumed to
represent the averages of distributions of these energy barriers,43 and may be expressed
by the distribution of activation energies (DAE) model.44 An upper limit can be
envisioned in fast ion conductors as the rapidly increasing ion conduction results in more
vacancies, or “open” sites, that can act as ion traps. At higher temperatures, the thermally
activated carriers are more likely to find a nearby trap.45
To assess the ΔEA values for Li+ ion conduction, the natural log of the bulk
lithium ion conductivities obtained at each temperature for the diamond-like materials
were plotted as a function of inverse temperature, as shown in Figure 3.5. The data are
nearly linear, suggesting that the lithium ion diffusion in Li2CoGeS4, Li2FeGeS4,
Li2MnGeS4, and Li2CdGeS4 follows the Arrhenius relationship, σdcT = A exp(-EA/kBT)
within temperatures between -12.5 °C and 100 °C. The ΔEA values for ion conduction are
calculated using the slope of each linear fit, and are summarized in Table 3.9.
While the activation energies of the pelletized ceramics Li2GeS3 and Li4GeS4
have not been specified,11 the activation energies of the analogous thin films are ~0.4
eV.40 The commercial LiPON films and the crystalline Li2PO2N exhibit activation
energies on the order of ~0.6 eV.39,

41

Although the activation energies for the four

quaternary thiogermanates are higher, it is noteworthy that the 2D [CdGeS4]2- net exhibits
the most promising ΔEA of 0.74 eV. This result can be rationalized since unobstructed
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lithium diffusion can be envisioned to occur throughout the ac-plane in the lithium
cobalt(II) silicate structure type.

Figure 3.5. Arrhenius plot that represents the bulk conductivities extracted from
complex impedance data collected from low to high temperatures for four diamondlike thiogermanates.
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3.3.4 Conclusions
A new class of lithium ion conductors that exhibit environmental stability has
been presented, in which different lithium diffusion pathways are accessed by varying the
divalent metals (e.g., Fe2+, Mn2+, Co2+) employed in I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-like
thiogermanates. The new diamond-structured Li2CoGeS4 crystallizes in the wurtzkesterite structure that can be viewed as a 3D anionic [CoGeS4]2- net with cubic diamond
topology that houses lithium ions. The analogous lithium-containing [FeGeS4]2- network
exhibits the highest Li+ ion conduction reported in this study, and is comprised of lowcost, earth-abundant iron and sulfur.
In another report, an ~20% increase in pellet density has led to a notable rise in
ion conduction that is over two orders of magnitude.39 Since the pellet density of
Li2FeGeS4 is only ~30% of the theoretical density, such optimizations are expected to
yield significant improvements. Accordingly, adding to the appeal of solid-state
electrolytes in the family of I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-like materials is the fact that members
are readily prepared as films (e.g., Cu2ZnSnS4),3b, 46 and ion conductivity has been shown
to increase as much as six orders of magnitude in a thin film ternary thiogermanate
compared to a ceramic pellet.11, 40
Li2CdGeS4, which consists of the 2D [CdGeS4]2- with square lattice topology,
exhibits the most attractive activation energy for lithium ion conduction. The ion
conductivity also has the potential to be improved significantly, as these studies were
conducted on a pellet that has a density that is ~45% of the theoretical density.
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Perhaps even more intriguing, diamond-structured lithium ion conductors,
Li2-II-IV-VI4, can be accessed via a reliable design strategy in which a wide variety of
elements can be employed. Over forty compositions can be envisioned, while isovalent
and aliovalent substitutions may have profound effects on lithium ion conduction and
extend the new class to almost limitless combinations. The compositional flexibility in
the family of I2-II-IV-VI4 diamond-structured materials provides a valuable platform to
assess the effects of not only composition on structures within diamond derivatives, but
also composition on properties. Acquiring a better understanding of the relationships
between compositions, structures, and properties is key to developing the future lithium
ion conductors.
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4.

Li2CdGeS4, a Diamond-like Semiconductor with Strong Second-order Optical
Nonlinearity in the Infrared and Exceptional Laser Damage Threshold

4.1

Introduction
The discovery of new nonlinear optical (NLO) materials for coherent generation

of electromagnetic waves in the infrared (IR) and terahertz (THz) region is essential for
the advancement of important technologies that rely on tunable lasers, including
minimally invasive surgery,1 the sensing of hazardous and high-risk materials for
homeland security, industrial process controls, etc.2 Inherently noncentrosymmetric
diamond structures can be exploited in the pursuit of improved properties, such as strong
second-order nonlinearity in the IR, since they are accessible with a range of
compositions. Using a basic design strategy, a higher level of versatility is introduced to
diamond-like semiconductors (DLSs) in order to manipulate properties, as the hierarchy
is extended from ternary chalcopyrites to a quaternary NLO material with the wurtzstannite structure, Li2CdGeS4, (Figure 4.1).
DLSs are of interest since they dominate the list of current benchmark NLO
materials in the IR region, such as chalcopyrite-type AgGaS2, AgGaSe2, and ZnGeP2, as
well as sphalerite-type GaAs and GaP.3 Levine stated in 1973 that the chalcopyrite
structure is so favorable for NLO properties that it will be difficult to find other materials
with larger nonlinearities in the IR region, and this statement has since been viewed as
prophetic.3b, 4 Although the diamond structure is among the most commonly encountered,
the full potential of diamond-like materials surprisingly remains to be realized. The
logical successors of these diamond-like materials with proven technological utility are
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quaternary DLSs, and taking these materials to the next level is an attractive means for
discovering forthcoming NLO materials.

Figure 4.1. (Left) I and III cations combine with a chalcogenide to assemble the
chalcopyrite structure. (Right) Quaternary DLSs with the wurtz-stannite structure
are targeted by reconstituting III cations with II and IV tetrahedral cations.
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A driving force behind much materials discovery is the production of coherent
laser beams in IR and THz regimes,5 which can be accessed by commercially available
means, but with limited efficiencies due to lack of suitable materials. Many factors are
involved in selecting outstanding NLO materials: (1) phase-matchability, (2) strong
second-order nonlinear susceptibility, (3) wide optical transparency, (4) thermal stability,
(5) availability of large single crystals, and (6) environmental stability, etc.3b Typically,
narrow-bandgap materials have been considered to enhance the second-order NLO
coefficients,6 but highly efficient generation of long wavelengths (λ) requires sufficiently
wide bandgaps. In fact, most IR NLO crystals have relatively narrow bandgaps, which
tend to impart low laser-damage thresholds and two-photon absorption (TPA)
limitations.7 Metal oxide NLO materials are widely developed, but are generally
unsuitable for broadband IR applications due to absorption. Organic materials and
polymers can exhibit high optical nonlinearity, but lack sufficient transparency, have
poor thermal stability, and low damage thresholds.8 Due to these shortcomings, improved
NLO materials are sought after.
Numerous approaches to discovering new NLO materials are based on assembling
asymmetric building blocks to target noncentrosymmetric structures. Building blocks can
be based on (BO3)3- units,9 second-order Jahn-Teller (SOJT) distorted d0 transition metal
cations (e.g. Nb5+and V5+),10 polar displacement of d10 cations (e.g. Pb2+, Cd2+),9b, 11 and
stereochemically active lone pairs, such as those in SeO32- and IO3-.12 Although this
approach is valuable, accessing and controlling the assembly of these building blocks can
be challenging, compositions can be limited, and competing centrosymmetric structures
are often difficult to avoid.
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Here, we employ tetrahedral building blocks that are predisposed to assemble
diamond-like structures by aligning along a single crystallographic direction, rendering
the structures noncentrosymmetric. The readily accessible diamond structure, which is
often termed the default structure for 4-connected nets,13 is accompanied by minimal
centrosymmetric contenders when design principles are in play. Based on electrostatic
valency, vast combinations of elements that are capable of exhibiting tetrahedral
coordination can be employed to target diamond-structured materials of nine quaternary
formulae.

14

The I2-II-IV-VI4 formula15 is attractive since both chalcogenides and alkali

metals (e.g. Li) can be incorporated while many divalent and tetravalent ions can be
selected for property tuning.
Much progress has been made in the last decade through the discovery of Licontaining chalcogenides that exhibit wide bandgaps16 befitting improved laser-damage
thresholds and reduced probability of TPA when pumping with intense ultrafast near-IR
lasers. For example, LiInS2, with a bandgap of 3.56 eV, is a mature NLO material for
difference frequency generation (DFG) of powerful radiation in the deep mid-IR due to
the wide transparency (0.4-12 μm), relatively high nonlinear susceptibility ((2) ~ 14
pm/V), and a high laser-damage threshold (200 kW/cm2) that is an improvement over
AgGaS2 (25 kW/cm2).16b Further improvements in damage threshold in combination with
improved SHG and transparency are warranted for practical applications.
Indeed, exploration of composition space among I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs has lead to
the discovery of Li2CdGeS4, which outperforms LiInS2 because it has a higher laser
damage threshold > 4 GW/cm2 with no apparent TPA effect, is phase-matchable in the IR
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region, and exhibits stronger nonlinearity, χ(2) ~51 pm/V. The optical nonlinearity of
Li2CdGeS4 was assessed in comparison to microcrystalline (MC) as well as optical
quality (OQ) samples of AgGaSe2. Li2CdGeS4 melts at ~890 °C (Figure 4.7), and is stable
in air and water. According to optical measurements, Li2CdGeS4 has a direct bandgap of
3.15 eV (Figure 4.8). Our electronic structure calculations support the presence of a direct
gap (Figure 4.9), which conflicts with the calculations by Li, et al .17 Li2CdGeS4 is
transparent from ~0.5 to 22 μm (Figure 4.11), which is wider than typical clarity
windows of commercial NLO crystals, such as AgGaSe2 (0.76-17 μm), AgGaS2 (0.4811.4 μm), ZnGeP2 (0.74-12 μm),3b and LiInS2 (0.4-12 μm),

16b

as well as the new NLO

materials Na2Ge2Se5 (0.521-18.2 μm),18 and K2P2Se6 (0.596-19.8 μm).19
4.2

Experimental

4.2.1 Synthesis of Li2CdGeS4 and AgGaSe2 (MC)
A quantitative yield of Li2CdGeS4 was obtained by grinding stoichiometric
amounts of Cd, Ge, and S plus a slight excess of Li2S that can act as a molten flux at
elevated temperatures using an agate mortar and pestle in an argon-filled glovebox, and
then placing the mixture into a graphite crucible inside a 12 mm o.d. fused-silica tube.
The tube was sealed under a pressure of approximately 10-3 mbar. The sample was heated
at 750 °C for 144 hours, slowly cooled to 550 °C in 200 h and then allowed to cool to
room temperature naturally. The tube was opened under ambient conditions and the
product was rinsed with methanol to remove the excess Li2Sx. An off-white
polycrystalline product was observed using an optical microscope.
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A AgGaSe2 ingot was prepared in a similar manner, with a different heating
treatment. Stoichiometric mixtures of the elements were heated and allowed to dwell at
650 °C for 12 h, then heated to 1100 °C at 50 °C/h and allowed to dwell for 24 h. The
sample was cooled to 950 °C at 5 °C/h, held for 96 h and then cooled radiatively.
4.2.2 Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD) and Rietveld refinement of
Li2CdGeS4, AgGaSe2 (OQ) and AgGaSe2 (MC)
High resolution synchrotron powder diffraction data were collected using
beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory
using a wavelength of 0.413046 Å. Further experimental details are provided in Section
2.2.2 as well as in references 20-22.
Rietveld refinements were performed using GSAS with the EXPGUI interface.23
The starting models for Li2CdGeS4 and AgGaSe2 were obtained from crystal structures in
the literature.31 The backgrounds were fitted using a shifted Chebyschev polynomial.
Peak shapes were modeled using Lorentzian terms within the type-3 profile function.
Lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, and isotropic displacement parameters were
refined, and were in good agreement with the starting models. Refinement statistics are
shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2. Results of Rietveld refinement for Li2CdGeS4. The collected SXRPD
data are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the calculated pattern using the
model (red line). Expected Bragg reflections are designated with tick marks ( | ). The
difference between the collected data and the calculated pattern is shown at the
bottom of the plot (blue).
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Figure 4.3. Results of Rietveld refinement for AgGaSe2(OQ). The collected SXRPD
data are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the calculated pattern using the
model (red line). Expected Bragg reflections are designated with tick marks ( | ). The
difference between the collected data and the calculated pattern is shown at the
bottom of the plot (blue).
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Figure 4.4. Results of Rietveld refinement for AgGaSe2(MC). The collected SXRPD
data are plotted with plus signs (+), overlapped by the calculated pattern using the
model (red line). Expected Bragg reflections are designated with tick marks ( | ). The
difference between the collected data and the calculated pattern is shown at the
bottom of the plot (blue).

Table 4.1. Results of Rietveld refinements
Compound
χ2
Rp
wRp

Li2CdGeS4
1.728
0.0643
0.0770

AgGaSe2 (OQ)
5.741
0.1579
0.1875
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AgGaSe2 (MC)
1.790
0.1859
0.2138

4.2.3 Second harmonic generation from Li2CdGeS4, AgGaSe2 (OQ) and AgGaSe2
(MC)
To examine the phase-matching behavior, second harmonic generation (SHG)
measurements were conducted on polycrystalline samples, sieved into size ranges of 0 –
20 m, 20 – 45 m, 45 – 63 m, 63 –75 m, 75 – 90 m, and 90 – 106 m and enclosed
in quartz capillary tubes. All capillary tubes were flame sealed to prevent exposure to air
and moisture during the measurement. The SHG efficiencies of the samples were directly
compared with that of a reference nonlinear optical (NLO) material, AgGaSe2, prepared
in a similar fashion. The wavelength-dependent SHG efficiencies of the two references,
AgGaSe2 (OQ and MC), were also measured as a function of particle size up to 150 m.
Broadband SHG experiments were conducted at room temperature. In order to
generate tunable pulses, coherent light of 1064 nm wavelength was first produced using
an EKSPLA PL-2250 series diode-pumped picosecond Nd:YAG laser with a pulse width
of 30 ps and a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The Nd:YAG laser pumped an EKSPLA
Harmonics Unit (HU) H400 where the input beam was frequency tripled by a successive
cascade of NLO wave mixing. The 1064 nm and frequency-tripled radiation (355 nm)
from the HU entered an EKSPLA PG403-SH-DFG Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO)
composed of four main parts; a double-pass parametric generator, a single-pass
parametric amplifier, a second harmonic generator (SH), and a difference frequency
generation (DFG) scheme. The output wavelengths of the OPO used in our experiments
ranged from 1100 nm to 3300 nm at increments of 200 nm. The corresponding SHG
wavelength range is therefore SHG = /2 = 550 – 1650 nm.
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The incident pulse energy was tuned to 15 J before being mildly focused onto
samples with a spot size of ~0.5 mm in diameter by a CaF2 convex lens in order to i)
properly average the SHG signal from powders of random orientations and ii) to
minimize the change in the spot size when the fundamental wavelength  was varied over
a broad range (1100 – 3300 nm). For  inaccessible with 15 J, the SHG counts were
properly scaled in accordance with the measured SHG power dependence. The NLO
signals from the samples were collected using a reflection geometry and a fiber-optic
bundle, which was coupled to a selective-grating (1800, 600, and 300 grooves/mm)
spectrometer equipped with a CCD camera (Synapse) as well as an extended InGaAs
(Symphony) detector. The overall detection range obtained from the combination of the
two detectors is 300 – 2000 nm. The relative SHG signals spectrally resolved in a broad
wavelength range were precisely calibrated with the known and measured efficiencies of
all optical components.
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Figure 4.5. Particle size dependence of SHG studies indicates that Li2CdGeS4 is
phase-matchable for conversion of incident wavelengths ranging from 1500 to 3300
nm (SHG conversion λ 750 – 1650 nm). The compound is not phase-matchable for
conversion of incident wavelengths ranging from 1100 to 1300 nm (SHG conversion
λ 550 – 650 nm), as clearly indicated by the lowest SHG counts at the maximum
particle size.
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Figure 4.6. The two AgGaSe2 samples exhibit similar particle size dependence at
conversion wavelengths of 600 nm, 900 nm and 1550 nm (top left to top right),
although there is measurable difference in the SHG counts. (Bottom) SHG
conversion in AgGaSe2 (MC) is lower than that of AgGaSe2 (OQ) with incident
wavelengths of 1100 nm to 3300 nm. The SHG coefficient of Li2CdGeS4 is about 22.4
 2.5 pm/V when AgGaSe2 (OQ) is used as a reference (χ(2) = 66 pm/V).
4.2.4 Laser damage threshold analysis of Li2CdGeS4 and AgGaSe2
Laser damage threshold measurements on powders are well established for the
analysis of early-stage NLO materials.25 Since the powder size of ~100 microns is much
larger than the laser wavelength, each microcrystal acts as a bulk crystal. This
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macroscopic nature of powders causes multiphoton absorption similar in a large bulk
crystal, which is the main mechanism for optical breakdown of NLO materials. Although
random orientation of powders averages out possible anisotropy in the multiphoton
absorption coefficient, the technique yields a reliable result as evidenced for the reference
material AgGaSe2 (Figure 4.12).
4.2.5 Differential thermal analysis (DTA) of Li2CdGeS4
Thermal analysis was conducted using a Shimadzu DTA-50 thermal analyzer
using an Al2O3 reference. The instrument was calibrated using a three-point method with
indium, zinc, and gold standards. The reference and sample, of comparable mass, were
vacuum-sealed in fused-silica ampoules. Li2CdGeS4 was sealed in an ampoule that was
carbon coated six times in an attempt to minimize glass attack. The ampoules were
heated at a rate of 10 °C/min to 1000 °C, held for 1 min, and cooled at 10 °C/min.
The differential thermal analysis (DTA) curve of Li2CdGeS4 is shown in Figure
4.7. Upon heating, the major endothermic event is observed at 892.2 °C and is expected
to correspond to the melting of Li2CdGeS4. A small endothermic peak appears at
approximately 274 °C, and might be attributed to the melting of a minimal amount of
residual flux Li2Sx from the synthesis. Upon cooling, extra exothermic peaks appear and
are likely caused by a reaction with the fused-silica ampoule, as evidenced from the
compromised integrity of the ampoule per visual inspection. A small exothermic peak
appears at approximately 270 °C and expectedly arises from the residual flux. This
melting temperature corresponds with a reasonable thermal stability, and it is lower than
some traditional NLO materials (e.g. ZnGeP2, 1025 °C; AgGaS2, 998 °C) that are
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commonly grown using the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique. We were unable to assess
congruent melting from the DTA experiment because the compound attacks the ampoule.
Alternatively, we conducted a similar experiment in a furnace in which the sample was
placed inside of a graphite tube, inside of a fused-silica tube, and heated to 900 °C for 12
h. After cooling, the XRPD pattern of the product showed some amount of Li2CdGeS4
remaining, as well as a significant amount of CdS. This could indicate that the compound
does not melt congruently. However, we are hesitant to draw this conclusion because the
compound was not heated up alone; there was also Li2Sx present that could alter the
result.

Figure 4.7. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) analysis of Li2CdGeS4 upon heating
(left) and cooling (right).
4.2.6 Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR and electronic structure calculations for
Li2CdGeS4
The diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR spectrum was collected using a Varian Cary
5000 spectrometer equipped with a Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory.
The sample was ground, and placed into a sample cup. BaSO4 was used as the 100%
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reflectance standard. Data were collected from 2500 nm to 200 nm at a scan rate of 600
nm/min. The collected percent reflectance was converted to absorption using the
Kubelka-Munk equation. The resulting plots, with wavelength converted to energy, were
fit using f(E) = Aexp[(E-Eg)/Eu] to estimate the Urbach energy, in which A is a constant,
Eg is the bandgap, and Eu is the Urbach energy.

Figure 4.8. (Left) Optical diffuse reflectance data for Li2CdGeS4 plotted to
emphasize the scaling of indirect and direct bandgap fits. (Right) The experimental
bandgap is determined by fitting the absorption edge with Tauc’s function
describing a direct semiconductor while considering the Urbach tail.
4.2.7 Electronic Structure Calculations
Electronic structure calculations for Li2CdGeS4 were completed using structural
data obtained from single crystal X-ray diffraction.24b The total-energy code CASTEP
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was used to perform band structure and density of states (DOS) calculations.26 The total
energy was calculated using density functional theory and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA).27 The interactions between the ionic
cores and the electrons are described by the norm-conserving pseudopotential.28 The
orbital electrons Li 2s1, Cd 4p64d105s2, Ge 4s24p2, and S 3s23p4 were treated as valence
electrons. The number of plane waves included in the basis was determined by a cutoff
energy of 650 eV. The numerical integration of the Brillouin zone was performed using a
2×2×2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling. Default values of the CASTEP code were used
for the other calculation parameters and convergence criteria.

Figure 4.9. (Left) The electronic band structure of Li2CdGeS4 shows a direct
bandgap at the Γ–point in the Brillouin zone. (Right) The total density of states
(TDOS) is comprised of the partial densities of states of Li 2s1, Cd 4p64d105s2, Ge
4s24p2, and S 3s23p4 orbitals.
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According to optical diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, the absorption edge of
Li2CdGeS4 is consistent with a direct bandgap of 3.15 eV, which is described by α(E) =
[B(E-Eg)1/2]/E where E is the photon energy and B is a constant.29 This result conflicts
with the electronic structure calculations put forth by Li, et al.30 In their report, the
electronic structure of Li2CdGeS4 indicates an indirect bandgap of 2.78 eV with the
valence band maximum at the X-point and the conduction band minimum at the Γ-point
of the Brillouin zone. These results published by Li, et al. were obtained by conducting a
volume optimization on the unit cell parameters. In contrast, our calculations, carried out
using the crystallographically determined unit-cell parameters without volume
optimization, yielded a direct gap that is in agreement with our experimental results,
although the magnitude of the gap is underestimated (2.70 eV). In our calculations, the
direct gap lies at the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone. The density of states near the Fermi
level shows major contributions from S-3p and Ge-4s orbitals at the conduction band
minimum and S-3p orbitals at the valence band maximum. As Cd orbitals (5s, 4p, 4d) do
not contribute largely to the edges of the bands, variations in divalent elements can be
systematically explored to assess the effects on SHG efficiencies, as well as other
attractive properties, while maintaining a wide bandgap. At energies below the bandgap
from ~3.07 eV to ~3.15 eV, absorption is dominated by an Urbach tail that is evidence of
a broadened distribution of electronic states around the gap and is described by αUrbach(E)
= Aexp[σ(E-Eg)/ kBT] where σ is an empirical steepness parameter that corresponds to
the breadth of distribution of states and kB is the Boltzmann constant.28 The bandgap of
the compound was determined by taking into account the Urbach tail.
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4.3

Results and Discussion
We previously reported that wurtz-stannite-type Li2CdSnS4 and Li2CdGeS4 have

second harmonic generation (SHG) responses that are ~100x α-quartz and ~70x α-quartz,
respectively, when exposed to a Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm).31 Herein, using the Kurtz
powder method,32 the wavelength and particle size dependences of SHG in Li2CdGeS4
are reported over a broad fundamental range. The impact of TPA on SHG in Li 2CdGeS4
was investigated under typical picosecond excitation (1064 nm). These data indicate that
Li2CdGeS4 greatly surpasses the benchmark AgGaSe2 from the perspective of the IRgeneration efficiency in a conventional DFG scheme. The phase-purity of Li2CdGeS4, as
well as the AgGaSe2 references, was confirmed using data that were collected on the
high-resolution powder diffraction beamline, 11-BM, at the Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory. In order to assess the quality of the reference, the SHG
response of the AgGaSe2(MC), a microcrystalline powder sample obtained using
conventional solid-state synthesis, was compared with that of an optical-quality single
crystal of AgGaSe2 obtained from Gooch & Housego that was ground into powder,
AgGaSe2(OQ). The SHG efficiency of AgGaSe2(MC) is lower than that of AgGaSe2(OQ)
(Figure 4.6), likely because the defect concentration of AgGaSe2(MC) is higher.
Likewise, the defect concentration of microcrystalline Li2CdGeS4 is expected to be
higher than if it were grown as an optical-quality single crystal. Thus, the χ(2) value of
Li2CdGeS4 was estimated using AgGaSe2(MC). The validity of using a quality
homemade reference in the estimation of the χ(2) value is not unprecedented.33 A χ(2) value
for Li2CdGeS4 using AgGaSe2(OQ) is also given in Figure 4.6, which corresponds to the
lower bound of χ(2).
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4.3.1 Second Harmonic Generation
The particle size dependence of SHG was measured with incident  of 1.1-3.3
μm, on particles with diameters up to 106 μm (Figure 4.10). A pronounced dip in the
broadband SHG near the conversion  of 1.0 μm is common for all measurements due to
fundamental absorption by the capillary sample tubes, but does not affect the estimation
of the SHG coefficient. In the near-IR ( < 1.7 μm), Li2CdGeS4 shows a significantly
stronger SHG response than AgGaSe2(MC and OQ). This arises essentially from the
narrow-bandgap of the reference (1.7 eV), causing substantial bandgap absorption of
SHG radiation as well as TPA of the fundamental beam. In sharp contrast, Li2CdGeS4 is
free of this serious problem due to its wider bandgap energy, 3.15 eV. In addition to the
outperformance, Li2CdGeS4 is type-I phase-matchable for  > 1.5 μm, which likely
extends up to the far-IR region as evidenced by the rather constant SHG response for  >
3.0 μm.6 The absolute χ(2) value for Li2CdGeS4 was estimated in this static limit, in which
both the sample and the reference are phase-matchable with minimal multiphoton
absorption, yielding ~51.1  4.4 pm/V, similar to the χ(2) value of AgGaSe2.
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Figure 4.10. (Left) Particle size dependence of SHG for Li2CdGeS4. (Right) The
broadband SHG response.
Interestingly, SHG conversion at 750 nm (incident  = 1.5 μm) marks the low end
of the phase-matching range of Li2CdGeS4, which is shorter than the initiation of phasematchability of both AgGaSe2 and AgGaS2, at conversion  of 1.55 μm and 900 nm,
respectively. It is also remarkable that SHG in Li2CdGeS4 is efficient at the conversion 
of 1.55 μm, which corresponds to the current telecommunication wavelength. This
indicates that Li2CdGeS4 could potentially be an active component in the information
science and technology based on wavelength-division multiplexing networks.34 Since
Li2CdGeS4 is transparent up to 22 m, the upper bound of the DFG  likely extends to
the THz regime.
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Figure 4.11. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR (left) and FT-IR (right) spectra of
Li2CdGeS4.
4.3.2 Laser Damage Threshold
To confirm the potential for high-power DFG, the SHG response at the
fundamental Nd:YAG line (1064 nm), which is a typical wavelength for picosecond DFG
mixing, was measured as a function of input intensity (Figure 4.12). Note that the input 
is resonant with the TPA band of AgGaSe2, but is below that of Li2CdGeS4 due to its
wide bandgap. The input intensity, I, was varied in the range of 0.04 – 4 GW/cm2 and the
spectrally integrated SHG counts from Li2CdGeS4, AgGaSe2(MC), and AgGaSe2(OQ)
were plotted. The solid lines represent the maximum SHG case in which fundamental
depletion is absent, i.e., ISHG = aI2, where ISHG and I are the SHG and fundamental
intensities with a being a proportionality constant that incorporates | χ(2)|2. The a values
for Li2CdGeS4 and AgGaSe2 were carefully determined by fitting the low-intensity
regime where TPA is minimal. Considering the similar SHG coefficients for the sample
and the reference, the salient difference in a, i.e., difference in the two solid lines, results
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from bandgap absorption of SHG in AgGaSe2, which is absent in Li2CdGeS4.

Figure 4.12. SHG power dependence of Li2CdGeS4 and AgGaSe2 plotted on a loglog scale, superimposed by square-law fits. AgGaSe2 undergoes significant TPA as
indicated by a TPA fit.
The measured SHG counts from both AgGaSe2 samples deviate from the solid
line for I > ~0.2 GW/cm2, indicating that the fundamental beam is significantly depleted
by TPA. We estimated the TPA coefficient, , of AgGaSe2 by fitting the observed SHG
power dependence using a modified fundamental intensity by TPA, ITPA;
ISHG = aITPA2, ITPA = I/(1+Id), Eq. (1)
where d = 90-106 μm is the particle size for our reflection geometry.35 The value of  (38
cm/GW) is consistent with a theoretical value based on a two-band model within a factor
of two, but likely overestimated due to optical damage induced by significant TPA at
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higher excitation levels.36 In contrast, the square-law dependence for Li2CdGeS4 persists
within our experimental range. This shows that the damage threshold of Li2CdGeS4 for
picosecond pulses is higher than 4 GW/cm2. The DFG of AgGaSe2, for example using
1064 nm at 4 GW/cm2, is almost 10x inefficient compared with the ideal case, due to
significant TPA. Note that this 10x inefficiency is only for a ~100 m thickness. Since
TPA effects scale with the thickness of the material, the inefficiency can be 1000x for a
commercial AgGaSe2 crystal having a 1-cm thickness. Remarkably, this serious problem
is absent in Li2CdGeS4 since it is entirely TPA inactive with an outstanding damage
threshold.
The lack of TPA effects and the non-phase-matching behavior at this low
wavelength imply that Li2CdGeS4 does not undergo any fundamental depletion by TPA
or phase-matched SHG conversion into 532 nm, ensuring ideal, 100%, input for DFG
mixing with another beam source. Therefore Li2CdGeS4 could potentially be utilized for
high-efficiency/high-power DFG for IR and THz generation. It is noteworthy that several
new NLO materials such as NaAsSe2,37 K2P2Se619 and Na2Ge2Se518 have this TPA issue
essentially due to their narrow bandgaps; this underscores the truly unique nature of
Li2CdGeS4 for highly efficient wave-mixing applications.38 Additionally, the
compositional flexibility and structural simplicity of the I2-II-IV-VI4 family provides an
avenue to develop an intimate understanding of the effects of composition on properties.
Knowledge-based optimization of the material parameters by compositional tuning for
further enhanced NLO properties is in process.
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5.

Outstanding Laser Damage Threshold in Li2MnGeS4 and Tunable Optical

Nonlinearity in Diamond-like Semiconductors
5.1

Introduction
Nonlinear optical (NLO) materials for generation of infrared (IR) radiation are

highly attractive for applications in military, medical, commercial and industrial sectors.
Currently, ternary diamond-like semiconductors (DLSs), such as AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and
ZnGeP2, dominate the market for materials that exhibit second harmonic generation
(SHG) in the IR region. In addition to highly efficient second-order nonlinearity, there
are a number of key characteristics (e.g., birefringence, transparency, environmental
stability, laser damage threshold) that should be optimized in NLO materials for practical
employment in laser systems.1 While AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and ZnGeP2 demonstrate
attractive second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility ((2)) values of 66 pm/V, 36 pm/V
and 150 pm/V, respectively,1-2 as well as wide phase-matching ranges and wide windows
of optical transparency,1-2 these ternary DLSs share the common disadvantages of
difficult crystal growth, multiphoton absorption, and relatively low laser damage
thresholds (LDTs) that limit practical use.3 Although obtaining highly efficient NLO
susceptibility is often the focus of research geared toward discovering new NLO
materials, high (2) values often come at the expense of diminishing critical practical
properties. In fact, criteria including high LDT and non-critical phase matching may be
more imperative, as noted by Peter G. Schuneman of BAE systems. 3a Generally,
materials with narrow bandgaps have low LDTs, but high (2).4 Higher LDTs are
accessible in semiconductors with wider bandgaps.5 For example, LiInS26 and LiInSe27
exhibit relatively high LDTs; however, they are afflicted with lower (2) values that range
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from 7 to 15 pm/V8 and from 17 to 22 pm/V, 8d, 9 respectively. Variability is observed in
the (2) values of LiInS2 and LiInSe2 due to difficulties in crystal growth that give rise to
inconsistencies in the concentrations of defects. In an effort to discover new NLO
materials with optimal key properties as well as concurrent high (2) and great LDTs,
compositional tuning in quaternary diamond-like materials is employed.
To date, the leading, mature NLO materials that are crucial for IR-radiation
applications are ternary DLSs with the formula I-III-VI2,2 in which the Roman numerals
correspond to the number of valence electrons in the elemental state.10 Quaternary DLSs
will likely constitute the next-generation of NLO materials for generation of longwavelength radiation. For example, Li2CdGeS4 exhibits phase-matched SHG efficiency
that is the highest among NLO materials with bandgaps larger than 3.0 eV11 and also
shows an exceptional LDT.5 Based on simple guidelines, (i.e. the average valence
electron concentration (VEC) is four, the VEC for each anion is eight), all of the
formulae of materials with diamond-like structures can be predicted.10 Nine formulae are
possible for normal DLSs, in addition to defect diamond-structured materials with builtin vacancies, such as I-III-IV--VI4 and I3-IV2-V-2-VI8.12 In fact, vast numbers of
diamond-structured materials are reliably generated by utilizing combinations of
elements that are capable of tetrahedral coordination in conjunction with satisfying the
appropriate guidelines.
The I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are especially attractive for the guided discovery of new
NLO materials since chalcogenides can impart wide optical transparency in the IR and
terahertz (THz) ranges, a vast improvement over oxides and organics. In comparison to
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oxides, the greater polarizability of chalcogenides and the higher degree of covalent
bonding impart large (2). Lithium can be incorporated in this formula to widen the
bandgap

to

optimize

LDTs.

Finally,

the

diamond

structure

is

inherently

noncentrosymmetric, which is a prerequisite for SHG.
We compare Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4 as well as the new Li2CoSnS4 and
Li2MnGeS4 DLSs (Figure 5.1) in the first systematic study of optical nonlinearity in
quaternary DLSs, specifically those containing divalent transition metals. We report the
synthesis, crystal structures, Rietveld refinements using synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction (SXRPD), and optical bandgaps of the new Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4. The
phase-matchability of SHG is reported for Li2FeGeS4, Li2CoSnS4, and Li2MnGeS4. The
optical transparency ranges and the broadband wavelength dependence of SHG are
reported for all four of the quaternary DLSs. Finally, an outstanding laser damage
threshold of the most promising NLO compound, Li2MnGeS4, is reported.
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Figure 5.1. (a) The Li2CoSnS4 structure viewed down a-axis is compared to (b) the
Li2MnGeS4 structure viewed down the c-axis to accentuate the unit cell doubling
that results from the arrangement of cations. (c) View of Li 2CoSnS4 down the b-axis
shows the alignment of tetrahedra along the a-axis. (d) View of Li2MnGeS4 down the
a-axis shows that tetrahedra align along the c-axis.
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5.2

Experimental

5.2.1 Synthesis
Li2MnGeS4 was obtained by grinding in an agate mortar and pestle stoichiometric
amounts of Mn chips (0.8-3 mm, 99.99%, Cerac), Ge pieces (ground using a diamonite
mortar and pestle, 99.999%, Strem), and S (sublimed powder, 99.5%, Fisher Scientific)
with a 20% excess of Li2S (~200 mesh, 99.9%, Cerac) that can act as a molten flux at
elevated temperatures. The mixture was placed into a graphite crucible inside a 12 mm
o.d. fused-silica tube that was sealed under vacuum, ~10-4 mbar. The reaction vessel was
heated at 700 °C for 144 h, slowly cooled to 650 °C in 50 h and then allowed to cool to
room temperature naturally. The reaction vessel was opened under ambient conditions
and the product was rinsed with methanol to remove the excess Li2Sx flux. A pale-orange
polycrystalline powder was observed using an optical microscope.
Li2CoSnS4 was prepared in a similar manner, except the reaction contained Co
(~100 mesh, 99.99%, Strem) and Sn (~200 mesh, 99.99%, Cerac), and was heated at 650
°C for 144 hours and cooled to 550 °C in 100 h. The resulting polycrystalline product
was bright green.
The synthesis of polycrystalline AgGaS2 was adapted from the method reported
by Zhao et al.13 The starting materials, stoichiometric amounts of Ag (~325 mesh,
99.99%, Cerac), Ga (99.99%, Strem) and S, were prepared in the same manner as in the
synthesis of Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4. However, the reaction vessel was heated at 300
°C for 1.2 h, heated to 400 °C at a rate of 50 °C/h and held at 400 °C for 1.2 h, then
heated to 940 °C at a rate of 50 °C/h, held at 940 °C for 72 h and then radiatively cooled
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to room temperature. The reaction yielded a yellow product. AgGaSe2 was prepared
using a similar procedure.5
5.2.2 Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction
Single crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected using a Bruker SMART Apex
2 CCD single crystal X-ray diffractometer employing graphite monochromatized
molybdenum Kα radiation (λ=0.71073 Å) with a tube power of 50 kV and 30 mA. Data
were collected for a pale orange block-like crystal of Li2MnGeS4 and a bright green
block-like crystal of Li2CoSnS4 for 20 s per frame and 30 s per frame, respectively, at
room temperature. Over a hemisphere of data were collected in 0.3° steps in  and .
Data were integrated using SAINT, and the absorption correction was applied using
SADABS.14 Using XPREP, the space group was determined and files for SHELXTL
were created.15
For Li2MnGeS4, two space groups were initially considered based on systematic
absences: Pnma (No. 62) and Pna21 (No. 33). In agreement with the noncentrosymmetric
nature of diamond-like structures, the space group Pna21 was used to solve the structure
of Li2MnGeS4. For Li2CoSnS4, three space groups were initially considered based on
systematic absences, P2/n (No. 13), P21/n (No. 14) and Pn (No. 7). The
noncentrosymmetric space group Pn was chosen since diamond-like structures are
inherently noncentrosymmetric.
The crystal structures of Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4 were solved and refined
using the SHELXTL-PC software package.16 For the structure of Li2MnGeS4, all atoms
were refined anisotropically, while Li(1) and Li(2) in the Li2CoSnS4 structure were
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refined isotropically. The final refinement statistics and crystallographic details are
displayed in Table 5.1. Atomic coordinates, bond lengths, and bond angles are shown in
Tables 5.2-5.7. All crystal structure figures were generated using CrystalMaker®.
5.2.3 High-Resolution Synchrotron X-ray Powder Diffraction (SXRPD) and
Rietveld Refinement
Room temperature SXRPD data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory at the 11-BM line, as described in Section 2.2.2 and in
references 17-19.
Rietveld refinements were conducted using the General Structure Analysis
System (GSAS) with the EXPGUI interface.20 The crystal structures of Li2MnGeS4 and
Li2CoSnS4 that were obtained using single crystal X-ray diffraction and reported herein
were used as starting models. A shifted Chebyshev polynomial was used for background
correction, and peak shapes were modeled using Lorentzian isotropic crystallite size
broadening (LX) and Lorentzian isotropic strain broadening (LY) terms within the type-3
profile function. Lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, and isotropic displacement
parameters were refined. The structure parameters obtained from Rietveld refinement,
such as unit cell parameters, atomic coordinates, atomic displacement parameters, bond
lengths and angles shown in Tables 5.8-5.15, were in good agreement with those obtained
using single crystal X-ray diffraction.
5.2.4 Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
Performed by RJ Lee Group Inc. (Monroeville, PA), inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was used for quantitative analysis of Li, Co,
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Mn, Ge, Sn and S. Microwave-assisted acid digestion in high-pressure XP1500 vessels
with a MarsExpress CEM Microwave system was used to prepare the samples for
analysis. The digested samples were analyzed using a Varian 730ES ICP-OES.
5.2.5 Optical Diffuse Reflectance UV-visible-NIR Spectroscopy
Optical diffuse reflectance spectra for Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4 were collected
using a Cary 5000 UV/vis/NIR spectrometer equipped with a Harrick Praying Mantis
diffuse reflectance accessory. BaSO4 (Fisher, 99.92%) was used as the 100% reflectance
standard. The spectra are comprised of scans from 200 nm to 2500 nm that were collected
at a rate of 600 nm/min. Regions of optical transparency were assessed using the percent
reflectance data, while the bandgaps were estimated using percent reflectance data that
were converted to absorption using the Kubelka-Munk equation.21
5.2.6 Attenuated Total Reflectance IR Spectroscopy
Infrared spectra for Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4 were
collected using a Thermo Nicolet 380 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with an attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) accessory. The IR spectra are comprised of 64 scans, from 400
cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The OMNIC software was used for data collection and analysis. The
FT-IR system uses a diamond crystal in optical contact with the sample. Thus, the depth
of penetration into the sample is ~2 μm, which is near the lower limit of the particle sizes
for the samples. Therefore, the effect of thickness dependence on the intensity of the
measured spectrum is negligible.22
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5.2.7 Second Harmonic Generation
Samples were prepared by sieving the polycrystalline powders into discrete
particle size ranges with diameters (d) of 2-20 μm, 20-45 μm, 45-63 μm, 63-75 μm, 75-90
μm, 90-106 μm, 106-125 μm and 125-150 μm. For the Li2CoSnS4 and Li2FeSnS4
samples, only particle sizes up to 90 μm and 63 μm, respectively, were accessible using
the synthetic conditions described herein and by Brant et al.23 Each sample was placed
into a fused-silica tube that was flame-sealed under vacuum to prevent air and moisture
exposure upon laser irradiation, although the compounds are stable in ambient conditions.
Each tube was mounted on a Z-scan translation stage via a homemade sample holder.
Microcrystalline AgGaSe2 (MC), prepared by Brant et al.,5 was used as a reference
material.
The SHG responses were measured at room temperature, both as a function of
broadband wavelength and particle size. Coherent light, with a wavelength of 1.064 μm
was initially produced using an EKSPLA PL-2250 series diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser
with a pulse width of 30 ps and a repetition rate of 50 Hz to generate tunable pulses. The
Nd:YAG laser pumped an EKSPLA Harmonics Unit (HU) H400, in which the input
beam was frequency tripled by a sum frequency generation scheme. The beam then
entered an EKSPLA PG403-SH-DFG Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) composed of
four main parts: (i) a double-pass parametric generator, (ii) a single-pass parametric
amplifier, (iii) a second harmonic generator (SH), and (iv) a difference frequency
generation (DFG) scheme. Output of the OPO was used for measurements with incident
wavelengths (λ) ranging from 1.1 μm to 2.1 μm in 0.2 μm increments, while outputs from
the DFG scheme provided λ ranging from 2.301 μm to 4.1 μm in 0.2 μm increments.
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Thus, the experimental spectral range of the wavelength-dependent SHG wavelength
(λSHG) was 0.55-2.05 μm with steps of 0.1 μm.
The incident pulse energy was tuned to 17 μJ before being mildly focused onto
samples with a spot size diameter of ~0.5 mm using a CaF2 convex lens. The beam spot
size was determined to ensure that i) the SHG signals from powders of random
orientations were efficiently generated and properly averaged and ii) the change in the
spot size was minimized as the fundamental wavelength, λ, was varied over a broadband
range since the beam waist w0 at the focus undergoes a significant λ-dependent variation
via w0 = (λ/π)(f/σ), where f and σ are the focal length and the Gaussian width of the
incident beam, respectively.24 The NLO signals from the samples were collected using a
reflection geometry by a fiber optic bundle, which was coupled to a selective-grating
(1800, 600, and 300 grooves/mm) spectrometer equipped with a charge-coupled device
camera (Synapse) as well as an extended InGaAs (Symphony) detector. The relative SHG
signals were spectrally resolved and precisely calibrated using the exposure times as well
as the known and measured efficiencies of all optical components. SHG signals from
other optical components and surface–induced effects were negligible. Any thermal load
on the samples by the laser pulse photon energy tuned below the bandgap was negligible
due to its slow repetition rate of 50 Hz.
In the λ-dependent SHG data for all samples, a dip near SHG = 0.95–1.05 μm
arises from linear absorption of the incident beam by the container (quartz tubes);
however, this does not interfere with the estimation of (2).15 The size-dependent SHG
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responses were used to indicate phase-matchability ranges for each compound, with the
exception of Li2FeSnS4.

Figure 5.2. Particle size dependence of second harmonic generation (SHG) for
Li2MnGeS4.
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Figure 5.3. Particle size dependence of second harmonic generation (SHG) for
Li2FeGeS4.
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Figure 5.4. Particle size dependence of second harmonic generation (SHG) for
Li2CoSnS4.
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Figure 5.5. Particle size dependence of second harmonic generation (SHG) for
AgGaS2.
5.2.8 Laser Damage Threshold
SHG responses were measured at room temperature as a function of laser intensity
up to 16 GW/cm2 on the Li2MnGeS4 sample, as well as the reference samples AgGaSe25,
25

and AgGaS2. The commonly used Nd:YAG line of 1.064 μm was used as the incident

radiation. It should be noted that the LDT of a material is significantly dependent on the
pulse width, and here all of the LDTs are presented for temporal pulse widths of 30 ps.
5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Crystal Structures
Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CoSnS4 both have crystal structures that are related to
hexagonal diamond. Li2MnGeS4 adopts the lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure type
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(Pna21),26 a rare structure type for quaternary DLSs with the only other example being
Ag2CdGeS4.27 The IV-VI framework in the lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure is
comparable to that of the wurtz-kesterite structure; however, the different patterns of Iand II-cation arrangement yield a doubled unit cell (Figure 5.1). The structure of
Li2MnGeS4 is comprised of sulfide anions packed into a hexagonal array, with lithium,
manganese, and germanium occupying half of the tetrahedral holes. The local charge is
balanced in this structure, as well as in the Li2CoSnS4 structure reported here, as each
sulfide anion is coordinated by two monovalent ions, one divalent ion, and one
tetravalent ion. Each cation in Li2MnGeS4 coordinates to four tetrahedral sulfide anions,
and

all

of

the

tetrahedra

align

along the

c-axis

rendering

the

structure

noncentrosymmetric, see Figure 5.1. The refined structure model that resulted from
Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data is in agreement with that obtained using single
crystal X-ray diffraction (see Tables 5.1-5.15 for structural details). The related diamondlike structure types that arise from variations in the global arrangement of cations, i.e.
wurtz-stannite28 and wurtz-kesterite,28a, 29 were not evident in the SXRPD data, indicating
that no other polymorphs were present in this sample.
The Li2CoSnS4 DLS has the wurtz-kesterite structure,28a, 29 which crystallizes in
the monoclinic space group Pn. While the majority of quaternary DLSs have the stannite
structure,30 the wurtz-kesterite structure is relatively rare. This structure is adopted by
Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4,30 as well as Ag2FeSiS4,30 Ag2ZnSiS4,31 and Li2ZnSnS4.32 The
noncentrosymmetric structure of Li2CoSnS4 is comprised of tetrahedra that align along
the a-axis, as shown in Figure 5.1. It is noteworthy that the β angle in the monoclinic
structure of Li2CoSnS4 is ~90°, while the unit cell is similar to those in the quaternary
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DLSs that crystallize in the orthorhombic space group Pmn21, such as Li2CdGeS4 and
Li2CdSnS4.33 The lower symmetry of the monoclinic structure, in comparison to the
orthorhombic structure, does not arise from lattice distortions, but rather from the cation
ordering arrangement. Although the unit cell parameters are comparable to those found in
orthorhombic structures, this structure simply cannot be described by mmm symmetry. In
support of this result, the crystal structure could not be successfully solved using the
Pmn21 or the Pna21 space groups. Attempting to add the wurtz-stannite or lithium
cobalt(II) silicate structure types to the Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data yielded
extreme divergence.
ICP-OES was used to confirm the presence of the appropriate elements within the
crystals. Accordingly, stoichiometries of Li2.1Mn1.1Ge1.0S3.8 and Li1..8Co1.3Sn0.9S3.9 were
observed.
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Table 5.1. Crystallographic data and experimental details.
Formula

Li2MnGeS4

Li2CoSnS4

Size (mm)

0.20 0.080.05

0.070.060.06

Temperature (K)

298

298

Space group

Pna21

Pn

a (Å)

13.3546(2)

6.360(1)

b (Å)

7.8871(1)

6.730(1)

c (Å)

6.2806(1)

7.980(2)

β (°)

90

90.00(3)

Volume (Å3), Z

661.53(2), 4

341.6(1), 2

Density (g cm-3)

2.708

3.109

7045/1144

4052/2196

Data/Restraints /Parameters 1144/1/75

2196/2/65

Completeness to  = 27.11° 100%

94.2%

Goodness of fit

0.83

0.75

Final R indices [I>2(I)]

R1 = 0.0097, wR2 = 0.0252

R1 = 0.0188, wR2 = 0.0482

R indices (all data)

R1 = 0.0109, wR2 = 0.0273

R1 = 0.0208, wR2 = 0.0498

0.31 , -0.20

0.60, -0.46

Reflections
collected/unique

Highest peak,
deepest hole (e/Å3)

Refinement of F2 was made against all reflections. R1 = (Fo-Fc)/(Fo),
wR2 =([w(Fo2-Fc2)2]/[w(Fo2)2]), w = 1/(2(Fo2) + (aFo)2 + bP), P = [2Fc2 +
Max(Fo2,0)]/3
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Table 5.2. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Fractional atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2  103) for
Li2MnGeS4.
Atom

x

y

z

Ueq (Å2)

Li(1)

-0.0771(2)

0.7425(3)

-0.058(2)

29(1)

Li(2)

0.1613(2)

0.5001(4)

0.947(5)

22(1)

Mn(1)

0.16207(1)

1.00834(3) 0.9482(4)

Ge(1)

0.08801(1)

0.75552(1) 0.44987(7) 12.1(1)

S(1)

0.09137(4)

0.75226(4) 0.8012(1)

S(2)

0.16389(3)

0.98820(7) 0.33728(9) 16.3(2)

S(3)

0.16369(3)

0.52379(7) 0.3321(1)

16.2(2)

S(4)

-0.06775(4)

0.74510(4) 0.3317(1)

16.0(1)
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17.0(1)

16.5(2)

Table 5.3. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond distances (Å) in the
structure of Li2MnGeS4.
Bond

Length (Å)

Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.417(5)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.38(1)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.507(4)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.436(9)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.494(4)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.43(3)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.45(1)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.413(9)

Mn(1)-S(1)

2.413(1)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.2070(9)

Mn(1)-S(2)

2.449(3)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.2125(6)

Mn(1)-S(3)

2.4299(9)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.2156(6)

Mn(1)-S(4)

2.4415(9)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.2101(6)
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Table 5.4. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond angles (°) in the
structure of Li2MnGeS4.
Bonds

Bond angle (°)

Bonds

Bond angle (°)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(4)

108.5(3)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

110.6(7)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(3)

111.0(3)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(3)

108.9(6)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(3)

107.8(3)

S(4)-Li(2)-S(3)

111.5(8)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(2)

107.9(3)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

107.4(7)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(2)

106.1(3)

S(4)-Li(2)-S(2)

112.4(6)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(2)

115.3(3)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(2)

105.8(7)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(2)

109.36(6)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(2)

108.695(2)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(4)

110.59(6)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(3)

108.35(2)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(3)

107.48(6)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(4)

110.77(3)

S(2)-Mn(1)-S(4)

110.96(6)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(3)

111.63(2)

S(2)-Mn(1)-S(3)

106.967(6)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(4)

110.77(2)

S(3)-Mn(1)-S(4)

111.36(6)

S(3)-Ge(1)-S(4)

106.65(2)
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Table 5.5. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Fractional atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2  103) for
Li2CoSnS4.
Atom

x

y

z

Ueq (Å2)

Li(1)

0.697(3)

0.8383(6)

0.540(3)

14(1)

Li(2)

0.688(5)

0.335(2)

0.808(4)

9.0(7)

Co(1)

0.2015(1)

0.67235(7) 0.7941(1)

Sn(1)

0.70048(5) 0.82740(3) 1.04751(5) 14.7(1)

S(1)

0.5745(2)

0.6672(1)

0.8028(1)

20.4(3)

S(2)

1.0749(1)

0.8157(1)

1.0462(1)

16.1(2)

S(3)

0.5837(1)

1.1619(1)

1.0463(1)

17.5(2)

S(4)

0.5726(2)

0.6615(1)

1.2907(1)

17.8(2)
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14.8(1)

Table 5.6. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond distances (Å) in the
structure of Li2CoSnS4.
Bond

Length (Å) Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.52(2)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.35(2)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.456(8)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.43(3)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.46(2)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.33(3)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.45(2)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.45(3)

Co(1)-S(1)

2.373(1)

Sn(1)-S(1)

2.371(1)

Co (1)-S(2) 2.372(1)

Sn (1)-S(2) 2.383(1)

Co (1)-S(3) 2.391(1)

Sn (1)-S(3) 2.3703(9)

Co (1)-S(4) 2.392(1)

Sn (1)-S(4) 2.382(1)
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Table 5.7. Results from single crystal X-ray diffraction. Bond angles (°) in the
structure of Li2CoSnS4.
Bonds

Bond angle (°) Bonds

Bond angle (°)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(2)

112.0(7)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(1)

114(1)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(3)

109.9(8)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(2)

114.1(9)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(3)

108.5(5)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

107(1)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(1)

110.7(5)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(4)

110(1)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(1)

108.6(7)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

107.4(9)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(1)

107.1(7)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(4)

105(1)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(1) 108.69(5)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(1) 108.83(4)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(3) 113.91(4)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(4) 109.96(4)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(3) 110.13(6)

S(1)-Sn(1)-S(4) 110.03(3)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(4) 105.97(5)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(2) 110.15(3)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(4) 109.22(4)

S(1)-Sn(1)-S(2) 108.62(4)

S(3)-Co(1)-S(4) 108.75(5)

S(4)-Sn(1)-S(2) 109.23(4)

5.3.2 Synchrotron X-ray Powder Diffraction (SXRPD) and Rietveld Refinements
Using SXRPD data, Rietveld refinements indicate that the Li2MnGeS4 sample has
been synthesized with >97% phase purity (Figure 5.6). All of the peaks observed in
laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction pattern can be indexed to the Li2MnGeS4
phase and no other peaks are observed. However, high-resolution and high-intensity
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synchrotron radiation diffraction data reveals the presence of two impurities in small
quantities. The low-intensity impurity peaks were indexed using DICVOL34 to two
orthorhombic phases that were later identified as S835 and Mn2GeS4.36 All of the peaks in
the pattern are indexed and excellent agreement factors of χ2 = 2.259, wRp = 0.0836, and
Rp = 0.0696 were achieved. The impurity phases were quantified as 1.74(3) wt% of S8
and 1.09(3) wt% of Mn2GeS4. Neither S8 nor Mn2GeS4 artificially enhance the SHG, but
rather could detract from it since they are centrosymmetric.
For the Li2CoSnS4 sample, Rietveld refinement (2 = 2.730, wRp = 0.1078, Rp =
0.0839) using SXRPD data reveals the presence of 10.9(6) wt% of CoS (langisite)37 that
crystallizes in the centrosymmetric space group P63/mmc, as shown in Figure 5.7. A few
extra low intensity peaks, with intensities up to ~1.5% of the highest intensity peak in the
pattern, could not be indexed. The analysis of SXRPD data for Li 2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4
indicates that both samples have a high degree of phase-purity, as previously reported.23
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Figure 5.6. Rietveld refinements of the Li2MnGeS4 structure model using SXRPD
data (λ = 0.413831 Å) is plotted with plus signs (+) representing collected data,
overlapped by the pattern calculated from the model (line). Expected Bragg
reflections for the Li2MnGeS4, S8, and Mn2GeS4 phases are displayed from top to
bottom, respectively, with tick marks ( | ). The difference between the observed data
and the calculated pattern is shown at the bottom of the plot.
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Figure 5.7. Rietveld refinements of the Li2CoSnS4 structure model using SXRPD
data (λ = 0.413733 Å) is plotted with plus signs (+) representing collected data,
overlapped by the pattern calculated from the model (line). Expected Bragg
reflections for the Li2CoSnS4 and CoS phases are displayed from top to bottom,
respectively, with tick marks ( | ). The difference between the observed data and the
calculated pattern is shown at the bottom of the plot.
Table 5.8. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Unit cell
parameters for Li2MnGeS4.
a (Å) 13.35730(2) b (Å) 7.88926(1) c (Å) 6.282043(7)
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Table 5.9. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Fractional atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2  103) for
Li2MnGeS4.
Atom

x

y

z

Ueq (Å2)

Li(1)

-0.0799(7)

0.733(2)

-0.073(3)

43(4)

Li(2)

0.1614(7)

0.499(2)

0.931(2)

1(2)

Mn(1)

0.16167(7) 1.0075(2) 0.9539(7) 17.0(2)

Ge(1)

0.08820(4) 0.7559(1) 0.4506(5) 8.34(2)

S(1)

0.0907(1)

0.7489(3) 0.8029(5) 12.0(4)

S(2)

0.1654(1)

0.9898(3) 0.3398(4) 11.7(5)

S(3)

0.1643(1)

0.5225(3) 0.3326(4) 13.6(5)

S(4)

-0.0689(1)

0.7478(3) 0.3325(5) 13.9(4)
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Table 5.10. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Bond distances (Å)
in the structure of Li2MnGeS4.
Bond

Length (Å)

Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.41(1)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.33(1)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.53(1)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.384(9)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.39(1)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.53(2)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.55(2)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.39(1)

Mn(1)-S(1)

2.442(3)

Ge(1)-S(1)

2.214(2)

Mn(1)-S(2)

2.429(3)

Ge(1)-S(2)

2.226(2)

Mn(1)-S(3)

2.450(2)

Ge(1)-S(3)

2.230(2)

Mn(1)-S(4)

2.417(3)

Ge(1)-S(4)

2.227(2)
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Table 5.11. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Bond angles (°) in
the structure of Li2MnGeS4.
Bonds

Bond angle (°) Bonds

Bond angle (°)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(3)

114.1(6)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

109.6(5)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(3)

117.6(5)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

112.9(5)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(2)

108.2(5)

S(4)-Li(2)-S(2)

114.6(6)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(4)

108.3(6)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(3)

106.7(6)

S(1)-Li(1)-S(4)

105.5(5)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(3)

103.2(5)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(4)

101.8(6)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(4)

109.1(5)

S(2)-Mn(1)-S(4) 111.81(9)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(2) 109.06(8)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(4) 110.22(7)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(4) 110.28(6)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(2) 110.3(1)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(4) 110.85(7)

S(3)-Mn(1)-S(4) 110.5(1)

S(1)-Ge(1)-S(3) 107.76(8)

S(2)-Mn(1)-S(3) 107.07(8)

S(2)-Ge(1)-S(3) 111.69(6)

S(1)-Mn(1)-S(3) 106.75(9)

S(3)-Ge(1)-S(4) 107.16(7)

Table 5.12. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Unit cell
parameters for Li2CoSnS4.
a (Å) 6.3462(2) b (Å) 6.71521(2) c (Å) 7.94582(2) β (°) 89.998(1)
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Table 5.13. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Fractional atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2  103) for
Li2CoSnS4.
Atom

x

y

z

Ueq (Å2)

Li(1)

0.697*

0.8383*

0.540*

14*

Li(2)

0.688*

0.335*

0.808*

9.0*

Co(1)

0.203(2)

0.6718(4) 1.057(5)

11.3(5)

Sn(1)

0.703(2)

0.8273(1) 1.057(5)

12.7(2)

S(1)

0.573(1)

0.669(2)

0.811(5)

14(3)

S(2)

1.079(2)

0.8162(9) 1.054(6)

12(1)

S(3)

0.584(2)

1.163(1)

1.062(5)

11(1)

S(4)

0.579(2)

0.6602(2) 1.303(5)

17(3)

*Fixed
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Table 5.14. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Bond distances (Å)
in the structure of Li2CoSnS4.
Bond

Length (Å)

Bond

Length (Å)

Li(1)-S(1)

2.4(1)

Li(2)-S(1)

2.38(2)

Li(1)-S(2)

2.44(1)

Li(2)-S(2)

2.5(1)

Li(1)-S(3)

2.51(4)

Li(2)-S(3)

2.4(1)

Li(1)-S(4)

2.5(1)

Li(2)-S(4)

2.43(4)

Co(1)-S(1)

2.34(1)

Sn(1)-S(1)

2.37(2)

Co (1)-S(2)

2.35(1)

Sn (1)-S(2)

2.387(7)

Co (1)-S(3)

2.32(1)

Sn (1)-S(3)

2.380(8)

Co (1)-S(4)

2.36(2)

Sn (1)-S(4)

2.40(2)
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Table 5.15. Results from Rietveld refinement using SXRPD data. Bond angles (°) in
the structure of Li2CoSnS4.
Bonds

Bond angle (°) Bonds

Bond angle (°)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(2)

113.9104(4)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(1)

110.9811(4)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(3)

109.1512(8)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(2)

106.9801(4)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(3)

106.5788(1)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(2)

114.009(2)

S(4)-Li(1)-S(1)

109.5561(4)

S(3)-Li(2)-S(4)

109.1033(8)

S(2)-Li(1)-S(1)

112.0955(2)

S(1)-Li(2)-S(4)

108.6908(1)

S(3)-Li(1)-S(1)

105.0204(8)

S(2)-Li(2)-S(4)

106.8761(8)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(1) 108.3909(8)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(1) 109.2692(4)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(3) 112.8765(2)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(4) 109.0144(4)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(3) 110.4799(8)

S(1)-Sn(1)-S(4) 110.4643(2)

S(2)-Co(1)-S(4) 106.1149(4)

S(3)-Sn(1)-S(2) 110.3102(1)

S(1)-Co(1)-S(4) 108.9378(1)

S(1)-Sn(1)-S(2) 109.0028(8)

S(3)-Co(1)-S(4) 109.8844(4)

S(4)-Sn(1)-S(2) 108.7729(8)
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5.3.3 Optical Bandgaps
The bandgaps were estimated from optical diffuse reflectance UV-visible-NIR
spectra. First, the Urbach tail was fit using Equation 1, where A is a constant, Eg is the
bandgap, and Eu is the Urbach energy.21
f(E) = Aexp[(E-Eg)/Eu]

(1)

A broadened distribution of electronic states around the bandgap causes Urbach
tailing.21b The Urbach tail region was excluded from the region of the absorption edge
that was considered for determination of the bandgap. Next, the data were plotted as
(αE)2 vs. E and (αE)1/2 vs. E to emphasize the direct or indirect nature of the optical
transitions.21b44 The absorption edges for direct gap semiconductors exhibit wider regions
of linearity in the (αE)2 vs. E plot and can be fit with Equation 2, while the absorption
edges for indirect gap semiconductors show wider linearity in the (αE)1/2 vs. E plot and
can be fit with Equation 3.
α(E) = A (E-Eg)2/E

(2)

α(E) = A (E-Eg)1/2/E

(3)

As shown on the left of Figure 5.8, the absorption edge for Li2MnGeS4 exhibits
Urbach tailing up to an energy of 3.33 eV. Above 3.33 eV, the (αE)2 vs. E plot has a
wider region of linearity than the (αE)1/2 vs. E plot, as highlighted in black. Thus,
Li2MnGeS4 is assigned as a direct gap semiconductor and the absorption edge is best fit
with Equation 2, yielding a bandgap of 3.069(3) eV.
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The spectrum of Li2CoSnS4 contains an Urbach tail up to 2.55 eV. Above this
energy, the (αE)2 vs. E has a wider linear region than the (αE)1/2 vs. E plot; thus, the
absorption edge for Li2CoSnS4 is also fit with Equation 2. The x-intercept of the fit
corresponds to a direct bandgap of 2.421(3) eV. As reported by Brant et al., Li2FeGeS4
and Li2FeSnS4 exhibit indirect and direct bandgaps of 1.423(3) eV and 1.860(2) eV,
respectively.23
According to the electronic structure that was previously reported,5 the bandgap
of Li2CdGeS4 is mainly dictated by charge transfer from S-3p orbitals to Ge-4s orbitals.
The states at the valence band maximum (VBmax) are dominated by S-3p orbitals with
minor contributions from the Cd-5p orbitals, while the states at the conduction band
minimum (CBmin) arise from Ge-4s and S-3p orbitals. The contributions from the orbitals
of Li atoms mostly spread throughout the conduction band states and provide minimal
contribution to the valence band states; thus, lithium acts as an electron donor and the
bandgap is widened in comparison to Cu- and Ag-based analogues whose valence band
maxima are dominated by coinage metal d states.11, 31 It has been proposed that changing
Cd to another II-ion in the Li2-II-GeS4 formula can allow properties to be tuned while a
bandgap similar to Li2CdGeS4 can be maintained.11
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Figure 5.8. (Top and Middle) Diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectra for Li2MnGeS4
(left) and Li2CoSnS4 (right) are scaled to emphasize direct and indirect optical
transitions. (Bottom) Both spectra are fit (red line) using Tauc’s function for direct
semiconductors while the Urbach tail regions are excluded from the absorption
edge.
Just as in the examples of -NaFeO2 type Li-III-S238 and Li-III-Se2,39 and
chalcopyrite-like Li-III-Te2,40 it is expected that the electronic structures are more
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dependent on composition rather than the specific diamond-like crystal structure.11 In
Li2Fe-IV-S4, the bandgaps are substantially decreased (> 1 eV) in comparison to
Li2CdGeS4, which may be accredited to much more prominent contributions from Fe-4s
and Fe-4p orbitals to states at the VBmax and CBmin. Further, Sn-5p orbitals are expected
to provide dominant character to the CBmin in Li2FeSnS4, similar to that shown by the
partial density of states for Li2CdSnS441 and Cu2CdSnS4.42
Changing the II-ion to Mn in Li2-II-GeS4, indeed yields a bandgap that is
comparable to that of Li2CdGeS4. In Li2MnGeS4, the VBmax and CBmin of are likely
dominated by contributions from S-3p and Ge-4s orbitals. Just as minor Cd-5p character
is observed in the vicinity of the Fermi level for Li2CdGeS4, small contributions from the
Mn-4s and Mn-4p orbitals likely give rise to the small variance (< 0.1 eV) in bandgap.
5.3.4 Optical Transparency
Diffuse reflectance UV-visible-NIR spectroscopy was used in conjunction with
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) IR spectroscopy to assess the windows of optical
clarity for Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, Li2CoSnS4, and Li2MnGeS4. All of these DLSs exhibit
optical transparency into the far IR. In fact, their transparency seems to extend beyond
the detection limit of FT-IR (25 μm), indicating great potential for a THz generator.
As shown in Figure 5.9, Li2FeGeS4 absorbs radiation in the visible region (deep
red) due to the bandgap (0.871 μm, 11500 cm-1) and the transparency region has a lower
limit of ~3 μm (3300 cm-1) that arises due to 5E (5D)  5T2 (5D) transitions that are
characteristic of Fe2+ 3d6 ions.43 Similarly, Li2FeSnS4 exhibits bandgap absorption (0.667
μm, 15000 cm-1) in the visible region (red) as well as the 5E  5T2 transition. Thus,
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Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4 are assigned windows of optical transparency >80% from ~3.0
μm to 25 μm.
The Li2CoSnS4 sample exhibits bandgap (0.512 μm, 19500 cm-1) absorption in
the visible region (green), as well as significant absorption edges at ~0.80 μm (13000 cm 1

), ~1.1 μm (9100 cm-1), ~2.1 μm (4800 cm-1), and ~3.5 μm (2900 cm-1), as shown in

Figure 5.10. While tetrahedral Co2+ (3d7) ions give rise to three intense absorption bands
that are generally observed at approximately 0.67 μm, 0.71 μm and 1.5 μm, 43 the
absorption observed here is expectedly influenced by the presence of Co-containing
impurities, including the CoS that was observed using SXRPD. According to these
results, this sample exhibits >65% transparency in a region of ~4.0-25 μm.
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Figure 5.9. Diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectra (a and c) and ATR IR spectra (b
and d) of Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4, respectively.
Li2MnGeS4 has the widest bandgap (0.404 μm, 24800 cm-1) of the DLSs
presented here. Mn2+ (3d5) ions exhibit characteristic absorption bands ranging from
0.39-0.54 μm (25300-15006 cm-1). The optical clarity window with transparency >80% is
0.60-25 μm for Li2MnGeS4, which is more impressive than the DLS Li2CdGeS4 in terms
of the level of transparency approaching 100% at 25 μm and longer.5 This wide region of
transparency is broader than the clarity windows of new chalcogenides with second-order
nonlinearity, such as K2P2Se6 (0.596-19.8 μm)44 and Na2Ge2Se5 (0.521-18.2 μm),45 as
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well as the closely related DLS, Cu2CdSnS4 (1.37-25 μm, T > 60%).42 Most noteworthy,
the optical transparency region obtained here for Li2MnGeS4 is wider than those of
AgGaS2 (0.47-13 μm),46 AgGaSe2 (0.71-19 μm),47 ZnGeP2 (0.74-12 μm),48 and LiInS2
(0.34-13.2 μm), albeit at “0” level which is assessed by measurements using laser
calorimetry on single crystal samples.6

Figure 5.10. Diffuse reflectance UV-visible-NIR spectra (a and c) and ATR IR
spectra (b and d) of Li2CoSnS4 and Li2MnGeS4, respectively.
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5.3.5 Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Phase-Matchability
SHG was assessed as a function of broadband wavelength dependence for all of
the compounds, and particle size dependence of SHG was assessed for Li2FeGeS4,
Li2CoSnS4 and Li2MnGeS4 to determine the wavelengths at which these DLSs are phase
matchable. Particle-size dependence of Li2FeSnS4 was not assessed since the sample only
contained particles with diameters less than 65 μm. A positive trend in SHG response
with increasing particle size indicates that a material is phase-matchable at the applied
wavelength. As shown in Figures 5.2-5.4, particle-size dependant SHG responses were
assessed at fundamental λ ranging from 1.1-1.8 μm for Li2FeGeS4, 1.1-2.1 μm for
Li2CoSnS4, and 1.1-3.3 μm for Li2MnGeS4.
Li2FeGeS4 exhibits SHG response up to a λ = 1.8 μm, which corresponds to an
SHG conversion wavelength (λSHG) of 0.9 μm. Poor SHG efficiency for λ > 1.8 μm is a
result of linear absorption of the SHG beam as well as the fundamental beam, which is
evidenced by the UV-visible-NIR spectrum in Figure 5.9. Since the sample with the
smallest particle size range exhibits the highest SHG response for all of the measured λ,
Li2FeGeS4 is non-phase-matchable within the range of wavelengths studied. The
coherence length of Li2FeGeS4 is <20 μm. For non-phase-matchable NLO materials, the
second-order NLO susceptibility, (2), can be calculated using Equation 4, based on the
Kurtz method,49 where IS and IR are experimentally measured SHG counts from the
sample and the reference, respectively
S(2) = R(2)(lR/lS)(IS/IR)1/2
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(4)

Here, the (2) value was estimated using the SHG counts that were collected at λ =
1.5 μm (λSHG = 0.75 μm) since the AgGaS2 reference as well as the Li2FeGeS4 sample are
non-phase-matching at this wavelength. According to Figure 5.5, the coherence length of
AgGaS2 is lR ~ 32.5 μm and the R(2) = 66 pm/V. Although coherence lengths are
generally reported on the order of microns, a coherence length of lS ~ 11  9 μm was used
for the Li2FeGeS4 sample (corresponding to the particle size range of 2-20 μm) since
particles with d > 2 μm are generally obtained according to scanning electron
microscopy. This broad range of particle sizes yields a large uncertainty in the S(2) value,
which is 2-18 pm/V for Li2FeGeS4. The S(2) value for Li2FeSnS4 has not been estimated
in this study due to the limited particle sizes available; however, it is evident from Figure
5.11 that the SHG response of Li2FeSnS4 (d <20 μm) is comparable to that of Li2FeGeS4.
The SHG response of Li2CoSnS4 is similar to the ferrous DLSs, as shown in
Figure 5.11. In contrast, phase matching is evident in Li2CoSnS4 for λ  2.1 μm (Figure
5.4), however absorption effects may mask the coherence between the fundamental and
SHG beams. The (2) values of new phase-matchable materials are ideally estimated by
comparing a reference and sample in a range where the SHG responses of both are static
and phase-matchable. In this case, the static region for Li2CoSnS4 could not be
established by acquiring SHG counts at λ > 2.1 μm due to the poor SHG efficiency at
longer wavelengths caused by absorption of λ and λSHG. Thus, the (2) value for
Li2CoSnS4 was also estimated using Equation 4 for λ = 1.5 μm with a lS ~ 11  9 μm,
yielding (2) ~ 2-18 pm/V.
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Although the second-order NLO susceptibilities for Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, and
Li2CoSnS4 are lower than the benchmark AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and ZnGeP2 as well as the
quaternary DLSs Li2CdGeS45,

11, 25

and Cu2CdSnS4,11,

42

they are on par with the

commercially available LiInS28 and LiInSe2,8d, 9 as shown in Table 5.16. Additionally,
these three DLSs exhibit higher transparency further into the IR region that may persist
into the THz regime. Considering that these transition metal-containing DLSs display
appreciable SHG where absorption is clearly significant, Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, and
Li2CoSnS4 may display efficient NLO susceptibility further into the mid-IR (> 5 μm)
where the compounds exhibit greater transparency, as well as the far-IR and even the THz
ranges.

Figure 5.11. Broadband SHG response as a function of incident and conversion
wavelengths for Li2CoSnS4, Li2FeGeS4, and Li2FeSnS4 in comparison to a AgGaSe2
reference.
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Figure 5.12. SHG response of a sample of Li2FeSnS4 with particle size diameters
ranging from 45 μm to 63 μm.
In addition to the wide region of optical clarity, Li2MnGeS4 exhibits significant
SHG for a broad range of λ up to 4.05 μm. The behavior of Li2MnGeS4 is comparable to
the benchmark AgGaSe2 up to λ = 2.7 μm, at which point the SHG response of
Li2MnGeS4 approaches a static region, as shown in Figure 5.13. The importance of
collecting λ-dependent SHG response over a broadband range for accurate NLO
characterization is evident in the variance of the experimental SHG counts over the range
of wavelengths for Li2MnGeS4 as well as the other DLSs. According to the particle size
dependence of SHG response (Figure 5.2), Li2MnGeS4 becomes phase matchable at λ =
1.6 μm (λSHG = 0.8 μm). Thus, the type-I phase matchable region for Li2MnGeS4 is wider
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than the benchmark materials ZnGeP2 (λ  2.0 μm), AgGaS2 and AgGaSe2, as well as
LiInS2 and LiInSe2 (Table 5.16).

Figure 5.13. Broadband SHG response as a function of incident and conversion
wavelengths for Li2MnGeS4 in comparison to a AgGaSe2 reference.
The χ(2) for phase-matchable materials can be estimated using Equation 5, in
which IS and IR are the SHG counts of the reference and sample with the same particle
size range at a λ region in which both are phase-matchable and exhibit minimal
absorption effects, as well as static SHG behavior. Accordingly, the χ(2) for Li2MnGeS4 is
15  5 pm/V.
χS(2) = χR(2)(IS / IR)½

(5)

Like the other DLSs in this study, the second-order nonlinear optical
susceptibility of Li2MnGeS4 is comparable to the mature NLO materials with wide
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bandgaps, LiInS2 and LiInSe2. These results are not surprising, considering that wider
bandgaps are generally correlated with weaker NLO susceptibilities.4 For instance, the
popular UV and visible NLO materials LiNbO350 and KDP51 have wide gaps of 4 eV and
7 eV with (2) values of 11 pm/V and 1 pm/V, respectively. However, wide bandgaps also
can result in higher laser damage thresholds, which can be of chief value for practical
considerations.
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Table 5.16. Comparison of quaternary DLSs with materials that are commercially
available NLO for IR applications.

Compound

Eg (eV)

Transparency

Transparency PM region (2)

window (μm)

level

(μm)

(pm/V)

Li2FeGeS4*

1.423(3)23

~3-25*,‡

80%

NPM*

~2-18*

Li2FeSnS4*

1.860(2)23

~3-25*,‡

80%

--

--

Li2CoSnS4*

2.421(3)*

~4-25*,‡

65%

 2.1*

~2-18*

Li2MnGeS4*

3.069(3)*

0.70-25*,‡

80%

 1.6*

15*

Li2CdGeS4

3.1544(8)5

0.50-23.55,‡

75%

 1.55

515
6.8,8b

LiInS2



6

3.6

6†

0.34-13.2 ,

“0” level

 2.3

8d

11.16,8a
13.8,8d
158c

 = 1 cm-1

≥ 2.052

178d, 229

~3.0/~3.242 0.70-2542,‡

75%

 1.742

1542

0.9242

1.37-2542,‡

60%

 2.142

6242

AgGaS2

2.62

0.47-1346,†

“0” level

 1.853

364

AgGaSe2

1.82

0.71-1947,†

“0” level

 3.153

661

LiInSe2

2.867

/-Cu2ZnSiS4
Cu2CdSnS4

0.72-10.47,†

this work; commercially available; PM = phase matchable; NPM = non-phase

*

matchable;
‡

†

obtained from laser calorimetry measurements on single crystals;

obtained from optical diffuse reflectance and ATR spectroscopies on polycrystalline

powders.
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5.3.6 Laser Damage Threshold (LDT)
Optimizing the threshold for laser-induced damage is key in the pursuit of new
NLO crystals for laser applications, especially those that require high powers (Pavg > 1
kW)54 because the LDT limits the maximum efficiency of optical processes in NLO
materials and is often the ultimate restriction on system performance.3b Generally, laserinduced damage in defect-free crystals is initiated by the excitation of electrons to the
conduction band from linear absorption and/or MPA processes. The LDT is highly
dependent on the λ employed, as well as the laser pulse width (). When  is longer than
tens of picoseconds (ps), damage is induced by the heat that is transferred from the
incident radiation to the conduction-band electrons when the heat is sufficient to melt or
fracture the material;55 thus, the laser damage is rate-dependent on the thermal
conduction throughout the lattice, which is affected by pulse duration. At shorter pulse
durations (i.e.  < 50 ps), MPA processes dominate the mechanisms for laser-induced
damage since the energy is absorbed by electrons much faster than it is transferred to the
lattice.55 Accordingly, MPA is expected to be the main mechanism for laser-induced
damage reported here since  = 30 ps.
The phenomenon of MPA, in which the absorption of photons induces electronic
excitation, occurs when Nh  Eg where h is the energy of the incident radiation, N is
the number of photons involved (i.e. N = 2 in two-photon absorption), and Eg is the
bandgap energy. Thus, the probability of evading MPA at a given λ increases as the
bandgap is widened since higher-order MPA processes, with larger values of N, become
increasingly improbable.56 For example, AgGaS2, with a bandgap of 2.6 eV,2 undergoes
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two-photon absorption (2PA)6 upon irradiation with λ = 1.064 μm (h = 1.17 eV) as
shown in Figure 5.14. Although the bandgap of AgGaS2 requires three-photon absorption
(3PA) of the fundamental beam, we believe the presence of shallow impurities near the
band edge yields significant Urbach tailing and allows for the simultaneous absorption of
two photons. In another example, /-Cu2ZnSiS4 has a bandgap of ~3.1 eV,57 and laser
damage is induced by 3PA.42
In this study, the LDT of Li2MnGeS4 is evaluated and compared with that of the
benchmark AgGaS2 and AgGaSe2 that were measured under the same conditions ( = 30
ps, λ = 1.064 μm). Measuring the LDTs using powder samples5,58 is feasible since each
crystallite has a diameter of 125-150 μm that is much larger than the λ of the incident
laser; thus, each crystallite behaves as a macroscopic bulk material with similar MPA.
The SHG counts, measured as a function of laser intensity, are expected to increase
according to the square law shown in Equation 6 when laser-induced damage is absent, as
represented by solid black lines in Figure 5.14. The LDT is assigned as the point at which
the observed SHG counts deviate from the expected SHG counts, as calculated using
Equation 6 where I is the fundamental intensity, ISHG is the SHG intensity, and a is a
proportionality constant that incorporates (2).
ISHG = aI2

(6)

Accordingly, the LDT of AgGaSe2 is ~0.2 GW/cm2, as previously reported,5,11
and AgGaS2 exhibits a threshold of 0.1 GW/cm2. The observed SHG intensities for
AgGaS2 were fit using Equation 7, with β = 40.5 cm/GW, d = 125-150 μm, and a as
determined by fitting the low-intensity portion that is free of MPA. AgGaS2 undergoes
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photodarkening,59 likely due to photo-assisted reduction process of Ag+,60 as shown in
Figure 5.15.
ISHG = aI2PA2 with I2PA = I/[1 + Iβd]

(7)

Most remarkably, the wide-gap semiconductor Li2MnGeS4 (Eg = 3.069 eV)
exhibits an outstanding LDT that is greater than 16 GW/cm2 (Figure 5.14). The SHG
counts for Li2MnGeS4 persist with the square law (Equation 6) and the material exhibits
neither the critical limitation of 2PA nor the expected 3PA up to a laser intensity of 16
GW/cm2. Upon higher intensities, the fused-silica ampoule that contains the sample is
compromised.

Figure 5.14. (Left) SHG power dependence of AgGaS2 and AgGaSe2 superimposed
by square fits (solid black line) and 2PA fits (dashed gray line). (Right) SHG power
dependence of Li2MnGeS4 superimposed by a square fit (solid black line).
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Figure 5.15. AgGaS2 undergoes photodarkening upon exposure to a Nd-YAG laser
(λ = 1064 nm).
Interestingly, the LDT of Li2MnGeS4 outshines even those of other I2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs with similar bandgaps  3 eV, while it is substantially higher than the narrow-gap
analogues (e.g., Cu2CdSnS4: Eg = 0.9 eV, LDT = 0.2 GW/cm2). The /-Cu2ZnSiS4
sample exhibits a LDT of ~2 GW/cm42 that is attributed to 3PA. On the other hand,
Li2CdGeS4 (Eg ~3.15 eV)5 exhibits a slight fundamental depletion by 3PA at 5 GW/cm2,
but the absorption is saturable and the observed SHG counts resume the square law at I >
10 GW/cm2.25 While the behavior of Li2CdGeS4 is exceptional, the evidence that
Li2MnGeS4 is entirely free of the MPA-induced damage is unprecedented.
The addition of Li2MnGeS4 to the two quaternary DLS systems, /-Cu2ZnSiS4
and Li2CdGeS4 with Eg  3.0 eV that display substantially different laser-induced damage
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behavior, provides a unique opportunity to gain insight into the factors that influence the
mechanisms of laser-induced damage. Generally, LDT can be understood in terms of an
electron avalanche61 where conduction-band electrons, which undergo laser-induced
oscillation, transfer energy by scattering phonons.55 As an electron is promoted from the
valence band to the conduction band by laser irradiation, subsequent impact excites
another electron. Essentially, the threshold for optical breakdown is determined by a
delicate balance between the energy gained by the electrons and rates of energy loss. 55
Therefore, the three main factors that influence laser damage mechanisms for transparent
(defect-free) materials are (1) the processes that initiate the avalanche, (2) the avalanche
rates, which are governed by the effects of laser absorption on conduction-band electrons
and, thus, conduction-electron momentum and energy scattering, and (3) the effects of
significantly heating the lattice on the energy scattering rates.55 As observed in Li-III-VI2
materials, incorporating lithium into diamond-like chalcogenides provides increased
frequencies of crystal lattice vibrations and Debye temperatures, thus yielding thermal
conductivities that are greater than the Ag-based analogues.62 In addition to the wide
bandgap that lends to the extraordinary LDT observed for Li2MnGeS4, a favorable
thermal conductivity is most probable. However, while thermal conductivity and bandgap
are two of the important factors determining LDT in ideal materials, most samples are not
perfect crystals.
Laser-induced damage of real crystals will almost always be lower than that of
perfect crystals due to defects and/or impurities. For very short pulse duration (>10 ps),
LDT measurements more closely correspond to the intrinsic properties of the perfect
material; however, in the longer pulse regime the LDT can be strongly influenced by
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defects and/or impurities.55 Even if the laser intensity is not high enough to directly
photoionize electrons, ionized impurity or defect states can provide the initial seed
electrons for the electron avalanche.63 For example, the generally accepted mechanism
for laser-induced damage in KDP is attributed to defect states in the gap that essentially
reduce the order of the MPA process needed for an electron to reach the conduction
band.64 As discussed above for AgGaS2, the expected MPA process should be 3PA while
the LDT data have been modeled by 2PA.
In our previous work we showed that the LDT for a ground optical quality single
crystal of AgGaSe2 (OQ) was highly comparable to the LDT of a microcrystalline
powder of AgGaSe2 (MC).5 This suggests that defects in the AgGaSe2 microcrystalline
powder are not well avoided in the bulk single crystal. Since compound defects can act as
trapping centers of free carriers leading to laser-induced damage as well as limit the
transparency window of the material, it is important to perfect the crystal growth
procedure of a candidate NLO materials since well formed single crystals with minimal
defects should allow for the maximum achievable threshold for laser-induced damage.64
Therefore, future work will focus on growing sizeable crystals of Li2MnGeS4 that could
even outperform the polycrystalline sample reported here.
5.4

Conclusions
The optical clarity windows, regions of phase-matchability, and second-order

nonlinearity can be tuned in quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs through compositional
variations. The new Li2CoSnS4 DLS, with the wurtz-kesterite structure and a bandgap of
2.421 eV, is phase-matchable at λ  2.1 μm. Significant SHG has been observed in Li2-II231

IV-S4 DLSs that contain divalent transition metals, Co, Fe, and Mn, although Co- and Fecontaining compounds exhibit strong absorption. Since the optical clarity windows of
Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, and the Li2CoSnS4 extend at least to 25 μm, these DLSs may hold
potential for laser applications that require long wavelengths.
Like Li2CoSnS4, the new Li2MnGeS4 DLS was accessed by employing the
steadfast design strategy for DLSs. Li2MnGeS4, with a bandgap of 3.069 eV and the
lithium cobalt(II) silicate structure, has a wide clarity window of 0.7-25 μm. It also has a
phase-matching range (λ 1.6) that exceeds benchmark AgGaSe2 and AgGaS2, among
others, and a (2) value that is on par with mature, commercially available NLO materials
for use in the IR. Most notably, Li2MnGeS4 exhibits a LDT that is >16 GW/cm2, which is
more than 150 higher than that of the benchmark NLO material AgGaS2, and is more
than 8 higher than the close relative /-Cu2ZnSiS4. Li2MnGeS4 provides a unique and
delicate balance between the energy absorbed by conduction-band electrons and energy
lost through the lattice that circumvents MPA-induced damage under irradiation of a
high-powered laser. Li2MnGeS4 is a new NLO material that holds great potential for
high-power applications that require the generation of long-wavelength radiation up to
the THz regime.
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6.

Experimental Considerations
For those researchers attempting to reproduce the experiments described herein or

to use these methods for the synthesis of new compounds, there are a number of logistical
considerations that are not typically described in peer-reviewed publications. This chapter
serves to assess the reproducibility of the reported syntheses and identify some of the
major influences. Further, the effects of sample preparation on the reproducibility of
diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectra and bandgap estimation are addressed.
6.1

Reproducibility

in

the

Synthesis

of

Li2-II-IV-S4

Diamond-like

Semiconductors
Much careful experimentation goes into optimizing synthetic parameters and
techniques for the preparation of phase-pure products. Unfortunately, obtaining the
phase-pure product is usually not 100% reproducible, even after the optimal synthetic
conditions are established.
6.1.1 Reproducibility in Li2FeGeS4 Synthesis
The Li2FeGeS4 DLS can be synthesized with high phase-purity using a
polychalcogenide flux, as described in Chapter 2. Although Li2FeGeS4 is always the
major phase obtained using these conditions, the optimal purity level is achieved in ~50%
of the reactions, according to results of laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction
(XRPD). Notably, in the synthesis of Li2FeGeS4 as well as the other DLSs in this
dissertation, the peaks corresponding to impurity phases have never constituted major
peaks in the diffraction patterns and the targeted phase is always the major product phase
using the reaction conditions reported herein. The most commonly occurring impurity is
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GeS2, which is evident in ~25% of these reaction products. Further, there are cases in
which the extra peaks in the powder patterns could not be indexed to a known phase,
which are listed in Table 6.1. Analyzing the occurrence of diffraction peaks from
unidentifiable phases in various samples can provide insight into how many extra phases
are present, which may aid in peak indexing. For example, diffraction peaks appear at
26.0 and 27.5 ° 2 in both patterns A and C (Table 6.1); however the other extra peaks in
pattern A were not evident in pattern C. Thus, it is possible that pattern A contains more
than one impurity phase and the peaks at 26.0 and 27.5 ° 2 may be attributed to a single
phase.
Table 6.1. X-ray powder diffraction peaks (λ = 1.5418 Å) observed in patterns A-G
that are attributed to minor phases in Li2FeGeS4 products synthesized using the
procedure described in Chapter 2. Peak positions are given in ° 2θ.
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

16.6

16.6

26.0

29.6

41.0

36.5

23.7

27.5

34.1

47.2

36.6

18.7

24.3
26.0

41.0

23.7

27.5

43.1

43.1

29.6
33.5
43.2
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Laboratory-grade XRPD has a detection limit of ~5 wt%, while high-resolution,
high-intensity synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SXRPD) can be used to detect
crystalline impurities present in much lower concentrations (e.g., ~1 wt%). A number of
Li2FeGeS4 samples that were deemed “phase-pure” using laboratory-grade XPRD were
analyzed using SXRPD from the 11-BM diffractometer at the Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory, as described in Section 2.2.2. In all cases, extra, lowintensity diffraction peaks were observed in these patterns (H-K in Table 6.2). Full
analysis of the highest quality sample is given in Chapter 2.
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Table 6.2. Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction peaks in patterns H-K attributed
to minor phases in Li2FeGeS4 products synthesized using the procedure described in
Chapter 2. The peaks were observed with λ = 0.41 Å, but are shown relative to Cu
K radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å, to ease comparison. Peak positions are given in ° 2θ.
H

I

J

K

23.1

15.4

29.5

11.46

25.8

21.9

33.4

15.4

27.6

23.1

43.1

15.5

28.5

25.8

21.9

29.6

27.6

23.0

29.7

28.5

24.9

33.0

29.5

25.8

33.4

29.6

26.7

40.7

31.4

27.7

43.2

33.0

28.5

43.3

33.4

28.9

52.4

40.7

29.6

52.7

52.4

31.3

58.9

61.6

33.0

61.6

70.2

33.4

64.2

78.9

34.1

76.6

99.9

40.7
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6.1.2 Reproducibility in Li2FeSnS4 Synthesis
A direct combination reaction, in which stoichiometric amounts of all starting
materials are combined, is used for the synthesis of Li2FeSnS4 with high phase-purity, as
detailed in Chapter 2. Like Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4 is always the major product phase that
results from these conditions and the high degree of purity occurs in ~50% of the
reactions based on analyses using laboratory-grade X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).
The most commonly occurring minor impurity is S6 (diffraction peaks at 23.1, 31.6 ° 2),
followed by and FeS2 and SnS. Additional peaks that could not be indexed are listed in
Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. X-ray powder diffraction peaks (λ = 1.5418 Å) observed in patterns A-G
that are attributed to minor phases in Li2FeSnS4 products synthesized using the
procedure described in Chapter 2. Peak positions are given in ° 2θ.
A

B

C

D

E

G

15.0

15.0

10.9

14.8

33.5

34.2

26.7

29.2

12.3

15.2

43.3

29.2

35.2

14.8

26.6

40.9

47.5

21.8

27.5

26.7

33.5

28.3

43.2

53.5

33.9
34.1
63.1
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Several of the Li2FeSnS4 products, from which extra diffraction peaks were not
observed using laboratory-grade XRPD, were characterized using SXRPD. All SXRPD
patterns exhibited very minor diffraction peaks that were either attributed to FeS2, SnS,
FeS, or unidentified phases. The peaks corresponding to unknown phases are listed in
Table 6.4 (patterns H-I). Full analysis of the highest quality sample is given in Chapter 2.
Table 6.4. Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction peaks observed in patterns H-I
that are attributed to minor phases in Li2FeSnS4 products synthesized using the
procedure described in Chapter 2. The peaks were observed in data collected with λ
= 0.41 Å, but are shown here relative to Cu K radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å, to ease
comparison. Peak positions are given in ° 2θ.
H

I

10.9

23.1

19.7

33.4

20.8

43.1

23.0
24.0
33.4
43.1
6.1.3 Reproducibility in Li2CoGeS4 Synthesis
Li2CoGeS4 is prepared with high phase-purity, as described in Chapter 3, using a
polychalcogenide flux. Using those conditions, Li2CoGeS4 can be synthesized with the
high level of phase-purity in about ~43% of the trials. As described in Chapter 3, X-ray
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absorption by cobalt leads to difficulties in Rietveld refinements as well as identifying
extra phases. In samples that contain small amounts of impurities, the diffraction peaks of
the unknown phase(s) generally appear at 16.7, 27.1, 31.6, 38.3, and 47.4 ° 2. Full
analysis of SXRPD data for this compound, which indicates the presence of Co3S4 and
another minor phase, is given in Chapter 3.
6.1.4 Reproducibility in Li2CoSnS4 Synthesis
The synthetic conditions for nearly phase-pure Li2CoSnS4 that are given in
Chapter 5 yield high-purity products in ~67% of the trials. The most commonly observed
impurity is SnS (diffraction peaks at 14.6, 34.2, 48.9 ° 2), as well as a single, un-indexed
peak at 35.4 ° 2. Like Li2CoGeS4, analysis using XRPD with copper radiation suffers
some absorption issues. Using SXRPD data, a small amount of CoS, as well as an
unidentified phase, were observed and details are given in Chapter 5.
6.1.5 Reproducibility in Li2MnGeS4 Synthesis
Much like the ferrous Li2-II-IV-S4 DLSs, Li2MnGeS4 is synthesized with high
phase-purity in ~50% of the reactions that employ the optimized polychalcogenide flux
conditions, as detailed in Chapter 5. The most commonly encountered minor impurity
phases are MnS and GeS2, while an un-indexed peak at 34.1 ° 2 is present in some
patterns and a set of peaks appear at 25.9 and 27.8 ° 2 in other patterns. Analysis of an
SXRPD pattern collected on a Li2MnGeS4 sample that did not give rise to extra peaks in
a laboratory-grade XRPD pattern is discussed in Chapter 5. In this analysis, the presence
of Mn2GeS4 was observed using the SXRPD data.
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6.1.6 Reproducibility in Li2CdGeS4 Synthesis
Of the DLSs presented here, Li2CdGeS4 exhibits the most reliable synthesis. The
optimized conditions for phase-pure Li2CdGeS4 were obtained for a polychalcogenide
flux reaction and are given in Chapter 4. This synthesis has proven reproducible ~86% of
the time, and the diffraction patterns of the impure samples contain only a single, small
peak at 16.9 ° 2. Remarkably, the SXRPD pattern displayed in Chapter 4 is indicative of
phase-purity. However, it should be noted that differential thermal analysis of this
compound may indicate the presence of a small amount of Li2Sx flux, which is likely
amorphous and does not give rise to sharp Bragg reflections.
6.2

Factors that Influence Synthesis Reproducibility
First, the starting materials should be of high purity (99.9% or higher) and,

ideally, the mesh size, manufacturer, pre-treatment, etc. should be comparable to those
used in the established procedure. Next, perhaps the most important consideration is that
of assuring that the elemental and binary starting materials are combined in the
appropriate ratio. As indicated by the computational study by Wang et al.1 (as reviewed
in Chapter 1), the regions of stability in chemical potential space can vary for different
compositions. For materials that exhibit narrow regions of stability, composition control
is vital for accessing a single-phase product. There are a large number of factors that can
hinder the correct stoichiometric ratios.
6.2.1 Methods
Starting materials are first weighed in an argon-filled glovebox. Some of the
powders tend to cling to weigh boats and weigh papers; thus, the stoichiometric ratio can
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be altered upon transferring the powders to the reaction vessel. Through trial and error,
the best medium should be chosen. In all of the reactions described herein, weigh boats
that are small enough to fit entirely on the plate of the balance were used. Plastic scoops
were used to complete the transfer of the powders to the graphite crucible. In anticipation
of botched stoichiometry, excess reagents (e.g., S, Li2S) are sometimes added.
Next, the starting materials are typically ground using an agate mortar and pestle
to achieve larger surface areas (smaller particle sizes) to aid the solid-state reactions. Care
must be taken to avoid loss of the starting powders from the mortar. Materials that have
higher hardness than agate (e.g., Mn and Ge) should be ground with an impact mortar and
pestle and/or one with a higher hardness. Grinding large particles of these hard elements
in agate generally causes the particles to be ejected from the reaction mixture. The best
results were obtained for Li2MnGeS4 by grinding the Mn and Ge separately with a
diamonite mortar and pestle and then adding them to the Li2S and S mixture.
6.2.2 Reaction Vessels
All of the reactions were conducted by placing the reaction mixtures into graphite
crucibles (with lids) that were sealed inside of 12 mm outer diameter (O. D.) quartz tubes
under a vacuum of 10-3-10-4 mbar. Variations in the cleaning procedures for reaction
vessels can possibly result in product inconsistencies. The graphite crucibles as well as
the fused-silica tubes were cleaned by rinsing with de-ionized water and then acetone and
dried in an oven. After the starting material mixture is added, exposure to air upon
transferring the reaction vessel from the glovebox to the Schlenk line can have
detrimental effects.
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Variations in pressure within the reaction tubes can also affect the quality of the
products. The tightness of the lid on the graphite crucible can govern how much vapor
pressure builds up inside of the tube and care should be taken to ensure that it is
consistent from one reaction to the next. The length of the fused-silica tube at which it is
sealed can also dictate the pressure. In this work, reactions conducted on the 1 mmol
scale were sealed into tubes that were ~7 inches after sealing, while those on a 4 mmol
scale were sealed in tubes of ~10 inches in length. Upon considering other compositions,
graphite crucibles may not be necessary and the reactions can take place in 9 mm O. D.
quartz tubes with or without carbon coating. While graphite crucibles are effective in
avoiding reactions with the fused-silica, they also can allow vaporized chalcogen to
escape from the reaction. Further, the fused-silica as well as the graphite crucibles
contain impurities. For example, fused-silica typically has Ca2+ and Na+ in addition to
other ions. Graphite crucibles have a number of impurities, which are generally not
analyzed prior to use. All of these factors related to the vessel in which the reaction takes
place may affect the results of the reactions.
6.2.3 Heating
In addition to optimizing the heating profile for an intended product, attention
should be given to a variety of logistics. The specific way in which the reaction tubes are
heated can introduce inconsistencies. The actual operating temperatures of different
furnaces can deviate. Thus, one should note the furnace that is used for each reaction,
which is particularly important when the optimal reaction conditions have been reached.
Further, heating one reaction versus multiple tubes can affect the temperature of a given
reaction. Varying the placement of the reaction tube and, more importantly, the reaction
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mixture within the vessel with respect to the thermocouple in the furnace may offer slight
temperature differences. In some cases, hotter and cooler ends of the reaction tube may
be established, which will affect crystallization. Accordingly, it is important to take note
and be consistent in which furnace is used, the placement of the reaction in the furnace,
the orientation of the reaction tube, and the number of tubes that are simultaneously
heated.
6.2.4 Rinsing Excess Li2Sx Flux
In most cases described here, polychalcogenide flux reactions are conducted by
adding 1.2 molar equivalents of Li2S to stoichiometric amounts of the other elemental
constituents. Extra care must be given to fully ensure that the excess Li2Sx flux is
removed from the product by repeatedly rinsing with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)
and using sonication to aid in the dissolution. For Li2FeGeS4, rinsing is best carried out
by adding the product to a 20 mL capped scintillation vial, adding ~15 mL of DMF and
sonicating the mixture. After the solid product is allowed to settle to the bottom of the
vial (which may take 30 min or more), the solution can be pipetted and discarded. DMF
can then be added again and this rinsing process should be repeated until the DMF
solution is clear and colorless upon sonication. Finally, hexane can be used for the final
rinse since the high volatility will aid drying. Heating the samples in an oven to expedite
drying is never recommended for chalcogenides that may oxidize. It should be noted that
rinsing under a N2 environment is necessary for DLSs with limited stability. Moreover,
more polar solvents such as water or methanol may be used to rinse materials that exhibit
higher stability (e.g., Li2CdGeS4).
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6.3

Bandgap Estimation
Sample preparation can affect the absorption that is observed in diffuse

reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy, which is used to estimate bandgaps. As shown in
Figure 6.1, a single Li2CdGeS4 sample (as characterized using SXRPD, Section 4.2.2)
was prepared for measurement three times and each gave rise to visually different
spectra. Samples a and b were prepared in the same manner. Two different sample cups
were filled entirely with Li2CdGeS4. Sample c was prepared by adding Li2CdGeS4 to the
top of a sample cup that was filled with the BaSO4 (the 100% reflectance standard). In
constrast, it should be noted that three consecutive measurements on a single specimen of
Li2CdGeS4 (i.e., the sample was prepared for measurement and three data sets were
collected successively in one sitting while the positions of the optics mirrors were not
adjusted) yielded highly reproducible spectra.
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Figure 6.1. Diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectra of Li2CdGeS4 specimens that
were prepared differently in three trials, a, b and c. The data from trial c are
multiplied by 10.
Each dataset was fit using the same method, as described in Chapters 2, 4, and 5,
where the Urbach tail is identified and negated from the absorption edge that is fit using
functions for indirect and direct bandgaps. The Li2CdGeS4 data were best fit using the
function for a direct bandgap semiconductor, as shown in Figures 6.2-6.4. Although the
spectra appear to be very different, the estimated bandgaps from the three trials are in
agreement, as shown in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.2. Trial a, diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectrum () of Li2CdGeS4
overlapped by the fitted direct bandgap function (blue line).

Figure 6.3. Trial b, diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectrum () of Li2CdGeS4
overlapped by the fitted direct bandgap function (blue line).
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Figure 6.4. Trial c, diffuse reflectance UV-vis-NIR spectrum () of Li2CdGeS4
overlapped by the fitted direct bandgap function (blue line).
Table 6.5. The bandgap of Li2CdGeS4 was estimated in three trials.

6.4

Trial

Bandgap (eV)

a

3.1542(7)

b

3.154(1)

c

3.1548(8)

Conclusions
Overall, there are a large number of variables that can influence the success and

reproducibility of high-temperature solid-state and polychalcogenide flux reactions to
prepare DLSs. It is nearly impossible to conduct successive reactions in exactly the same
manner, and additional variables may be dependent on the specific researcher. The most
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important consideration is that of ensuring the correct stoichiometry throughout the entire
reaction procedure, and there are many seemingly minor factors that can have
measureable and often detrimental effects. The best way to ensure success is to be aware
of the influential factors and carefully note the details of each reaction.
6.5
1.
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7.
7.1

Conclusions
Restatement of purpose
This dissertation is focused on the synthesis and physicochemical characterization

of new Li2-II-IV-S4 DLSs as well as the previously reported Li2CdGeS4.1 These
compositions were selected to target potential applications in nonlinear optics2 and solid
state electrolytes,3 as well as to investigate the magnetic properties in semiconductors.4
The compositional flexibility of this class of materials provides a valuable opportunity to
design a systematic research plan to study the effects of composition on structure and
properties. The major findings of the dissertation are highlighted and reviewed in the
context of broader impacts and future prospects.
7.2

Major Findings in Chapter 2: Magnetoelectronics
Two new magnetic semiconductors have been added to the family of I2-II-IV-VI4

diamond-like materials in the first report of magnetic properties in quaternary DLSs with
the wurtz-kesterite structure. Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4 exhibit antiferromagnetic
behavior and undergo a spin-flop transition upon exposure to magnetic fields. Under high
applied fields, these materials likely exhibit ferromagnetic ordering. These ferrous
lithium sulfides exhibit comparable magnetic phase diagrams, as deduced using neutron
powder diffraction and magnetization measurements. Notably, altering the tetravalent ion
leads to a change in bandgap and magnetic structure. Li2FeGeS4 is an indirect gap
semiconductor with a bandgap of 1.423(3) eV and has a magnetic structure that is
commensurate with the nuclear structure (km = [1/2, 1/2, 1/2]). On the other hand,
Li2FeSnS4 has a direct bandgap of 1.860(2) eV. The magnetic structure of Li2FeSnS4 is
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incommensurate with the nuclear structure and can be described by km = [0, 0, 0.546]. In
these quaternary DLSs, magnetic ordering is achieved without aliovalent substitution,
which is commonly employed in dilute magnetic semiconductors that are based on binary
and ternary DLSs.
7.3

Major Findings in Chapter 3: Lithium ion conductivity
To date, three structure types that are derived from hexagonal diamond have been

observed in quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs, namely wurtz-kesterite, wurtz-stannite, and
lithium cobalt(II) silicate. The variations in the structures essentially arise from
differences in cation ordering patterns. Interestingly, these three structure types can be
accessed in Li2-II-GeS4 DLSs by varying the divalent ion. The new Li2CoGeS4 and
Li2FeGeS4 have the wurtz-kesterite structure, the new Li2MnGeS4 is lithium cobalt(II)
silicate-type, while Li2CdGeS4 has the structure of wurtz-stannite. These materials can be
viewed as anionic nets that house Li+ ions. Due to the different cation ordering, these
anionic nets have diverse topologies. Accordingly, [CoGeS4]2- and [FeGeS4]2- have the
cubic diamond topology, [MnGeS4]2- has the topology of the zeolite ABW, while
[CdGeS4]2- is comprised of a square lattice 2D net.
This work constitutes the first systematic study of lithium ion conduction in
diamond-structured I2-II-IV-VI4 materials. All four of the lithium thiogermanates
described in Chapter 3 exhibit lithium ion conductivity and air stability, and, thus, hold
potential as solid-state electrolytes in all-solid-state batteries. Of the materials presented
here, the wurtz-stannite Li2CdGeS4 has the most attractive activation energy for lithium
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conduction, 0.74 eV. The wurtz-kesterite Li2FeGeS4 has the most promising lithium ion
conductivity, 100 °C = 1.8  10-4 S/cm.
7.4

Major Findings in Chapters 4 and 5: Second Harmonic Generation
Li2MnGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4 are Li2CoSnS4 are new DLSs that exhibit key

properties for nonlinear optical (NLO) applications in laser systems. Preliminary second
harmonic generation (SHG) data for the Li2CdGeS4 DLS were previously reported by
Lekse, et al.1 In this 2009 report, the SHG and phase-matchability of Li2CdGeS4 was
assessed at a single wavelength (1064 nm) in comparison to -quartz, which is generally
used for the UV and visible regions. Due to the promising SHG (~70  higher than quartz),1 this material and four close relatives were further evaluated. This work
constitutes the first systemic study of SHG in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs. All of the Li2-II-IV-S4
DLSs presented in Chapters 4 and 5 exhibit SHG, as measured at broadband
wavelengths. Specifically, the potential utility for use in the IR was assessed.
The regions of transparency can be tuned in Li2-II-IV-S4 DLSs by varying the
divalent and tetravalent ions. All five of these materials exhibit transparency in the midIR and far-IR. Minimal absorption of both the incident and generated radiation is vital for
achieving high NLO efficiencies. Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CdGeS4 exhibit the widest regions
of transparency as well as the widest ranges of phase-matchability and attractive second
order NLO susceptibility, (2). The (2) of Li2MnGeS4 is 15 pm/V, which is on par with
the commercially available LiInS25 and LiInSe2. 5d, 6 The (2) of Li2CdGeS4 (51.1 pm/V) is
higher than the benchmark AgGaS2 (36 pm/V)7 and is competitive with the widely-used
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AgGaSe2 (66 pm/V).8 Notably, these high susceptibilities were achieved in materials with
relatively wide bandgaps (Li2MnGeS4, Eg = 3.069(3) eV; Li2CdGeS4, Eg = 3.1544(8) eV).
The electronic band structures of the benchmark AgGaS2 and AgGaSe2 NLO
materials9 as well as the Cu2ZnSiS4 and Cu2CdSnS4 NLO DLSs10 have dominant coinage
metal d-orbital character at the top of the valence band. In constrast, the partial density of
states (PDOS) of Li2CdGeS4 lack of any significant contribution from the Li orbitals to
the states in the valence band. Instead, the states near the Fermi level are dominated by Sp and Ge-s orbitals at the valence band maximum and S-p and Cd-p orbitals at the
conduction band minimum. Similar to the case of Li-III-VI2 materials,11 the Li ions in
Li2CdGeS4 essentially serve as electron donors and the lack of d-orbital contributions
near the Fermi level widens the bandgap. Widening the gap is a means to circumventing
multiphoton absorption (MPA) processes, which play a major role in the mechanisms of
laser-induced damage.
7.4.1 Laser Damage Threshold: Li2MnGeS4
Benchmark NLO materials for use in the IR (e.g., AgGaS2, AgGaSe2, ZnGeP2)
suffer from low thresholds for laser-induced damage that largely stem from the relatively
narrow bandgaps. In comparison to the other I2-II-IV-S4 DLSs as well as AgGaS2 and
AgGaSe2, Li2MnGeS4 exhibits the most impressive laser damage threshold (LDT) that is
>16 GW/cm2. As measured under the same experimental conditions (λ = 1.064 m,  =
30 ps), the LDT of Li2MnGeS4 is more than 80 greater than that of AgGaSe2 and
outshines AgGaS2 by more than 160.
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7.4.2 Laser Damage Threshold and Nonlinear Optical Susceptibility: Li2CdGeS4
While wide bandgaps are generally necessary to achieve high LDT, high SHG is
typically observed in materials with narrow bandgaps. As shown in Figure 7.1, which is
an adaptation of a report by Jackson et. al. that includes pnictides, chalcogenides, oxides,
halides, etc.,7 there is a strong correlation between wide bandgap and relatively small (2)
as well as narrow bandgap and comparatively large (2). The benchmark NLO materials
AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and ZnGeP2 as well as the quaternary DLSs presented in this
dissertation and others reported by the Aitken group, Cu2CdSnS4, α/β-Cu2ZnSiS4,10a are
highlighted in Figure 7.1. Jackson et al. reported that two power law expressions can fit
the data, (2) = (589)Eg-1.0 for gaps narrower than 1.2 eV and (2) = (501)Eg-2.7 for gaps
wider than 1.2 eV. These power laws can, in turn, be used to estimate the expected (2) of
a semiconductor using the bandgap.7 As suggested by Jackson, the deviation of the
experimental observations with respect to the predictions allow NLO materials to be
categorized as weak performers, average performers, or strong performers based on
bandgap. Accordingly, the commercially available AgGaSe2 actually has a weaker (2)
than would be expected in consideration of the 1.8 eV bandgap and is classified as a
weak performer. The new Li2CoSnS4 and Li2FeGeS4 DLSs reported in this thesis are also
classified as weak performers, but exhibit more promising behavior at longer
wavelengths where absorption issues can be avoided. The benchmark AgGaS2 and the
new Li2MnGeS4 are categorized as average performers, i.e., these DLSs have (2) values
that would be typically expected given their bandgaps. Notably, like the benchmark
ZnGeP2, the most promising new compound in this work Li2CdGeS4 is classified as a
strong performer based on its wide bandgap. Most remarkably, Li2CdGeS4 exhibits the
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highest SHG of phase-matchable materials with bandgaps over 3 eV and thus provides an
excellent case to explore the delicate balance of (2) and wide bandgap.
Second order NLO susceptibility is largely influenced by disparity in atomic radii,
d-electron contribution as well as bond ionicity, according to Levine’s bond-charge
model.12 The atypical SHG response that is observed for Li2CdGeS4 may be rationalized
considering the ionicity/covalency of each crystallographically unique bond in the
structure. A Mulliken bond population analysis, in which purely ionic bonds are assigned
a value of 0 and purely covalent bonds are given a value of 1, reveals that much of the
Li2CdGeS4 structure is highly covalent, despite the wide bandgap.10b Although the
calculated bond order for Li-S bonds is 0.11, the bond order of Cd-S bonds and Ge-S
bonds are 0.49 and 0.75, respectively. In comparison, the closely related NLO
Cu2CdSnS4 ((2) = 62 pm/V) and Cu2ZnSiS4 ((2) = 15 pm/V) DLSs with II-S bond orders
of 0.32 and 0.42 and IV-S bond orders of 0.49 and ~0.7, respectively, exhibit a lower
degree of covalency in the [II-IV-S4]2- portion of the structures. Based on these findings,
a similar delicate balance between (2) and LDT may be achieved in similar compositions
such as Li2CdSiS4, Li2CdSnS4, and Li2Zn-IV-S4 (IV = Si, Ge, Sn) that may provide high
degrees of covalency yet relatively wide bandgaps.
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Figure 7.1. The second order nonlinear optical susceptibility is plotted as a function
of energy gap (Eg) for selected compounds (Adapted from Jackson, A. G.; Ohmer,
M. C.; LeClair, S. R., "Relationship of the Second Order Nonlinear Optical
Coefficient to Energy Gap in Inorganic Non-centrosymmetric Crystals" Infrared
Phys. Technol. 1997, 38 (4), 233-244 with permission from Elsevier).
7.5

Broader Impacts
Since compositions can be varied within diamond-like structures, these studies

provide a basis for garnering an understanding of the relationships between composition,
structure and properties that are relevant to applications in magnetoelectronics, solid state
electrolytes, and nonlinear optics, among others. The structures of new DLS single
crystals were put forth, and synthetic conditions for obtaining high-purity polycrystalline
powders, which were thoroughly characterized via neutron and synchrotron X-ray
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powder diffraction, were established. Two new DLSs were added to the family of
magnetic semiconductors. Four new lithium ion conductors have been established. Some
key properties for laser applications were observed in five DLSs, two of which hold
potential for commercialization. Although this work provides a handful of examples that
only scratch the surface of the complex phenomena that govern the vast capabilities of
quaternary DLSs, it lays the ground work for deeper analyses.
7.5.1 Magnetic Semiconductors: Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4
The investigations of magnetic structures and properties of Li2FeGeS4 and
Li2FeSnS4 provide a valuable example of how compositional tuning affects magnetic
structures and bandgaps of semiconductors. Since these magnetic interactions must be
carrier mediated, this is an attractive system for implementing more sophisticated
experimental studies and/or computational analyses to understand the relationships
between electronic band structures and magnetic structures. Further, assessing other
compositions of close relatives may provide guidance toward achieving more practical
magnetism. For example, the preparation of the solid solution Li2Zn1-xFexSnS4 is feasible
since the parent compounds are wurtz-kesterite-type.13 The system could accentuate and
possibly allow observation of carrier mediated processes14 similar to those that
potentially govern the magnetism in Li2FeSnS4. Investigations of the new Li2MnGeS4
DLS is warranted since the magnetic ordering in I2-Mn-IV-VI4 DLSs vary from
antiferromagnetic15 to spin-glass16 to ferrimagnetic17 with transition temperatures up to
85 K.17 Further, magnetic properties of quaternary lithium cobalt(II) silicate-type DLSs
have not yet been reported. The disparity in magnetic structures leads one to question the
types of magnetoelectronic properties that may arise in a solid solution of
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Li2FeGe1-xSnxS4. Again, the preparation of this solid solution is feasible since the parent
compounds, Li2FeGeS4 and Li2FeSnS4, are isostructural. However, these two DLSs adopt
distinct magnetic structures and the solid solution may allow the investigation of
magnetic frustration. Additionally, the growth of millimeter-sized single crystals would
permit the anisotropic magnetic properties of these DLSs to be assessed.
7.5.2 Solid State Electrolytes: Li2MnGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2CoGeS4 and Li2CdGeS4
Four new, environmentally stable lithium ion conductors, three of which are new
DLSs, have been reported and are of interest for solid-state batteries. There is a
movement toward non-flammable solid electrolytes as a replacement for organic liquid
electrolytes in batteries. While the safety advantages of solid-state electrolytes are widely
acknowledged, the chemical, electrochemical, and environmental stabilities as well as
ionic conductivities must be optimized for applications.
Lithium ion conductors that exhibit rapid diffusion of Li+ ions through the lattice
well below the melting temperature18 are relatively scarce. An assortment of materials,
including polymers, glasses, crystals, etc., 18-19 have been explored toward the discovery
of superionic conductors. Notably, crystalline lithium sulfides are among the top
contenders for use as solid-state electrolytes in batteries. In fact, the Li10GeP2S1218, 20
solid exhibits a room temperature ion conductivity of 10-2 S/cm that is on par with
organic liquid electrolytes21 and it shows excellent performance in a battery with a
LiCoO2/Li10GeP2S12/In structure.18 However, in addition to issues with synthesis
scalability, the lack of environmental stability of Li10GeP2S12 is a hindrance to the
implementation in the next generation of batteries. The new class of Li2-II-GeS4
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diamond-like Li+ ion conductors are stable under ambient environments, which could
ease handling and processing for potential battery applications. Structural tunability is
easily accessible in Li2-II-GeS4 ion conductors, which provides an attractive means to
study different diffusion pathways and the mechanisms of Li+ ion conduction toward the
goal of optimizing solid-state electrolytes.
7.5.3 Nonlinear Optics: Li2MnGeS4, Li2FeGeS4, Li2FeSnS4, Li2CoSnS4 and
Li2CdGeS4
The tunable quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs are the logical successors of the ternary
DLSs that have revolutionized technologies that rely on NLO materials for IR generation.
The benchmark AgGaSe2, AgGaS2, and ZnGeP28 suffer drawbacks of low LDTs, limited
transparency, and difficult crystal growth. This first systematic study of NLO I2-II-IV-VI4
DLSs has revealed key characteristics, such as wide regions of transparency and phasematchability that are fit for wavelength tuning. Most remarkably, Li2CdGeS4 and
Li2MnGeS4 have extraordinary LDTs, while they exhibit second order nonlinearity that is
comparable to commercial ternary DLSs.
The tunability and excellent properties that have been observed in these
quaternary DLSs are promising for the generation of tunable IR radiation that will
advance applications in a multitude of technologies, such as communications,22 medical
diagnostics,23 sensing of pollutants,24 and molecular spectroscopy23, 25 that will benefit
our daily lives. These materials may allow the design of more selective and sensitive
NLO devices25a envisioned for molecular spectroscopy that utilizes radiation in the far-IR
and terahertz regimes for detecting chemical and biological weapons,25b remote detection
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of drugs and explosives,25c diagnostics and early detection of diseases and disorders via
breath analysis,23,25d and noninvasive monitoring of glucose levels in diabetics.25e,25f,25g
Specifically, Li2CdGeS4 and Li2MnGeS4 are capable of handling the necessary high
powers (Pavg >1 kW) and allowing wavelengths to be chosen with great precision, which
are needed for such applications to be realized.8,25a
The compositional flexibility in the family of NLO I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs provides an
opportunity to accommodate the material durability and low cost that would be required
for widespread employment of these technologies. For example, in order for the
population to fully benefit from a noninvasive glucose monitoring system, it should be
constructed from dependable and economical materials. In the case of infrared counter
measure (IRCM) systems25a, 26 that serve to defend against missiles, military may place
more value on highly specific technical considerations, while the potential for widespread
application in commercial airliners would be highly dependent on price. Much of the cost
of NLO crystals is incurred by the time and great care that is required for quality crystal
growth. Toward this end, variations in composition in I2-II-IV-VI4 DLSs may also allow
some tuning in the growth of optical quality crystals.
7.6

Outlook
A number of new compounds have been prepared and the structures have been

solved and refined. Careful and systematic characterization have revealed attractive
advanced properties for these materials. Thus, these systems are ideal for implementing
computational investigations of advanced properties. These experimental results provide
insight into the future directions that will potentially yield improved materials.
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In solid state electrolytes, this study provides three closely related structures that
yield substantially different diffusion pathways. Mechanisms of ion diffusion can be
elucidated by calculating the energies associated with forming lithium ion vacancies
within the materials. Understanding the mechanisms of Li+ ion diffusion and the effects
of structure as well as composition will certainly be of great value in guiding synthetic
efforts toward optimized solid-state electrolytes. In regards to experimentation, increased
densification of pellets of the materials reported here that are used for impedance
measurements will likely provide significant increases in Li+ ion conductivity.27 Notably,
Li2FeGeS4 had the most unfavorable pellet density, yet the highest ion conductivity. This
environmentally stable, relatively cheap material holds the highest potential for possible
application in all-solid-state batteries.
Based on the results of this work and recent literature, closely related, new
diamond-like materials are proposed. Simply increasing the polarizability of the
[II-IV-VI4]2- nets by incorporating larger chalcogens, such as selenium, may yield
improved lithium ion conduction. The slightly irregular diamond-structured I4-II-IV2-IV7
compounds, in which Li4FeGe2S7 might be accessible, hold potential as lithium ion
conductors when lithium is employed as the monovalent ion. These types of
compositions would have higher lithium content and the formation of vacancies that are
accompanied by lithium hopping may be more favorable due to slight irregularities in
local charge balance and bond lengths. In other systems, aliovalent substitution has
yielded improved lithium ion conductivity (e.g., Li3.4Si0.4P0.6S428) and stability (e.g.,
Li4-xSn1-xAsxS48). Accordingly, Li2-II-(IVx-V1-x)-S4 solid solutions (e.g., Li2FeGexP1-xS4)
may serve to enhance lithium diffusion. Investigating the effects of adding excess lithium
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in conjunction with aliovalent substitution in Li2+x-II1-x-IV-S4 could provide valuable
results. Further, the growth of large single crystals of these materials that are suitable for
oriented measurements of ion conduction will provide insight into the true potential as
well as the mechanisms of ion diffusion.
In nonlinear optics, higher covalency generally leads to enhanced nonlinear optical
susceptibility, while wider bandgaps yield higher LDT. Much research is directed toward
achieving an intricate balance between these two factors. Indeed, an attractive balance
has been achieved in Li2CdGeS4. The discovery of these properties within this DLS
offers a great opportunity to garner an understanding of the fundamental aspects that
govern the behavior, both computationally and experimentally. Further, the close relative
Li2MnGeS4 exhibits an even higher LDT, but lower (2). Comparing these forerunners
with the other members of the quaternary DLS family that exhibit attractive, but less
appealing LDT, (2), and phase-matchability may provide valuable insight. The
extraordinary properties of Li2MnGeS4 and Li2CdGeS4 warrant further experimental
investigations into the commercial viability of macroscopic, optical-quality crystals.
Advanced characterization (e.g., laser calorimetry, thermal conductivity) can provide
insight into the mechanisms of the outstanding LDTs.
Variations in composition within Li2-II-IV-S4 materials have influenced crystal and
magnetic structures as well as valuable properties, such as nonlinear optical susceptibility
and lithium ion conductivity. In each case, these results point to new directions in
experimentation as well as computation that can lead to a better understanding of
materials. The growth of macroscopic single crystals for advanced characterization and
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the exploration of new compositions in diamond-structured materials is called for to
improve materials for magnetoelectronics, solid-state electrolytes, and nonlinear optics.
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